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Hancock

County
Savings

ELLSWORTH,

Commenced Business
Tlu;

Bank
the super-

Deposits in this bank are exempt
municipal taxation to depositors.
TRUSTEES

President,
WHITCOMB,
of
Whitcomb, Haynes

F.

BCHRIHJLK OK MAILS

from

•Including Sundays.
tDally, except Munday.
§ Dally, except S«turd«y.
••For point* on Washington County HR only.
JMt Desert Branch and Bar Harbor only.

Lumber,

Harry Gerry, of Ellsworth Falls, leaves
to-day for Pasco, Wash.

CARROLL BURRILL,
Attornej-at-Law,

A. F.

BURNHAM,

effect June 6, 1906.

MAILS RtfChlVKD.
From Wbst—*6.17 a m, 112.33. 4.20and *6.16 p no.
From East— 11^7 a m, 5.3.5 and ic 43 p m.
MAIL CLO8K8 AT roST-UFPICB.
GOIMO Wkht— 11.SO a m, $2 ‘ftand *9pm.
Gomo East—**7 a m, ••3.45, J.YS0 and $9 p m.

:

& Co.,

In the

AT ELI.HWOKTH POBT-orFIOB.

In

paid sixty-four (04) semi-annual dividends.

Miss

N. B. COOLIDGE.

resume

ciation,

which

annual

meeting

probably
at the

will

same

hold

and

Blanche Moore left Thursday to
teaching in Dedham.

Leon Rowe has been appointed a temporary clerk in the Ellsworth postoffice.

obituary

notice

of

Andrew Y.

sojourning.
minute and 2.40 classes and a peg race.
Attorney-at-Law,
Capt. Horace F. Lord, son of Capt. John To-morrow there will be a farmers’ race, a
J. P. Eldridge and wife entertained a A. Lord, of this city, has recently pur- colt race, a “slow” race and a free-for-all.
CHAS. C- BURRILL, Treasurer.
small company at tea and bridge last even- chased of Ney Kill man the general store
The Maine Central and Washington
Assistant Treasurer.
CHAS- R.
at Green Lake. He took possession about County railroads give reduced rates to the
ing.
X. Clement, manager of the Ellsworth two weeks ago. The telephone exchange fair. The fare from Ellsworth and EllsNote—Those desiring Home Savings Hunks will be supplied with them
worth Falls to Nicolin and return is 26
hardwood factory, is in Boston on busi- is loc ated in the store.
on application.
Corresjioiiilence solicited.
cents. At Nicolin teams and buckboards
ness.
The steamer Percy V. brought an exwill meet all trains.
Charles C. Knowlton, Harry J. Joy and cursion of about twenty-five people from
Frank E. Rowe left Monday for Bowdoin North Brooklin, South Bluehill and South
New Corporation.
Surry to-day. Next Wednesday she will
college.
The Bar Harbor association of arts has
an excursion from Atlantic,
Mcbring
F.
of
was
the
George
Bryant,
Bangor,
been organized at Bar Harbor, for the purand West Tremont.
guest over Sunday of Harry L. Crabtree Kinley
of encouraging musical, literary,
Mrs. Sarah Partridge has gone to Boston pose
nnd wife.
dramatic and other arts, with $30,000 capfor a visit of several weeks with relatives.
The high school will close to-morrow to
ital stock, of which f5,000 is paid in.
She was accompanied by her niece, Mrs.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH. ME. allow the
Officers: President, George B. Dorr; treaspupils to attend the North Ells- Maria
Howell.
On their way they will
worth fair.
urer, Fred C. Lynam.
stop in Portland for a few days’ visit with
Miss Emma A. R. Allen, of Portland,
H. B. Saunders and wife.
is here to remain through the season with
CHURCH NOTES
E. H. Emerson, an Ellsworth boy,
Insurance does not cost but a trifle compared with the Miss Hight.
of
the
electric
CONGREO ATIONA L.
formerly manager
light
value of the property insured. Why go without itV
Rev. J. P. Simonton has returned from a
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
plant at Backsport, and for several years
visit of a few days with friends in South
Write or call on
past in charge of the w’orks at Dexter, has
Sunday, Qzt. 1—Morning service at
Brooksville.
gone to a still larger held, taking charge 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
O. W. TARLEY,
Ellsworth.
The L. T. L. concert is postponed until of the electric works at Eastport.
Prayer and conference meeting on Frinext week owing to the illness of Mrs. E.
The senior class of the Ellsworth high day evening at 7.30.
T. Salisbury.
UNITARIAN.
school will give an entertainment at HanRev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
The ladies of the Congregational society
cock hall soon, as a benefit for Miss Lucy
I'lire Water Supply
will give a harvest supper at the vestry ! M. Holt, now ill at the Bar Harbor hospiSunday, Oct. 1—Service at 10.30 a. m.
Contractors for A rI entail, Driven aud this evening.
tal. Miss Holt will go to the upper part Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.

BURRILL,

C.

W.

&

F.

L.

MASON,

GENERAL INSURANCE.
notice:.

D. M. RATT COM RAN V,
Hydraulic*

WELLS.
Anywhere iu United States.
Wells Dee)Twenty-live years’

Monday evening.
Herbert W. Carr,
Dry merly of Ellsworth,
ex-

Personal attention piveu to all
liest of references given.

Office, 75
w
This well
Bros.' Stone
dence. Ji. I.

St.,
Providence, R. I.

Westminster

Telephone Z7M-2 Union.

wan «unk by us at N^rcrwm
Drop us a postal if you want some luteresting
Yard, Kingsley Avenue. Pfovr- reading mailer. Please locution this paper when
wr

ung.

week

of
was

Skowhegan, forin the city last

business.

on

|

Mrs. C. H. Hodgman, book-keeper for
the W. R. Parker Clothing Co., is home
from a three-weeks’ vacation.

large attendance is desired.
Arthur Alley, clerk in Moore’s drug
store, has returned from a vacation of two
spent in Boston and vicinity.
P. Wiswell will preside
at the October term of the supreme court,
which will convene Tuesday, Oct. 10.
Chief Justice A.

pay 30 cents for sirloin and rump steaks

WHEN
you

get

can

of

important business at
Donaqua lodge, K. of P.,

and

a

full

the
this

attendance is desired.

The annual meeting of the Free Baptist

society
chapel

Baptist
on Thursday evening, Oct. 5, at 7.
T. F. Monaghan, of Gardiner, and Mrs.
Carroll J. Swan, of Boston, were called here
last week by the death of their sister, Mrs.
John E. Doyle.
will

be

Co. to

p.

ASJsolatsJy

HAS NQ SUBSTITUTE
A Cream of Tartar Powder,
free from aium or phosphatfc acid
a

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

RUNAWAY NAPHTHA.

Percy V.

a Man's Idle and has
ICxciting; Chase.
The steamer Percy V., on her excursion
trip to Bluehill from Swan’s Island last
Thursday, had a lively chase after a runaway naphtha boat, and incidentally saved
a man’s life.
The Percy V. was off Newbury Neck
when Capt. Smith sighted a man clinging
to a barrel buoy which is anchored off the
neck. The Percy V. went to the assistance
of the man, who proved to be a Mr. Bartlett, of Bartlett’s Island. He had been
bound down the bay
in his naphtha

Saves

an

launch,

and

was

pulling

tiller

on a

rope

which gave way and he fell overboard.
The naphtha, with engines running and
no

one

on

board,

sailed off

He reached the barrel

clinging

to it

half

an

V. hove in sight.

buoy,

hour

He

and left him.
and had been

when the Percy
was

nearly

ex-

hausted.
was

BAPTIST.
Rev. P. A.

attend the per-

held at the Free

again.
Capt. Smith finally succeeded in getting
alongside the runaway, and putting a man
aboard, who stopped the engine.

A. Kill am, pastor.

At the Bluehill fair last week, Patrick
HANCOCK COUNTY.
Bresnahan, of this city, purchased of P.
Sept. 26, 27, 28—Meeting of Hancock
There was an interesting musical pro- H. McNainarah, of Bangor, the bay mare
association at East
County Baptist
Lizzie Wilkes, by Henry Wilkes. The mare
gramme and informal speaking.
Bluebill.
won the 2.29 race at Bluehill Wednesday,
Mrs. E. B. Stanley, president of the Equal
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 3 and 4
in straight heats, going to a new mark of
Suffrage league of Hancock county, anFair of Northern Hancock agricultural
2.26J4, and on Friday took the 2.27 class,
nounces a meeting of the league to be held
society at Amherst.
also in straight heats.
at Ellsworth on Friday evening, Oct. 6.
Wednesday, Oct. 4—Agricultural fair at
E. E. Rowe has sold his gasolene dory to
The supper and sale by the ladies’ circle
Or land.
Hastings, of Waltham. Mr.
of the Methodist church, announced for Waldron
Saturday, Oct. 7—Hancock Pomona
this evening at Odd Fellows hall, has been Rowe took the launch to Waltham Saturday, putting it in the river at Brimmer’s grange at North Bluehill.
postponed to next Wednesday evening.
and sailing up the river to WalThe wedding of Miss Mary E. Wit ham bridge
thiru. Mr. Hastings will keep the launch
and Charles R. Burr ill will take place at
on the river this fall, and put her in
Restawhile cottage, Shady Nook, this
Webb’s pond next spring.
evening at 6. A reception will follow at 7.
Some weeks ago Harold Demmons, of
A large delegation from the Ellsworth
Machias, was injured on the Washington
Baptist church left yesterday to attend
county railroad at Washington Junction.
the seventy-first annual meeting of the
He was brought first to Ellsworth and
Hancock Baptist association at East Bluethen taken the hospital at Bar Harbor,
hill.

It

was

fun while it lasted.

MOSES’ FLOKAL WORK i* widely known.
Add res— HAK UARBOK only.
Open all the year ’round.

atrfjcrtiscmmtss.
For Cuts, Burns, Wounds,
Sore or tender feet,

Sore,

Eyes, Granulated Eyelids,

Porter’s

Antiseptic
Healing Oil

The Murch and Fullerton reunion at
last Saturday was w-ell attended.

Bayside

them for 25 cents at

CO., NEW YORK.

off

Mr. Simonton.

Sunday, Oct. 1—Morning service at
formance at Hancock hall last Friday 10.30.
Sunday school at 11.46. Evening
evening. At a meeting of the post Monday praise and preaching service at 7.30.
|
evening a vote of thanks was tendered the
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
company.
{ Friday evening.
James A. McGown went to Bangor yesCOMING EVENTS.
terday, and returned with Mrs. McGown
who has been in the East Maine general
ELL8WOKTH.
hospital. Mrs. McGown has rallied quickly
Wednesday, Sept. 27, at Congregational
from the severe surgical operation she
vestry—Harvest supper, 25 cents.
underwent, and stood the journey home
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 27 and
well.
remarkably
28—Fair of North Ellsworth farmers’ club.
Mrs. Hannah E. Crippen, of Marilla,
Monday, Oct. 2, at Hancock hall— DenN. Y., is visiting her parents, Thomas J.
man Thompson’s great melodrama, “The
Holmes and wife. Mrs. Hattie Foy, of
Two Sisters.” Prices 25, 35 and 50c.
Cliftondale, Mass., who was summoned
here by the illness afid death of her father,
Wednesday, Oct. 4, at Odd Fellows
Andrew Y. Newman, has remained with hall, supper and apron sale by ladies’ cir^
her sister, Mrs. Holmes, for a short visit. cle of Methodist church. Supper, 25c.

A

There will be

Preaching Sunday

9

thirty members of Wm. H. H. Rice
post, G. A. R., accepted the invitation of the
About

Lejok lodge, I. 0. O. F., will work the
Bennett-Moulton
initiatory degree Friday evening, Oct. 6.

meeting
evening,

PGWIIER
Pure

In the meantime the naphtha launch
cutting figure eights around the bay,
and Capt. Smu.ii put alter it in the Percy
V. It was a lively chase for the half hour
it lasted. The naphtha seemed to enter
into the game with new life, and dodged
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
the State for the benefit of her health.
and turned as the Percy V. approached.
Hev. J. P. .Simonton, pastor.
old
brown
stallion
Christo
two-year
Once when the Percy V. tried to bead
Friday, Sept. 29—Prayer service at 7.30.
♦, *ibited at the Bluehill fair by G. F. Can- \
! the
boat off, it turned and bumped its
Sunday, Oct. 1—Morning service at
awardj
of
and
which
dage,
Bluehill,
nose into the
4was
bigger boat. It split her
10.30. Sermon by the pastor followed by |
ed lirst premium in his class, is owned i
and seemed to sober the little craft
communion.
Sunday school at 11.45. stem,
j
of
Christo
Arthur
Ellsworth.
by
Clement,
somewhat, but after a momentary pause it
Preaching at 7.30.
is by Columbo, dam by Hambletonian
sheered off from the Percy V. and started
Trenton—
at 2.30
m.
Knox.

weeks

WHY

A MATTER OFHEALTH

oj
jThe

per at the home

perience.
work,

whist club had a picnic supof Mrs. Arthur Shute

The ladies’

atftcUtsrntfntB.

its

time

place.
Miss Jennie B. Price, of Houlton, State
Newman last week the name of a sur- organizer of the W. C. T. 1)., is in Ellsviving daughter, Mrs. H. A. Foy, of Clif- worth this week, the guest of Mrs.
tondale, Mass., was inadvertently omitted. Martha A. Salisbury. Miss Price occuEllsworth jurymen drawn last Saturday pied the pulpit of the Methodist church
for the October term of the supreme court Sunday morning, and in the evening spoke
areas follows:
Grand jury, Charles W. at a union temperance service at the Baptist
Mason; traverse jury, George Garland and church. K3v. P. A. A. Killam conducted
the evening service, assisted by Revs. J.
Nathaniel J. Moor.
M. Gallert has purchased of E. J. Walsh M. Adams, J. P. Simon ton and S. W.
Sutton.
his stock of hoots and shoes. Mr. Walsh,
Miss Josephine Jarvis, of Cobden, 111.,
who is studying law, and expects to be
admitted to the bar next spring, goes out daughter of the late Capt. J. R. Jarvis,
U. S. N., formerly of Ellsworth, has com$f the shoe business.
the translation of the third and last
Eighteen members of the Helpsomehow pleted
volume of “Friedrich FrcebePa PedagogSociety of the Baptist church went on a
ics of the Kindergarten.” The translation
hay-rack ride to Pleasant Beach last
has been received with favorable comment
Thursday evening. At the beach a
by kindergartners throughout the United
chowder and corn roast were enjoyed.
States.
The book is issued from the
The American received a pleasant call
Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., St.
to-day from Mrs. A. H. Johnson, of Brook- Louis, Mo.
lyn, N. Y., who has been spending the
summer at Bluehill.
Mrs. Johnson was
North Ellsworth Fair.
One of the excursionists on the Percy V.
The fair of the North Ellsworth farmers’
Judge J. A. PeterB and wife, H. W. club opened to-day, and will continue
Cushman and wife, Mrs. Henry M. Hall,
through to-morrow. Every indication
Henry Whiting and Charles Peters left Sat- points to the most successful fair in the
urday for a week at Long Point camp, history of this club.
Great Pond, where Miss Fannie E. Hall is
The racing events to-day are the three-

N r» THIS VVKKK.

Moses, Florist—Flowers.

only Savings Bank in Ellsworth, under

JOHN F.

►

Floyd A H*yne»—Meats, fish and groceries.
BaNOOR:
Maine Music Festival.
Bar Hambok:

1873.

vision of the Bank Examiner.

Has

DVKKThKK

Adrnr notice—E-t Alexander J Fox.
AUmr notice—Et Billing* Maddox,
in bankruptcy Eat Harvard U Robinson.
First Nat’i Bank Home banking system.
KG Moore—Apothecary.
M A Clark—Greenhouse.
—

MAINE.

May I,

A

New York, under the Auspices of the W. C.
has been postponed until later in
the season.

T, 1'^

—

We

are

still

making special offerings in \\ ALL PAPER#
AT COST.

BROS., General Store.

WHITING

to save cost, etc., you
must arrange settlement at once.

you-wish

where he

J. H. Bresxaiian,
Tax Collector for 10C5.

U

WOOD FOR SALE
by

Hard and soft,

the cord or foot.
or stove length.

four foot

F.
Weit Sntl

H.

automobile on the road and your
horse has on a harness that Is UNSAFE, it is rather risky.
With 85

competent

OSGOOD,

Bridge.

Ellsworth.

DO YOU WANT BULBS FOR
FALL PLANTING?
It is time to order them now.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

W.

years’ experience and
ready to

workmen I am

All orders for a Strong, Durable
and SAFE Harness, at the reasonable price of $15.00. Write me
for description of my Two Leaders.

J. A. McGOWN,
Main Street,

ELLSWORTH.

Telephone Connection.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

O. A.

For Sale

by

PARCHFK. ApoIUfcary.

Bangor

|

JUST RECEIVED

next week

urged

to be

present.
Chorus members’ tickets will be given
out, and the prospects for a special train
from Bangor to Ellsworth on Saturday

night

are

will be talked

job lot of cigars,

“College

Drug Store,

These Hams are of the highest grade.
You
get the opportunity to buy genuine high-grade
cut price, but here’s your chance.

don’t of$en

goods

at

a

Premium Hams, 13 l=2c per lb.
Premium Bacon, 18 l=2c per lb.

Mrs.

son

September 30.

Saturday,

over.

Florence Dewey, of Portland, with
and Miss Jones, of PortPuffs” | land, who have been visiting at Lamoine
I Point, have been the guests of Mrs. S. J.
We will sell these by the box (50) for Morrison the
past week. They leave for
$1. This is a genuine bargain, as they | home to-day. Mrs. Morrison has also had
as guests the past week Mr. and
Mrs.
are a regular 6c. cigar.
Call early as Ueorge Easta brooks, of Peacedale, R. I.,
and son Clifton, of Buffalo.
the supply is limited.
H. E. Lufkin, secretary of the Maine
State Sunday school association, wrill hold
an institute at the Congregational church
Moore’s
in this city Monday evening, Oct. 30.
CORNER OPP. THE POSTOFFICE, ELLSWORTH. This meeting is undenominational, and an
invitation is extended to all the Sunday
schools of Ellsw'orth, and to the schools of
|
the Hancock County Sunday school assoA

“Premium” Hams and Bacon

Machias has refused to

There will be a rehearsal of the Ellsworth festival chorus to-morrow evening
at the home of Miss Mary F. Hopkins.
All who intend to sing at the festival in

MEET

an

died.

physical culture which pay the bills, which will amount to about
given Monday evening £100. Bar Harbor will sue to collect.
Worth, of Bar Harbor and

3tjbrrti salients.

WHEN

the stable.

home or in

on

to have been

by Henry

If

never-failing remedy.

necessity at

SWIFT’S

was

Taxos Are Howl Interest!

A

SPECIAL SALE

The lecture

EL_l_S WORTH.

is a

Raymond,

REMEMBER—One

Day Only—Next Saturday.

FLOYD

&

HAYNES,

ELLSWORTH.

THE

JOY

Haring

STUDIO.

secured the services of Mr. P. S. Staples, we are prepared to execute
PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK in all the latest and up-to-date style*.

Pictures of children

a

specialty.

%

CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVOR.

fmyer Wo^tlnar Topic For
Besluolnff

Oct.

the

EDITED BT "APST

Week
Its

•till.

Joy 1* experienced In church membership from many phases of church
life.
1. There is the Joy that comes from
Church
to? performance of doty
membership is a duty. Christ asks it
•f ns, promising that if we will confess Him upon earth He vriil confess us before H.- Father whi-’h is in
heaven. The performance of duty always brings Joy. Many have unite!
With the church not because they felt
toclined to do so. but simply as a duty,
gnd have found great pleasure
eh arch membership.
2 There is the Joy of Chrl- Can fe!
lowshlp. One of the sweetest Joys f
life ts fellowship with those at,, tit us.
and the most blessed fellowship of life
1a that possessed by Chri hcs who
are bound together tty the common tie
that binds thee. t:» Chris
3. There is the joy of service f?crvlee produces Joy. "It is mn blessed
to give than to receive." whether we
give money or gifts or service Sclfl'
ness breeds dissatisfaction, while self
denial for others brings joy and hap
pines*. For the Joy that was set before
Him Christ endured the suffering nn.i
aha me of the cross, and “if we sulfer
with Him we shall also reign with
Him." The reward of service Is always a crown of joy.
READINGS.

Ps. xvi. 11; xlvin. 1, 2; exxll, 1-12:
Isa. ii, t-5: Dan. xil. 1-3: Luke xlv.
14-19; Acts lb 41-47: Till. IV Phil. iv.
1, 4; II John. 12.
Meeting Proverbs.
Whoso loveth the prayer meeting rejoice th his pastor.
It's a poor meeting that does no one
Pvsrrr

any good.
A cheerful leader maketh a happy
meeting.
Where there is no preparation the
people suffer.
It's a wise leader that knows his own

topic.
He that trusteth to hi*

own

bead Is

foolish; the wise man studies his Bible.
should
Start a meeting In the way
go and it will be a success, if you keep
It going.
The leader expects every member
to do his duty.
A good thought Is rather to be chosen
Sian fine words.
A poor speaker is better than a mute.
If at first you forget what you meant
•o say, try. try again.
A hymn from the heart is better than
• dozen just to fill in.
■Hence is ‘pollen—when some one
■lae Is speaking
Listen to others as yon would that
they should listen to you.
Better is a little with earnestness
than a long testimony without sincer-

ity
The troth, and nothing but the truth,
but not the whole truth In one night.
Commit thy thoughts unto the Lord
and the words shall be established.
Rub the dust out of your own eyes
before you criticise others.
Early to open and. early to close
makes a meeting mure Inviting for the
next time.
A meeting deferred maketh the audltnce tired.—Aubrey Fullertou In Christian Endeavor World.
la

Other

Tonffur*.

Last year Christian Endeavor Increased In Germany to the number of
l.oiS societies, making 5,")00 now in
the empire.
The Japan Christian Endeavor Union
•eta aside one-tenth of ail the money it
receives for work among the soldiers.
Japan's year motto is Kaizen Kwakncbo, “Improve and increase.'’

“Helpful and Hopeful

The Durpow* cf tbl* column *r* imdmUy
stated tn Iht title and motto—ft l* for the matt)*!
benefit, m>«.' «Iwt t*» be helpful end hopeful
Belp* f**r the com aon food. It is for the common UN-I public servant. a purveyor of la
formation and sugge*!!*™. a medium for the Interchange of Man. In tbl* capacity It aoHclU
communication*. and its •uece»a depmdt largely
on *be »Qp|M)rt gives It In thl» respect- Com
mumcatbm* uoH lie signed, btt» the name of

Lord

(

uri«n'« Testimony.

Their Hard

Struggle Made Easier—Interesting Stateby a Young Lady in Boston

ments

and One in

Nashville, Tenn.

writer will not tie piloted r*<*pt by permit!on
communications will \<e subject to approval or
r*?«iton by the editor of the column, but none
will i-e rejsc—d without good ran ton. Addma
all comm u ideations to
Thr American,
*:n«wonh. Me.
TO- DAT.

Old yesterday la with the dead.
Tomorrow with tlie yd vutwru;
To-day U a 1 that lives and oreathea
Of gluoour and of premise eiwm.
••I ta*" la but a dotard’s sigh;
••! will he" U • dream, at l»e*t;
•*I tn" alone U plain to flew—
manbaM't vital test.
~I a-n
The ‘ur of yesterday Is *et.
To morroa’* aun may never rise;
The aun to da*, atone. 1« tour*
Hut every mo ent westward fllea.
—

fninkie n-T A^Afis, Pearl Ackers^

The dav that was la now no more,
Th* day to be ha a never (mm;
To day’* the crt»U of your life.
And on it aball you love or win.
—JEdarfa L

I Dear
|

Sabin, in

and

Sunday Mapatin*

to-morrow, the past and

future, memory and hope centre in
“To-day”. The influences of the past and
the expectation* of the future color the
overhanging sky of to-day and make our
thought* cheerful or sad and our tasks
welcome or distasteful according to the
view we take of the past and the hopes we
the

Dtar Mutual*:
1 am w ndcrlf^arhai you are all doing u>-day
and bow each onegul home
from our eery
pleasant gathering. 1 am bsppjr to nay our
party an Wed in due time right at-ie up with

All women work; some In their
homes, dome in church, and some in
the whirl of society. And in stored,
mills and shops tens of thousands are
oo the n.*ver-ceasing treadmill, earning
their daily bread.

Boston, tells

women

how to avoid such

suffering; she writes:
Mr*. Pinkham:—
I su.Tered mfawrr far several year* with

Dwr
'•

trregolar menstruation. Mr hack ached; I
had hearing down pains, and frecjosnt beada-^wia; t could not al«**P and could hardly
physical drag around. I consulted two physicians

L>d,d

E.

Can; wind

Ve^tUJle

Piikhaa'ft

Succeeds

Where

Otters

tive

80HEKST0, Sept !«, VM&
she

can

It to a foo<l advaotaae by miking wine.
I have ma le It several time*, and w'en I say It
U good I know wbat I mm talking about. I will
five you a recipe for making It
Khl naitu H l*E—Rhubarb.one po-nd; water,
one and one halt plots; sugar, five ounces.

Be sure no sheriff is In sight.
Then pull the stalks with all your might;
Then cut them op. two inches long.
With a hatchet sharp and strong.
This can be done as quick as said
Across an empty barrel head.
Now put them on the stove t<> boll,
Without some water they would spoil;
W hen tender cooked, and
very soft.
Put them In a strong cheesecloth
And hang them up all night to drain,
With a strong line, or little ehaln.
Th-o put the juice Into a kettle.
And put In sugar, not a little,
Just enough to suit the taste.
More than that would t<e a waste.
When boiled enough the time has come
To remove every bit of scum
Now bottle tight, end next July
Twill make you laugh and snap your eye

Cacu Dcdlky.

Frances Willard. Will some
and known her or heard her
speak in public tell some of their impressions of her? I will delay the topic a week
or*w°Aunt Majdob.

article

on

who had

seen

K.

are

ability

speeches

as a

from

Balance

Boxes‘approved’

under Order

No.

739.

Aug 1'. 1ft*.

*»,S*S 08
10,Wl 7»

Toui.

ttojatfo

on

band

and

unincorporated

town

or

village

shall

be

numbered unless such box was erected
prior to Oct. 3, 1903, or is being served by
specific order of the department.
“The numbers assigned to boxes an each
route will commence with ‘No. V, which
will pertain to the first regulation box
reached by the carrier after leaving the
starting point of his route, traveling In
accordance with official description; box
after box thereafter to be counted and
i given the proper number in regular sequence in order of service from No. 1 to
and including all those boxes entitled to
amice located on the route.
“As

soon

as

possible after completing

assignment of box
the postmaster will
owner with the official
and request that this
the

numbers

on a

route

each

box

number of his

bof,

number be at

once

furnish

legibly and durably inscribed in a conspicuous place on the outside of the box.
“Boxes served regularly by more than
must, in cases where such
is
double
service
duly authorized,
be given numbers in regular consecutive
order on each route, by the method prescribed in the preceding paragraphs for
numbering boxes served by but one carrier.
“New boxes erected subsequent to the
original numbering, between those alone

route

masterly

manner, having the chemical
analysis of the percentage of alcohol in a
long list of the various medicines
in

12,7299*
52

23

tendW

audience equally

County press reporter.
orncRjw tuicTEn.
election of officers at the

The
convention
resulted as follows: President. Mrs. I„ M.
N. Stevens:
corresponding secretary. Ji .«s
Cornelia M. Dow; recordm;
secreUry
Miss Clara M. Parwell; treasurer, Mr,
Adelaide S. Johnstone.
The following were elected delegate, to
the national convention at

Us Ang> .,
Mrs. Delia
Barney, Wtndham; Mrs.
Samuel Bunker, Hanover; Mrs Mary
Crosby, Bangor: Mr-. V. K. Rollins. i>—.
land: Mrs. Prances Chandler, HI. Alban.
Mrs. Frances Rogers, Krwdville: Mrs. J h'
White, Parkman; Mrs. A. V. Burt -.
Union.
It is a maxim with me that no man S>«
written out of reputation but by him-

ever

self.— Richard Bently.

’ft folly to sugar from that horrible tiaras
of the night, lie,!I'a piles,
Doan', ointment
cures, quietly and permanently. At spy .lr.K
store,

so cents —Ada;

fHrtucal.

and other inter-

leader's home tree and the robins which
her share of cherries.
The thanks of
Aroostook was voiced by the State treasurer, Mrs. Johnston.
A half hour or more was devoted to an
expose of patent medicines by Miss Anns
Gordon, who handled the subject in a

Ht9 43

the

Praise is due the Bar Harbor
onion,
loyal-hearted members so bravely
did their part in making the
thirty-first
State M (X T. l\ a grand success.
J. M. M.,

Makes Work Easier.
Ellsworth

People

Pleased to

are

Learn How it is Done.
It’s pretty hard to attend to duties
With

constantly aching back;

a

With annoying urinary disorders,
Iktan’a Kidney Pill* make work easier

They

cure

They

core

backache.
every

kidney

ill.

Mr*. P. C. Carpenter, of
8t., Ellsworth, Me., »ay*:
of Doan’*

|

Kidney Pills

Washington
“I

a* a

for the

own

experience but from that

kidneys,

not

can

who works in the shoe factory.
come

over

the

an

aching

kidneys.

in his

com-

back, dire tIt

1 advised him to try

Kidney Pills which

Doan's

1

had

procured at E. O. Moore's drug store.

He

some
;

He has

many times from work

of

my

of my son,

I

plaining

rem-

only from

j

home

-peak

splendid

edy

did so, taking the pills

night,

and in

more

than

once

Kidney Pills

on

retiring

the morning he would

entirely freed from

aching.

the

said to

me

st

ante

He

has

that Doan

an

aching

For sale by all dealers.

back.”

Price 50 cents.

Poster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N.

Y., *ols

agent# for the United .States.
Remember the
no

name

—Doan'*—and take

other.

Banking.

la what your money will
Invent#*! In •here* of toe

earn

if

Sllswortb Loan and Bnildifla Ass’d.
A
!•

now

NEW SERIES

open, Shares, 91 each; month*
payments, $1 per snare.

IW«

$19,880 87
4US98

TRUST COMPANY

4

1,11

1

Company

bottle

I

Gross's signature is

on each

box!

*

the best remedy ho ever

sre

knew of to cure

ate

1,334 OS
2,390 as

more me

whose

procure temperance literature to be sent
to ('apt. White for distribution.
One of the pleasant features of Wednesday afternoon was the introduction of j
Mr. Dennett and hi* charming wife, for!
raerly Mabel Freeze, of Bangor, one whose
good work as a white ribboner is well
known, and who is now ably seconded by ^
her husband, who made a witty speech in

90

even

hung
plain view, and demonstrating the truth WHY PAT RENT
when yon can borrow on your
with
a
testing
Total.-.
device, burning not only
eh*re*, five a flr*t tuortoajr- *»<1
Balance on hand Aug 15, 1903.
reduce It eTery month. Monthly
j the fames of one decoction, bat the entire
per menu end interest together
The hospital owns real estate which cost | sample of another. The recent decision of
will nmount to but little more
the revenue department will tax as
than you are now paying for
$0,015.72; on which have been erected |
liquor
and la about 10 ye\r* you
rent,
all
the
medicines
listed, and probably
buildings at expense of $36,154.06; furniwill
more.
ture and furnishings cost $2,288.46; hospiOWN TOUR OWN HOME.
Miss Gordon was given a rising vote of
tal equipment $1,112.61.
For particular*Inquire of
The report of Miss Elizabeth Linzee. thanks for this excellent exposition of
HKMKy w. Ct'IHl in, Bec'JFlmt Nat’l Bank Bid*.
treasurer of the hospital entertainment this fruitful source of creating an appetite
a. e
R’tn FyMwt.
for
liquor.
fund, shoars that the receipts were $£,090.75,
Mrs. Hannah J. Bailey, whose sweet face
and the disbursements $229.10.
—
THIS
Among the larger donations to the hos- radiates love and benevolence, our enerpital during the past year are the follow- getic leader in peace and arbitration for
the
nation
and
world, gave valuable
ing: State of Maine, $2,000; children's
entertainment, $556.88; ladies’ entertain- instruction regarding the prison reformafor
women, and a lively discussion
ment, $220.41; Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Scott, tory
Incorporated and operated
$100; John S. Kennedy, $100; Mrs. John B. followed, with the result tbit white ribunder the Rhode Island
boners
can keep pegging
away educating
Trevor, $250; Waiter (J. Ladd? $100; AlexBanking lavra, offers
ander Maitland, $100; donations for the tbe public to the crying need of this
maintenance of a free bed for one year— reform which can be
many advantages
left
to the dissafely
Miss Coles, $100; Miss Clarke, $100*; Miss
to depositors of
cretion of the committee as to time of
Thomson, $100.
large or small savings,
•gain presenting tbe bLU to the legislature.
The State superintendent of
and pays
Like Finding Mouey.
literature,
Mrs. V. K. Rollins, was kept
busy most of
Finding health is like finding money— | the
time selling and giving away
so think those who are sick.
When you
1 per cent, interest
tempera
ance
have
book* and leaflet*, also gathering in
cough, cold, sore thToat, or chest
compounded
irritation, better act promptly, like W. O.
*emi-annually
S-Jbecriptions to the state and national
2
Barber, of Sandy Level. Va. He says: “I
had a terrible chest trouble, caused by papers. Each and every Stale officer and
Send your name and address TO-DAY
smoke and coal dust on my \
department superintendent had some
for our booklet B. It explains in full
after finding no relief in other
characteristic trait worthy of note, but
was cured by Dr. King's New
■ Address
Discovery
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds/’
Greatest sale of any cough or lung mediTo Cure a Cold la On,
Day
Central Trust
cine in the world. At E. G. Moore’s drug Take LAXATIVE BROMO
I
QUININE Tsui
Trial All drugstau refund the monjy ifn£u.mo
RHODE ISLAND
store; 50c and fl.OG guaranteed.
p^C-' 'NCE
AW.
free.
.-.

“No rural mail box erected within the
limits of an incorporated city or town or
within one-half mile of a poatofflce at an

# 2,323

pathetic, moving

to smiles and tears.

who has already done valuable work in
establishing Sunday schools on several
islands along the coast. As a token of
interest the sum of $5 waa appropriated to

UlsacaSKMRSTS.

Non-approved boxes erected prior
Housekeeping...
to O*. 1, 1902.
“No non-waterproof or otherwise unfit Hospital supplies
Expense account-..
receptacles for mail shall be numbered. Salary account.
Ail such must be replaced with regulation j
New wine to hospital.
‘approved’ boxes by the owners or no num- j Operating room aud equipment
bers will be assigned.
i furniture..
“(b)

were

in

remarks on the merits of the
sixteen rival
chorus choirs.
The evening address by Mias
Anns \
Gordon -the children's friend wa,

spectators Introduced by the courtesy committee. Much interest was manifested in the seacoaat mission, as outlined by Rev. A. P. McDonald, and the
captain of the mission sloop, Mr. White,

Fail.

singing

than

Gordon, delighted the contestants bv
swarding s prise to each, with humorous

commanding general.

clergymen

of

the afternoon, and
the
chairman of the
judges, Mias Elisabeth

ested

K. I>. BOX KM.

entitled to numbers:

“(a)
over

1 odious

The department report* were all of deep
interest, concise and abounding in good
work. These were enlivened by short

ready ^ln position on a roateland coasecutieeiy numbered, will be designated by |
care
>ln*t be Numbered -Instructions frmu applying thereon in the regular order the |
i generous praise and appreciation of his
lamarxlouato get our Thursday’s Amkki
the P. O. Department.
next consecutive numbers shown, by the
CA*. for Aunt Madge has p-omiwd that nr
; beautiful helpmate.
30 all
As
soon as
after
of
the
record
numbered
boxes
on
possible
Sept.
already
»hah hear from one of you then.
The representative*of Ixijral Temperance
I
R. F. D. boxes will be numbered-from route, to be unused.
" ell, the last trunk for the season Is
parked and
!
I/egions, Mr. Quimby, of North Turner,
one
It
is
believed
the
*«
“The
work
of
boxes
on
and
the
asot. of
op.
by
postofflce |
gore
numbering
anticipation of greeting
j and Helen Bryant, were welcomed and rethe loved one* is over, and we must settle ••own
department thit this method of designa- newly established routes must not be s
ponded with recitation*. Ralph A me*
to the monotony of our dally tasks.
And yet ting boxes still materially assist in the undertaken until the great majority sre
leevitt, convention page, the nimble little
t ere are many pleasant memories that
help to prompt delivery of the mail on R. F. D. permanently in place. No less than sixty
•on of Mr*. Uertrude Steven* Ieavitt, gave
brighten each day. and not the least among routes.
days should elapse, however, after service with line effect “The
them are those gleaned from our gathering at
Temperance Horn”.
The letter of instructions issued by the
before
are
the numbers
begins,
assigned.”
that lovely spot. Contention Cove.
The county song contest «u a surprise
There are three R. F. routes out of Ellsdepartment Mjrs: ‘‘For public convenih> you fcitow, slaters. I am wondering why
to many, especially to Hancock county
ience and to facilitate a more accurate worth-No. 1 covering Trenton and Baysuch a l»eabtlful sp>t rhould be given a naue
delegate*, who bowed tbeir heads in
so eemingly out of joist with all its surround
handling of mail by rural free delivery side; No. 2 co.ering the Lamoines, and shame tor
having a grand good song
ing*. for a* I stood on the balcony of the carriers, it has been decided that each
No. 3 covering West and North Ellsworth.
written by their beloved promoted sister,
Wyman cottage and gaxed far and wide at the rural mail box in use on a rural route,
If any patron of any of these routes is in
Mr*. Rebecca Warren, not a single copy of
beautiful panorama spread out before me to which, under the regulations of the de- doubt as to what is
required of him, the which had been
brought to the council.
serene and peaceful and withal so
beautiful, I partment, is entitled to service, shall be carrier will cheerfully explain.
Had they been apprised of the contest, the
felt that scene alone was worth the nine mile
number in the manner and
designated
by
drive we had taken that morning. And then to
Hancock county delegates would surely
by the method hereinafter set forth; and
meet so many more of the sisterhood (and the
BAR HARBOR HOSPITAL.
have been prepared with the song, and
the delivery by rural carriers of ordinary
Johns as well; and renew the slight
acquaint,
perhaps might have won. Nearly every
mail matter of all classes addressed to
ance we formed with tho*e we met last
Show*
Institution
Is
Annual
Report
year,
county responded to roll call, and sang
will give us pieaaant memories for all the such boxes by number alone is authorized
Flourishing.
Joyfully, tunefully their stirring rhymes
so long as improper And unlawful busieomlng year
The annual report of the Bar Harbor of melody. The committee of
judge*
I’m glad I’m a mutual, aren’t you, Aunt Madge ness is not conducted thereby.
medical and surgical hospital shows the announced equal honors for Cumberland
i
and all r*e rest? a sever.
8 J. y.
“Postmasters at the respective distrib- institution to be m a
condiflourishing
and Piscataquis, so both were to be reP. 8.—Xu. Mrs. I»let«T. It wa« not I who had
uting offices are hereby directed to instruct tion, with a cash balance on hand after warded
with the privilege of singing their
the camp by the sea, but I have a coxy cottage
the carriers of all rural free delivery routes the extensive
of
the
not far from the banks of the Jordan where I
past rally songs at the evening session.
improvements
which have been operated sixty days or
The
of
the
Fred
would be glad to welcome you or any other of
treasurer,
year.
report
Another contest had been made through
to review the rural mail boxes in |
our band of mutuals
Was hoping to meet your more,
C. Lynatn, is as follows:
the year for increase of membership, and
use on their routes in the interval between |
sister at the reunion.
y
KXCKiPrS.
Aroostook won the very pretty
banner,
the receipt of this order and Sept. 30, 1906,
Yea, I'm glad I’m a mutual. It is a
with the president's picture and a bunch
Donations to general fund. $3..'S8 U
and report which of them conform to the ;
wonderful “organization” to which we beKaxlred from war*!*.
1,23123 ol cherries as embellishment, gracefully
and are thus entitled to desigWO 47 presented
K erlved from prlrate room*.
long-wonderful in its growth, in its regulations
by Anna Gordon, who told the
native numbers.
1
talnmeuts.
Receive
from
vote
1,73*50 tale of the
wholeheartedneas. and in Its bonds of
cherry tree-not George Washfound to be safe, Interest account.
when
“The
242
following
71
sympathy and friendship.
ington’s tree and little hatchet, but the
weatherproof, and ht receptacles for mail,

left

privilege

When 1 arrived, Mr*. Towle, of Augusta,
giving a sketch of the union she has
mothered at Togas for several year*, with
such marked success. She was followed
by the stirring testimonies of two Togas
veterans, both giving splendid tribute# to
the leadership of Mrs. Towle, and to the
good result* of this strong, active union to
which they were proud to belong.
The
convention
was
characterized
throughout with a delightful spirit of forbearance and harmony, even when in lively discussion and there was a marked difference of opinion, and the love and loyal
obedience given by every member to their
tjoeenly leader, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, was
proof positive of her rare power of winning heart* and of her wonderful execu-

All are subject to the same
laws; all suffer alike from the satnr without relief, and as a last resort. I tried
physical disturbance, and the nature of Lydia B. Plnkhara's Vegetable Compound, and
their duties, in many cases, quickly to my surprise, every ache and pain left me.
drifts them into the horrors of all I gained ten pounds and am in perfect health."
kinds of female complaints, ovarian
Mias Pearl Ackers of 337 North Sumtroubles, ulceration, failing and dis- mer Street. Nashville. Tenn., write*:
have in the future.
placements of the womb, lencorrhosa
Dmr Mrs. Pinkham:—
or perhaps irregularity or auppresaion
I s iJsred with painful periods, aevers
First comw a request: “Will some one of
“monthly periods." causing back backache, bearing-down
pains, pains across
tell me how to make citron preserves?”
ache, nervousness, irritability and the aodoraea; was very nervous and Irritafrom
West Hancock. Please re- lassitude.
ble. anil my trouble grew worse every month.
My physician failed to help me and I
spond promptly, nieces, and don't forget
Women who stand on their feet all
E Pink ham s Vegetable
decided to
that K.s inquiry for a certain poem has
day are more susceptible to these Compound.tryI Lydia
soon found it was doing me
not been answered.
troubles than others.
mr
All
and arh-w disappeared,
pains
srxri.
They especially reonlre an invigorat- and I no loader fear my monthly j»en>xU.
Dear Aunt Hndtjf:
ing. sustaining medicine which will
Lydia E Plnkhara’s Vegetable Com1 did of know when the reunion «m to take
strengthen the female organism sod
Is the unfailing cure for all them#
place until the day before. This wm due to o»y enable them to bear easily the fatigues pound
troubles.
It strengthens the proper
1 ■>*!»■« oue paper outright and feeling called to j of the
at
to
well
and
day,
night,
sleep
muscles. and displacement with all it*
gl»c »t»t another to a person who wished to
to rise refreshed and cheerful.
horrors will no more cruvh you.
send U to *MblB|rtoB, I> C1 also rave bit '■
Backache, dizziness, fainting, bearHow distressing to see a woman
last paper to a |*erson who wi*bcd to read It !
down pains, disordered stomach,
earn
a
or
to
livelihood
ing
perstruggling
before I had read It much my-elf. I think I
form her household duties when her moodiness, dislike of friend* and society
“hau hare to order at leaal three copies of it
I
back and head are aching, she la so —all symptom* of the one cause—will
am so glad y*>u all ha I a nice time.
! took a
tire 1 she can hardly drag about or be quickly dispelled, and it will make
long walk that day myself and enjoyed It.
stand up, and every movement cause* you strong and well.
Lore to all.
M. a. B.
You can tell the story of your sufpain, the origin of which is due to
We wish you had been there too. And
some derangement of the female or- ferings to a woman, and receive helpwhere was our “Bea”?
ful ad rice free of cost. Address Mrs,
ganism
M iss F Orser of 14 Warrenton Street, Pinkham. Lynn. Mass.

Dear Aunt Madge:
JT any one h»- rhubarb

_

was

3f. B. Friend«.

Yesterday

i

person.

Well, Uncle Dudley, I’ll run the risk of
putting your recipe in the colamn; for
quite likely the sheriff may not be interested in the M. B. department enough to
Junior Work.
reed it, end as perhaps he knows the name
Christian Endeavorers who love Je- and sentiments of
Aunt Madge, he
ans. talk about Him to your Jittle wouldn’t look for “law-breaking” in her
brothers and sisters, to your little vicinity.
friends and pupils.
Say something
Thanks to you, Dell, for your cordial
about Him every day. and let Him begreeting by card. I hope to hear from
come the best Friend of the family.—
more of the family soon.
Sadie has comMiss E. Griffin in Japan Endeavor.
plied with my request in regard to an

Lord Cnrnn told a friend that he is
■inch iuteresind iu Christian Endeavor
end feels that it has a large mission
Ul indie.

|

ti<n* and space forbid further
encomium*
though I would gladly give credit, did
nwt catch the echo from the
editorial
sanctum, “Condense, condense’’'
The opening service of the
evening
»
chorus song by a bevy of girls »nd
the
musical
by
director, was enjoyed by
a well-filled chore h.
Thebrigh and witty
of
the full quota of conntv
speeches
preti.
a
few
dents,
very
being able substitutes
for aheent officers, were of
exceeding j„
tereat, somewhat fnwstful of the merit,
each county, but who could
blame them’
The two delegations who had
earned the

T. I

Oat Day's ImiirtMion1! from a VUIt
to tht Convention.
Upon entering the portals of the handsome Congregational church at Bar Harbor, for the time be in if the council hall of
the white ribboners of the Pine Tree State,
the attention was arrested by the numerous banners hung upon the walls and the
white guidon dags lettered in black, marking the place of each county brigade, to
me significant of these words from the bible: ‘*We will rejoice in thy salvation at d
in the name of our God we will set up oar
banners;” “Thou hast given a banner to
them that fear Thee, that it may be displayed because of the truth.”
Pictured faces of prominent leaders of
temperance, palms, ferns and blossoming
plants and cut flowers gave added attraction to the convention room, filled with
bright and cultured women, some 230delegates. from the Omada line on the north to
Kittery on the south, and many other true
comrades witling to let the elect do the
voting.
The Amt day’s doing*, the opening pm Sue
service, the official report*, president'» address, department report* of the day, and
the many good thing* of the evening session were missed by me, being unable to
reach Bar Harbor until Wednesday morning. r ut enough wu crowded into this
day1* calendar to satisfy any reasonable

__

Con meetlnsr I

To many people it may seem impoa•ibie iliat there should be joy in attending the services of the house of
God, in belonging t» the church and
In performing the duties u;h>u the
Church member. But that there is Joy
to such associations ia undisputed.
Only those who belong to the church
•r-I attend and support it nj-e capable
of testifying if the effect of «ucb effcrt> and their t;*"?
>ny i* -tr■»:sg»y
In favor of die u&riuative of our subject. It is true that there are many
t iiinl tueiiiiu <>ur cfcur cs who
£.;<! no joy in their church i: -ualwTh.
but they are incompetent wit*
».
C*r ses. for they are cok! and half
hearted In their relation* to the
church, and half hearted Interest In
anything never * ns joy from iL
The p-aim;st says. “I was glad when
they ftaki unto me. Let us go up to the
Hr was glad
house of the Lord.**
when the time came f;*r fr>ml* and
loved ones to march together to the
b ly < 'ty to serve God in tin temple.
He also exhorts all men to enter into
God’s house with praise and joy an 1
gadness. At the organic*ion of the
New Testament church on the day <>f
Pentecost we find that the people “did
eat their meat with gladness, and singleness of heart praising Gxl and having favor with all the people.” When
tl;e church was established in Sa
maria, “there was joy in that city.”
Hearty, sincere and faithful membership In the church of Christ has always brought joy, and It will do so

Motto:
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By REV S. H. DOYLE.
Toplc.—The joys of church membership.
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An Informal Lecture

Country

.....
lOrlglnal.)

college." sill- said ns they wandered by the brookslde, "we had the
rHmi* curriculum they have at univer"At

for men."

* it*.*

••You mean.” be replied, "thnt nt unirersitles for men they have the same
rir.Tleulum you had at college.”
Site looked up sldewls" nt him. n
slight knitting on her fair brow, a dinilnluful smile on her exquisitely turneti
lil*.
■What college colors do you wear
she naked.
••I am not a university graduate.”
The knitting on her brow and the
disdainful smile on her Ups gave place
to a look of HU|>erlority.
sometimes
"I
fear,"
be
added
thoughtfully, "that we have too much

education."
Slie deigned no reply to this nod
when she spoke again made It appear
(Ids Ida remark was not worthy of n
reply.
•'t have but one fault." she said,
"to And with uneducated people. What
they have failed to g-t they covet. 1
have known many uneducated persons
to show positive Jealousy of those having a college training
"That's human.
However, I fancy
such persons would be equally Jealous
of anything else they did not possess."
The mnn was certainly very obtuse;
the must mnke her tm-unlng plainer.
"IK> you thluk," she said, "that if
you were a college graduate you
would consider there was too much
education?”
She looked up at him again, this
time with an amused smile.
Surely
her question was a home thrust, and
her companion received It with a perplexed look, lie seemed to have difficulty in framing a reply.
“That remark of mine about too
much education." he said at last,
"sounds heterodox, I admit The question Is a deep one, ami we can't look at
It merely on the surface. Amotig the
working classes education has produced a dissatisfaction with their station tending to make them criminals."
She thought what a pity It was that
her companion hail not been educated.
He seemed to tie u natural thinker.
"I don't mean,” he continued, "that
this view Is to be considered final.
There Is much to he said on the other
side.
I have merely used It to ex-

plain my position.”
"If that position Is correct, why do
enormously ’rich men give such large
for the endowment of universities and libraries?”
"There's where your own argument
comes In.
Knor.
.*!;• rich men usually h ive not spent much time In study.
a»*d they obey a law of human nature
*o magnify the advantages of that
wti.ih tbvy do n't possess. Per *1! Ily
I prefer the course of the late I. aker.
George Peabody. who built tenements
for the poor.”
"Do yon know,” she said nftor a
period of thoughtful sller.ee. “the practical < It.;factor of your remarks Is
qui e ne-v t me?”
"Tl. it's be :•; ;<■ you have spent four
sums

years r.t college.”
"H-m,” she said again, ruffled. "Y’ou
nongraduates cannot conceal your
prejudice against the university.”
"The university, though It has been
In n transition state for many years.
Is still defective. The grub has not
yet become the butterfly.”
"What a contemptuous comparison!”
"My own desire Is to see the univerpersons in larger proportion fitted for practical occupations.”
“Oh. yes. you practical, uneducated

sity

turn out

people

are

constantly trying

to

drag

all down to your own business standard. The Greek poets, the Latin classics, are nothing to you; you must reduce* everything to dollars and cents.”
“The dollars and cents are of great
Importance to the masses."
The girl made no further reply. She
considered that she could never assimilate with the views of a mnn who had
never fallen under the Influence of university life ar.d It would be useless te
try.
“What is your business?” sbs asked
by way of turning the subject.
“I manage to make a poor living
trying to beat the principles of social
science Into young men’s beads. I tun
a

professor

university.”

in

The young lady, tile ink

diploma

was

scarcely

on

dry,

whose

stopped

short and faced him.
“Do you mean to tell me,” slie said
with rising Indignation, “that you are
Professor T-. who has given lectures
outside your college?"
"I make a little money that way.”
“Why did you tell me that you are
not a graduate?"
"Because I am not. I was Injured
on
the university football team near
fhe end of my senior year and didn't
take my degree.”
"But surely you took a postgraduate
eourse to lit yourself for your profession."
“I attended lectures abroad, but did
Degrees don’t
not stop for a degree.
add anything to one’s stock of knowl-

edge.”
In lecturing to your class
would
on social science I
recommend an honest treatment of
those they meet at summer resorts."
“I have not treated you dishonestly.
I told you my business the moment
“I

see.

next

term

you asked me.”
"You permitted

}np.”
“My
fallen

me

to

fall

Into

KLLSWOltTH MARKETS.

a

dear young lady, you have
You have conInto no trap.

ceptions common to recent graduates.
Perhaps this eoniereation mny give
you an experience it would otherwise
have taken years to acquire.”
"I believe yon are right." she said
after a pause, “and I thank you."
F. A. MITCIIEL

Produce

Quiet

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.
Few

—

post-office

The

*

Mechanic Falls

at

into last Friday night, and thi
The burglars se
The past week has shown few changes large
in the condition of the local market for cured little money.
country produce, and very few changes in i Henry C. Whitmore, ah employee of tin
prices
! Elias Herscy Roofing Co., of Portland
Eggs are in fair supply, at 30 cents. fell from the tower of the Winthrop millf
Butter is plentiful,- but price remains at Winthrop Saturday, and was killed,
steady at 25 cents for the best.
The sardine packers of the syndicate
Potatoes are reported as rotting badly in j and
independent factories, at a meeting ic
some sections.
Green corn is still in good
Bucksport last Wednesday, agreed to dost
j
supply, some corn on high land escaping all factories for the season on Nov. 1.
j
the killing frost of two weeks ago.
The annual meetings of the grand lodge.
No price changes are reported in the
I. O. O. F., the grand encampment and the
grain and feed market. Corn holds firm at
grand Rebekah lodge w ill be held at Portfl.36 a bag, and no lower price is* probable ; land
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 11
much before December, when the new I
and 18.
corn will arrive.
Exports of corn have
Andriy Coral, a Russian prisoner at the
been heavy the past week, this
tending to |
county jail at Presque Isle awaiting trial
hold prices in the home market.
on a charge of assault with intent to kill,
Country Prottnce.
committed suicide Friday by stabbing
Creamery per *
agso himself.
Dairy
20 * 45
Patents have been granted to Maine
as
A.
follows:
Frederick
Beat factory (new) per &.16*1? inventors
Beat dairy (new).It, Edwards, Lincoln, wrench; William H.
Dutch (imported).90
Stobie, Winslow', guide roller for paper

Changes

broken

Prices.

In

safe blown open.

A Food
to Work On
Work!

Fresh

laid, per do*.80
Poultry.
Chickens.......22
Fowl.
15318
....

loose, per

12*14

ton.

Baled.*..*16
Ktrsw.
s«ii
H
V#(#tshlsi.
bu
60
Potatoes,
05
Tomatoes, lb,
40
Celery, bunch
Tomatoes, green, bu 25
05 Turnips, lh
02
each
10
Pumpkin,
Onions, fl.
oi
03 Meets, lb
Citron, lb
01
01 Cabbage, tt.
Cucumbers,
t8
Squash, a
13
2*4 Carrots, lb
Green corn,dor
15 Cranberry beans, pk 30
Sweet potatoes, It. 3 1-2 Beans—perqt—
l o 8
Cauliflower,
12*15
Yellow-eye
Green peppers, each 02
10
Pea,
Fruit.
Plums, qt
10 Oranges, do*
.354.45
12 Lemons.doz
Cranberries, qt
80*85
A pples, (cooking )pk 2C

B»lml.

Grocer lea.

Coflee—per

*

Mocha,
Tea—per

Rice, per *
.06*.03
20 325
Vinegar, gal
Cracked wheat,
.u5
38 Oatmeal, per B>
.0i
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
450.65 Graham,
.04
.300 W Rye meal,
Granulated meal,* 02)4
.063a Oil—per gal-

*»—

Co floe—A A
Yellow. •'
Powder ad,

B,

<

Linseed,
Kerosene,

«

O634

Beef, *
Steak.
Roasts.

Corne«l,
Tongues,
Tripe,

Veal:
Steak,

150.2 0
.10« 26

Ham. per

14

lb
.05*08

I

Shoulder,

16
16
160.20
ir

1!

Salt

Lari,

Roundings |»or tond
»
bO*l 25
5M
Buttings, hard

ton—
f 50
7 50
7 V)

trict

filed

at

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 76 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and tit forshlpplng, Is62 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta bugs turnips and peas, 6b
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, Fngl'sh turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 56 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

COUNTY NEWS.
othrr

page*

SWAN’S ISLAND.

Capt. 8. W. Greenlaw has hauled the
yacht Daluer up here for the winter.
The yawl-rigged yacht Spalpeen, of
Philadelphia, Capt. Cole, was in the harbor
over Sunday.
Mrs. Daniel Cole, jr., returned borne
Saturday after a few weeks at Deer Isle
with Mr. Cole’s parents.
Schooner Irene E.
Meservey, of St.
George, brought coal for the Rockland &
Vinalhaven Steamboat Co. last week.
at the dance and

About f-45 was netted
supper m Herrick’s hall lhursday night.
The proceeds are for the benefit of the
Hockamock tribe of Red Men.
Mrs. John Gott and daughters Annie
and Alice have gone to Philadelphia for the
winder. Capt. Gott will superintend the
building of a steamer for the New England
Fish Co., of Boston, to be used in the halibut fishery on the Pacific coast.

25._Spec.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
was born to Claude L. Clark and

Thursday, Sept.

21.

Williams is at Salisbury
for Daniel G. Hall.

Cove,

June Williams goes to Bangor lo-day to
work for Mrs. Neal Newman.
Arthur Tracey is home from Peak’s
where he has been

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

U. S. dis-

the

in

court

International

Paper

in

of

course

Town

construction

Milford

and

and at Gilman Falls

between

the

on

the

on

main
Still-

Several months ago the Bodwell
Water Power Co. decided to build a dam
at the places named to increase the water

electricity

power for the manufacture of
for power purposes.
Hon.

B.

Edward

Nealley,

Bangor,

of

Wednesday, aged sixty-eight

was

years

both branches of the State legislature, and

clerking

for

F. L. Brackett.
Among those who will attend high
school at the village are Dallas Tracey,
Williams and
Elwin
Verna Lawrie,
Carrie Hooper.
Alicia, the nine-year-olcf child of N. R.
Collar and wife, who has been ill with
brain fever for a short time, ia just alive at
the present writing.
Curtis Hooper and wife have gone to
Fairfield to visit their son, Dr. Ed.
Hooper. Mr. Hooper will receive medical
treatment while there.
Mae.
Sept. 26.

Subscribe for Thjc Amkkjcan

elected mayor of

Business

men

to

company
Terminal

of

be

Bangor

Bangor
known

in 1885.

have formed
as

the

a

Bangor

Railway Co., with $36,000 capital
stock, the object of which is to construct
u
railroad to connect Bangor with the
Maine

Northern

proposed

Seaport railroad.

line is to extend from

connection with the
tween

Fuller

the

Junction to
wood

park,

a

The

point

of

Seaport railroad beroad

and

Hermon

Maple-

a

point in Bangor

a

distance of about six miles.

near

begun
Seaport
committee of Bangor business men
to
be
constructed
asked that a branch
Bangor, but the B. & A. officials replied
that they could not build into Bangor, as it
would be an invasion of the Maine Central
territory. The same committee waited
upon the Maine Central authorities, asking that the Seaport be given trackage
rights from Hermon Junction to Bangor,
but the Maine Central declined to grant
the request. The business men then
adopted the only course remaining by
which to get what they desired, apd
formed a company to build a railroad ol
line

When the B & A.’s

was

a

their

owd.

IlnrnM

Got

the

Silver.

associations with Carlisle were of a?i active personal char
aeter. as there are interesting auecdotes t5 prove. It was at Carlisle that
he fell Into the company of three farmers. and in the course of their conviviality the farmers agreed with Burns
to try their hand at versemaking. and
nil four deposited half a crown on tht
table for the oue who wrote the best
Burns, by the way, on entering the
room was welcomed by the others a*
What the farmer*
“Johnny I'cep."
wrote is uot known, hut the following
was Burns’ production, and of course
he lifted the “siller:”

Bobby

To Cure

I
b

a

Cold in One

Laxative Bromo Quints Tablets.

Take

js

on

fV^J/

TtlS Signature,

Seven Million boxes sold in post 12 months.

Cures Crip
Id Two D«yv

Day

^

eyery
bOX* 25c.

IT"

Subscribe for Th<* American^milv COUNTY

nanvenr

native of

a

had many other business connections in
Bangor, and was one of the board of overHe had been in
seers of Bowdoin college.
was

A

Island,

equity

A bill in

Thomaston, and hit
early life was spent in Bath. He wat
graduated from Bowdoin in 1858, and then
25*: 0 went West, where heBtudiedand practiced
ts
law. He came to Bangor in 1867, and en4
•20 gaged in the ship chandlery business. He

LAW KKGAKDIMii WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

Hannah

work—Uneeda Biscuit.

railroad at Norw'ay to Waterford, Stoneham
and Albany, with a branch road to South
Waterford.

He

Rgg,

sec

Whoever you are—whatever you are—wherever
you

with the Grand Trunk

connection

a

land

Nut,

Sms

Uneeda Biscuit* the finest soda cracker
baked. An energy-giving food of surpassing
value—sold in a package which brings it to you with
all the original flavor and nutriment perfectly preserved. Truly the food to h>ork on.
ever

approved the proposed location of
Norway & Western steam railroad.
The proposed road will be of standard
gauge, twenty miles long, running from

320

Blacksmith's
7 0*
flour. Grain and Feed.
4%
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 00 46G* Shorts—bag—1.250 30
I 35 Mixed feed, ba*.,
Corn.lOCBi bag
1 35§ 4f
1 85 Mt<idlings.bag 45aI 55
Corn meal,bag
13' Cotton seed meai,
155
Crackedenru,

u'ldttuntal County

ages of

has

10*12 died at the Maine general hospital in Port-

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
3 Ob** 50
Broken,
Dry bard,
8 00 *5 00
Stove,
Dry soil,

working

re-

were

Winslow,

water.

Provisions.
Pork, lk.
Steak,

Lamb
C5
'longues, earn
Native spring lamb.
10*25
Fresh fish.
06 Mackerel, each
Cod,
n*
Haddock,
Shad, *
Halibut,
12*1* Scallops, t|i
50
Ovsiers, qt
Lobsters, Ik
•20
Clams, qt
Fuel.

son

Officers

Hon. E. B.

the

river,

20
.100.14

Roasts,

week.

The State board of railroad commissioners

now

.50

.O»0

That this is becoming known more and more every
day is attested by the sale of nearly 400,000,000 pack-

Portland, president; E. M. Blanding,
of Bangor, secretary; Gorham A. Weymouth, of Biddeford, treasurer.

Old

.60
Meats and

richer in muscle and fat-making elements and have a
much higher per cent, of tissue-building properties
than any other article of food made from flour.

of

12

08*lv

Porto Rico,

wife

last

follows:

on.

Portland Friday by the
Co. to restrain the
Bod well Water Power Co. from building
dams on the Penobscot and Stillwater
650.70 rivers, may tie up work on the big dams

Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,

A

of
as

36

Sugar—per fcGranulated,

Sept.

Friday

work

Although some people may not realize it, yet it is
fact, proved and established beyond doubt, that soda
crackers—and this means Uneeda BI SC U It—arc

The State board of trade held its annual
meeting at Rumford Falls, Thursday* and
elected

man of to-day needs something more than
food; he needs a food that makes energy—a food

a

The twenty-fifth annual convention of
the Maine Woman HufTcage association
will be held at Old Orchard, October 18,
19 and 20, writh Alice Stone Blackwell as
the principal speaker and guest of honor.

160.26

Rio,

to

machines.

Ret*.

Work!!!

The
mere

..

Neufchatei..

Work!!

Lots of energy is needed to keep up the pace. In
the struggle, the man with the strong body and clear
brain wins out every time.

j

Bay.
Best

L-'rrttfemnU.

wm

Burns'

I, Johnny Peep.
Saw three fat sheep.
And these three sheep saw me;
Half a crown apiece
Will pay for their fleece.
And so Johnny Peep goes free.
The Shortest

Sermon

Ever Acted.

As to preaching, arguing and Inter
preting Scripture in the pulpit, the ec-

centricities of ministers are endless
We need not have recourse to such stories us that ot Lorenzo Dow, who per
formed "the shortest sermon on record.” His subject was “Backsliding,'’
and wliat might be called the body ol
his sermon consisted In his climbing ur
a smooth sapling with great pains and
difficulty and the sliding down again
An Immense concourse of people had
assembled to hear him, and great was
their astonishment at witnessing thli
performance. The only words uttered
were, "Hold on there, Dow; hold on.'
Then he slid down again, put on bis bal
and left.

LONDON IN

OolKsr. »o« Hs.dl.s,

EXCURSION TO NEW YORK.

Boston
on

1700 was a comparatively
Loudon
small city of about 000.000 inhabitants. the rough and ill kept main roads
to which had been hat slightly improvThe ghastly
ed since Tudor times.
spectacle of many of the trees on the
Southwark road bending under their
burden of hanged men had Indeed been
slightly modified, but none the less the
decomposing heads of "traitors" still
811ed the atmosphere about London
bridge and Temple liar with myriads
of baneful microbes.
Our immediate forbears were evidently not overparticular about sight
and smells.
They were accustomed
to see men sitting in the pillory pelted
with rotten eggs and possibly included
among their immediate circle not a
few who had been deprived of their
in

noses and ears for expressing too free
ly their opinions, political and religious.
The drains were In an appalling condition. Tlie innumerable churchyards
were so full of coffins that they often
projected through the turf. Bear and
bull baiting, dog lights and boxing
matches were attended even by royal-

ty as late as 1S20, and five years later
all the “dandies" in London were paying high prices to stand in the carts
round Tyburn to behold twenty-two of
their fellow creatures banged for misdemeanors which In our time would be
punished with a few days’ imprisonment.—Saturday lb-view
Wliat They

Seek

Across

Massachusetts and Down the
Hudson to New York.

from other stations

Troy the Hudson is crossed, and
to Albany. One can enjoy the
moonlight view of the Hudson on the
night steamers or remain in Albany over
night. The day line trip down the Hudson is undoubtedly the grandest sail in the
At

Two days in New York—you can do asbeauty upon this favored coun- you please. The return is via the Fall
try, and he expressed it forcibly when he River line steamers to Boston. Send tc
observed that the peacful scenery of the the
general passenger department, Boston
valley was diversified by the mountains & Maine R. R., Boston, for the beautiful
in their offerings of sunshine and shadow,
illustrated booklet and souvenir of the
glory and gloom.
trip. It describes the journey in detail1
It is the Fitchburg division of the Bos- and is
beautifully illustrated. It will be
j ton & Maine which serves this scenic sec- sent free to anyone upon receipt of ad: tion; and it is safe to say that no railroad
dress.
in the United States has such a magnificent
border of landscape beauty as the railroad
“Robert/’ said a teacher in one of the
from the “Charles to the Hudson”.
public schools to her brightest pupil, “give
This is the route of the |5 excursion from me an example of the use of the word
damper in a sentence. Robert thought a
stowal of

Got off
He may well

Cheap.
think he has got off cheap,

contracted constipation
still able to perfectly
restore his health. Nothing will do this
A quick,
but Dr. King’s New Life Pills.
pleasant and certain cure for headache,
26c
E.
Moore’s
at
G.
etc.
constipation,

who, after, having
or indigestion, is

drug store; guaranteed.

moment, then delivered himself of the
following: “Teacher is damper-ticular

about

our

English.”

One of nature’s remedies; cannot harm the
weakest constitution; never falls to cure summer complaints of young or old. Dr. Fowler’s
Extract of Wild Strawberry.—Advt.

Afitmtigements

Clarion

ARE

Ranges
Clarions

—i

2?

RELIABLE
made with the

are

utmost care from the planning
of the patterns and the selection of the iron to the fitting of
every joint, door and draft slide.

why Clarions cook
uniformly, giving for
exactly the same excel-

This is

m and bake

^
Cynic.

The miserablest day we live there is
a better thing to do than die.—

and

ceived the variations of nature in her be-

Here.

“Let me see. a cynic is a man who is
tired of the world, is lie nor?” the
young student of language asked.
“No. no, my child,” replied the knowing tutor. “A cynic is a man of whom
the world is tired.”—I’lck-Me-Up.

C,

valley form a combination of mountain
grandeur and pastoral beauty of rural
landscape seldom seen. It was Hawthorne
who in a ride through this region percountry.

pupil replied:
“Money.”—Washington Strtr.
T*ie

Oti.

on

Oct. 4.

thence

The Hoosac mountains and the Deerfield

"Wlmt is the chief product of the
United States'?” asked the teacher In a
European school.
And without hesitation the bright

years
lent results

from

the

same

simple management, without
waste of fuel.

If
THE IMPERIAL CLARION.
established

there is

agent

near

no

CLARION

you, write to us.

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,

Bangor, Me.

many

Dailey.
Hancock County Crops.

Sold

by J. P. ELDRIDGE, Ellsworth," Me.

A summary of crop conditions in Hanas reported to the State
cock county
board of

agriculture,

is

as

follows:

.1

Amount of apple crop, 52 percent. Condi
lion of sweet corn, very good, though the crop
Is a little late. In some sections the potato
crop has been quite badly affected by the
drough Blight Is also reported to some extent. The price of dairy products has been
about tbe same as last year. Condition of the
gratu crop, good Quality of hay, 102 per
cent. There has been no Increase In ensilage
crops. Corn Is the principal crop raised for the
alio. Sheep husbandry Is not increasing to any

Are

You Kuguged.

Engaged people

should remember that,
after marriage, many quarrels can be
avoided
keeping tneir digestions in
condition with Electric Bitters.
8.
Brown, of Bennettsville, 8. C., says:
“For years my wife suffered intensely
from
complicated with a torpid liver, until she lost her strength and
vigor and became a mere wreck of her
former self.
Then she tried Electric
Bitters, which helped her at once, and
finally made her entirely well. She is now
strong and healthy.” E. G. Moore, druggist, sells and guarantees them, at 60c a

by

rd

dyspepsia,

We have been tone enough consider
lug what Christina Endeavor standi ,
for. Let na now give more attentloi 1
to what Christian Endeavor goes for
Bsrv. 3. D. Lament.

1700.

When Traitors' Heads Adorned London Itrldnre and Temple Bnr.

bottle.

“Follow the

Flag1

to
Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and
Omaha, malting direct connections for Texas,
Mexico, Colorado, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Fast
Vestibuled
Trains Daily

Portland
Seattle, Tacoma and all intermediate points.

Cara for all points
Tourist Cars for Chicago (berth, «.75>, connecting with
Tuesdays,
west, leave Boston on famous Continental Limited
with same train
at
Rotterdam
Junction
and
connecting
Saturdays,
Thursdays
from New York, same days.
Reclining Chair Cars (Seats FREE).
Privilege of Stopping Off 10 Days at Niagara Falla.
Forrtstrvalion ofPullman Pnloet Cor SU r/ ing Berths, a Iso Pullman Tourist Car B*rths, Rates,tic.to
H.R.KcCLELLA5.G.*.A., 387 BNray, N*w Y«wk. J.D. McRE4TH,!f.E.P.A ,176WssktogV»
a (ten St., Boston
C. H.LATTA, 8.EJ* A lStfa * Chsst&ut SU Philo. J. E. BARRY. Tourist Agt., 176 Washiartea

.Tourist

-,

A

|

LAX A L AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
vaumi
EV«Rf WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AY

ELL*WORTK, MAINE.
»T TAB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
RoiUfA. EdHor and Mttwer.
r.
W. H. TlTU%, Awodwt EdHor.
■

•ot^npf ion Prifr-t: « » jw; tl AO for itl
month*. V) rent* ror tbme mouth*; tf paid
In ndewnee, |l .Y. 75 tnd K ce«u
itrict
fedjwftjrtly A»i arrearage# are reekmnd
tfac rate of $2 per ye*r.
Adv*Tti*i«K Rat#*—at* reasonable, aad will
or trade known on

annoyance is to exclude them iltofnhtr
from tbe roads of the small towns.

CffTTrtponOmrf.

£ l}f *£u9iO0iU) American.

apoUceikin.

Bnulnfw connQnlaito3i «iw&Vl be nd<lrtM«l
•o. an«i nil money order# rnn'te livable to THk j
EU* ;
Hancock Cocnrr PrBUftHTxe uo^
worth Maine.

[Thk

;
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roads not

a

the

owner

of

benefactor to

an

the

auto

are*

I

com-

in

heard, I wilt say that I think that the
universal sentiment is that the

advent of his auto

MOON *8 PHASES.

jQua’W
Fuil

K,E.

5
13

llrOt
1:10

Thf* week’s

TMr4

,r

«,

New

28

e*

edition

of

on

our

roads

is

any-

thing but a benefaction. On tbe contrary,
5:1;
it is stating the case none too strong to
p-tn !
that it is generally considered as an
4:M say
p.BD unmitigated nuisance, because of tbe continual feeling that the dangers of tbe road

The

are

greatly

increased

by

lut Thursday morning of
of John a. Doyle, homI
sincere irirt to a Itrp cirri* of Irimiti
who know her intimately. Thoeigh ill few
• Ion* tint*, and death was not unexpected,
the aorrow felt at her death aeetna none
the lee* keen. By all who knew her, the
waa held in hi*b esteem, and those who
knew her well, lowed her.
Mr*. I Hjyle waa the daughter of Stephen
The death

! la

in

their busi-

for

some

their business.

reason

connected

Excepting tourists,

4*

In

for music of

Vloihtd,

developing the public
high order; a hat it

a

I

will accomplish along this line in the
; future need net be enlarged upon here.
The festivals of pervious years have set
the standard for quality, and although,
I with few' exceptions, this year's soloists
| are new to this section, the high standard
of its predecessors will be maintained by

it.

This consciousness of danger is not confined to those on tbe road, but is shared
2,435 by their families and friends at home. 1
Average for the year of 1904,
know of several examples of persons at
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1905. home who have been anxious and uneasy
for hours in succession, fearing injuries
that might come to an absent member of
The repoblic of Panama is seeking their
family by meeting an auto. And
a anion with
the repub-ic of Costa there is
certainly mnch cause for such
Rica, according to advices received at uneasiness, for many horses become unthe state department. The people of manageable on meeting one.
It seems to me that the statement, “the
wearied
of single
Panama have
blessed ness, their dream of empire auto has come to stay” begs tbe question.
has failed to materaiize, and they are It takes for granted all that is in dispute.
It
its coming as something inevitable,
generally anxious to annex them onputs
a level with tempests, bad weather or
selves to Coeta Rico, the most pros* j
potato rot, something that cannot be preCentral
perous and stable of the
vented, therefore must be endured. But
American republics. The treaty be* it is not
strange that those who are obliged
tween this country and Panama ;a so to use these narrow roads do not
readily
comprehensive as to leave no loop- accept this view of it. They very naturhole by which the interests of the ally ask: “What is there about its coming
Unired States can be jeopardized by that is so important or necessary as to
make it inevitable?”
any political events or change* in
The auto is used by but few people—
Panama, but it is believed not uncomparatively very few. And what claim
that
the
would
Slates
United
likely
have these few on tbe great public that
regard with entire complacency the they should have the right to bring such
annexation of Panama to Costa Rica,
injury, inconvenience, annoyance and
with which country the sela.ionsof expense on the whole people of a comthe United States have always been rriunity?
What do they bring to tbe community
most cordial.
to compensate for ail this damage? The
license fee is a very small offset, and it is
COUNTY <iO>>IP.
riot strange that people generally, in the
“Plenty of fish, bat market doll,” i* the »mall towns, consider the auto in their
midst as of no earthly benefit but entirely
plaint of the herring fishermen.
igainst all and every one of their intereata.
High school hazing at Bar Harbor last It is not very comforting to them to know
•reck resulted in one boy having his arm
| that they are subjected to this affliction
broken.
limply to gratify the pleasure of a few
persons who have no special claim on
To-day and to-morrow. North Ellsworth them. 1
say pleasure, because I believe
fair, and then the up-river fair will wind
that is its strongest claim, for I do not
up t he season.
think that any one will seriooaly contend
American i* 2,2.10 copies.

wife

Thi*

l"p-Klver

Exhibition

r«k„

\«|| Week.
No* foe ap-river! Next week,
Tuesday
•nd Wednesday, the Amber*! fair
„,u
wind op the fair mra in
l’l««

Hancock

roentj.
The up-river fair enjoy* *
popularity all
It* own-a popularity which haa
been
growing from year to year a* each fair

bring* a repetition of the good time of
previon* years.
Monaghan,
city,
Thi* year'* fair, the thirteenth
annual
Ellsworth thirty-seven years ago. She waa
exhibit ion of the Nor. hern Hancock
one of a large family, those s he survive
agricultural society, will be no exception.
her being two brothers—T. P. Monaghan,
There ie e good time in store for
everyone
of Oardintr, and Charles E. Monaghan, of
who goee.
Mrs.
Kdmon
sisters
and
aix
Ellsworth,
The exhibition at the hall,
rarying
Eno, of Ellsworth, Mr*. Arthur H. Grant, aomewhat a» the aeaaon*
of

j

this year's festival.
one person in ten met on the roads of
A feature of the occasion this year la
Mt. Desert is driving for pleasure only.
But the autoists will always be on the I entirely new and is unique; it is the recountry roads only for pleasure, for it » ception on the afternoon of the opening
the prims donna the peerless
not probable that they will be able to do day to
Kmma Karnes. It will be held at the city
business among people who are emphatihall, and promises to be th’ most brilliant
cally and earnestly against them.
Runners would not be likely to think it social event known in Bangor for many
i»rofitable to use an auto if they found years.
their customers practically
The affair is in charge of a committee of
boycotting
them on account of their disregard of Bangor ladies, who will be assisted by
their interest. There is little probability committees from the cities and towns
of doing much business with an auto whose choruses are to participate in the
among people so hostile to it as country festival.
Mrs. Frank Hinckley is chairman of the
people seem to be.
Now, considering that it is the in- Bangor contingent ; the others are Mrs. T.
terest of the many against the few, and U. Coe, Mrs. F. W. Cram, Mias A. H. Dow,
tbe interest of business against
mere
Mrs. E. M. Horsey, Mrs. 8. R. Prentiss,
pleasure, it seem# to be only reasonable Mrs. A. H. Thaxter. Mrs. J. W. Walker,
and just that the public should be able to Mrs. C. P. Webber, Mrs. F. A. Wilson.
Mrs. A. P.
The Ellsworth committee:
secure such legislation as will be effective^
for its protection.
Wiswell, chairman; Mrs. Eugene Hale.
It would be well at tbe next annual Mm. John A. Peters, Mrs. 8. W. Sutton,
town meeting to test tbe sentiment of Mrs. 8. J. Morrison, Mrs. F. W. Rollins.
The Bar Harbor committee;
Mr*. B. C.
tbe voters in tbe different towns on tbe
subject of favoring united action to se- Reynolds, chairman: Mrs. C. C. Morrison,
Mr*. I). Wellington Bunker, Mrs. Edward
cure socb legislation as will exclude autos
from their roads. Of course tt is useless 8. Clark, Miss Jessie Foster.
The other towns which will tend comfor me at this time to go into details of
what the legislation should be, but 1 mittees are Houlton. Dover,
Poxcroft,
think it should provide for local option, Dexter, Old Town, Augusts, Gardiner,
letting each town decide by vote whether Hallowcll, Waterviiie, Fairfield, 8kowit will admit them or not. It should also hegan, Madison, Macbias, East Macbias.
provide that the auto may be seised in and Calais.
Mme. Eames and her distinguished husany part of the State and held or confiscated for violation of the law; that in case band, Julian Story, will receive, and the
of injury to person or property because of others of the reception party will be Senasn
auto, it shall be held till all dam- tor and Mrs. Eugene Hale, of Ellsworth;
age is paid, and make it the duty of mu- Chief Justice and Mr*. Andrew P. Wisnicipal officers, sheriffs and th*ir deputies well, of Ellsworth; MaJ. and Mrs. A. B.
to enforce the law. In a word, let tbe law Farnham, of Bangor, representing Gov.
be such as w*ill oblige them to pay for all Cobb; and Director-in-Chief William R.
Besides
the damage they do in any and every case, Chapman and Mrs. Chapman.
whether admitted on the roads or not. this party, another larger one will receive
Certainly the autoists should not com- more informally.
An interesting feature of the reception
plain about this feature of tbe law.
To the people of this island thia is a will be a brief address which Senator Hale
matter of very great importance, for tbe ha* consented to make.
There is much inquiry as to a special
large number of beautiful drives is certainly tbe greatest attraction that we train from Bangor to Ellsworth after the
have to offer summer visitors. But they conceit on Saturday night. There will be
one if at least sixty people going to Banare spoiled just as soon as it is known that
the auto is likely to be encountered on tbe gor on that day signify their desire to reroad, for many of our summer visitors turn on that train.
Mr. Crabtree can give all desired inforwould abandon them at once. The result
would be a loss of many thousands of mation regarding tickets.
dollars every year.
R. L. Grixdle.

almost

First

driving

with

j ple generally agree w ith his view.
But judging from w hat I have seen and

■w

! accomplished

are

From many rears of experience driving
country roads I have learned that more
than nine-tenths of thoec whom 1 meet

getting horses acquainted with
And perhaps the kind and cordial
treatment which be has received in these
small towns has led him to think the peomunity
them.”

the

on

indifferent about the matter.
“As

for

pursuits.

ness

Mt. Doer, Sep*. i$, isos.
To the Editor of The American:
Mr. Sowle’s article in youl^issue of Aaf.
30, makes a reply necessary to prevent misunderstanding, for silence under the circumstances might give tbe impreaaion
that the mass of people in the small towns
either favor his view or else are thoroughly

I have been

simply

I there because of necessity

not

He says:

are on

pleasure, but

expense Is very large, and they

The Auto Terror.

feel

Mu.lc

AMHERST FAIR.

vn. JOBS E. DOT LB.

—

is well to

tot ua

A*«*td persona l le«;
fled as*! toiermut aiv*r«
*tle* to tbe potaU at U*o« and fight tbc »*g«menu ol Ut other *M«, M the man «h*>
Jlever » »< *UW of the far*
a.rtt>cM them
that b* has a» good a right to bit opinion a# yon
bit
to fosn, ibomh
arxaiMMt may not i« a*
ftoaad. All letter* moat U; accompanied by the
writer'* full name and aktrew, though U I#
optional with him whether hi* aam-. Initial* or
a aam de-t^ome be «•** 1

OBIT 1'ARY.

GRKAT rR9TIVAL

At llangor Next Wfrk,
Ort. 5, *1 and 7.
| A wk from to-morrow will be the
auto is very small, and these fear will be I opening day of the ninth annual moan'
using: them principally for pleasure. On festival It Bangor. What ibis organ ixathe
music-loving public
tbe other hand, those on the road to whom | non is to
the auto brings danger, annoyance and throughout eastern Maine; what it haa
IK

in tbe making of law# on this subject it
keep continually in mind tbe
fact that tbe number who mill nae tbe

kum far tfcl* cvl.

AHKiuciK

publication of lb« -loo* *ot **plf
tbc wdomm -ni bjr tb* p*|*w <*f the opinion,
editor rrmsrtr* the right to
Tbc
expreeaed
eliminate from ktterf anything of •• o»}«lon
la aiaru-atoa*. i*ht
able or personal natur
far year opinion*, ami fight Haul, but he «ti*f ol
ana,

THK

this

and

waa

born in

Attleboro, Mass.. Mrs. Carroll J. Swan,
of Boston. and Misses Margaret, Lacy and
Mary Monaghan, of Ellsworth. She leaves
also a husband and three little daughters.
were
held at Si.
Funeral
eervicee
Joaeph’e Catholic church Saturday, Bev.
P. A. Hayes officiating.
The pall-bearers were John W. Coughlin. David W. Carney, Hollis E. Davit
of

and

Henry Dorgan.
MRS.

A. J. XKJfnrrOJI.

vary, ia alwan

good. The up-river farmers take a pride
ia making a good allowing at the
fair,
and be the aeeeon good or bed for
crops,
the
beet
they bring
they have.
There will be bail gamer each day, a be
by
show on Wednesday afternoon end a disof
fireworks. beside* the regular
play
feature*.
Lynch * band, of Ellsworth
will
furnish the music during the
Falla,
day, and Monaghan’s orchestra will play
for the dance*, which will take place both
night* of the fair.

EHxa T., widow of A. J. Kenlston, brief
mention of whose death win made in last
Drawing I on lest at Itlurhlll.
week'* paper, died Sept. 17, at the home of
The drawing contest for oxen at Bine hilt
her daughter at East Mil tort,
aged
fair laet week resulted as follows:
sixty-three yearn and five months.
For oxen 8 ft. 9 In. and under—Arch
Funeral services were held at East MilHinckley, lirst, t,TW; M Uiiam Wearolt,
ton on Sept. 20, snd the remains were
second, 3,700.
brought here for interment last Thursday.
For oxen 8 It. 10 In. to 7 ft.—Charles OsMrs. Keniston is survived by two children—Mrs. A. Y. Moodie. of East Milton, good, first, 5.200; Albion Maunders, secwith whom she lived, and Fred A. Kenis- ond, 5,000.
Sweepstakes -Charles
Wescott, fir-:,
ton, now of Hcrmejo, N. M.; also three
sisters and one brother-Mrs. Helen M. 7,30#; Georgs* Pert, second, li.SOO.
Peck, of Waltham, Maas., Mrs. O. A. MrFadden, of Fairfield. Mrs. Delia L. March,
•Itrhrntsmrma.
of Portland, and Augustus T. Homer by, of
East Boston.
The remains were accompanied here by
her daughter and her sister, Mrs. MeFadden.
It lot ter

Paper Butter.

(Sanaa CBatanoA
C&naatAs -it-*’

Franklin Institute
of Philadelphia has made public its report
on the Taylor process for butter making.
It is recommended that My. Taylor receive
No dangerous drugs or alcoholic
the John Bcott Medal and Premium in
recognition of the value of his invention. concoctions are taken into the atomIn this his new process sweet cream is
ach whe;. Hyomei is used.
Breathe!
poured into shallow pans the bottoms of
through the inhaler, the balsamic
which are covered with absorbent pads.
The pads are composed of heavy w hite healing of Hyomei penetrates to the
blotting paper supporte : on Turkish tow- most remote cell* of the nose and
elling, or some similar material, and abthroat, and thus kills th* catarrhal
sorb from the cream nearly all of its congerms, heals the irritated mucous
stituents except the fat. The cream fat
remains as s layer on the surface of the membrane,
and gives complete and
pads and after several hours1 standing
cure.
permanent
may be roiled off. In this condition the
Hyomei is the simplest, most pleasproduct contains rather too much water
and milk proteids; on this account, and ant and the only guaranteed cure for
because of the absence of salt, it does not catarrh
that lias
been discovered.
keep very well. If, however, the separated Complete outfit, *1.00; extra bottle, 50
butter fat be worked and salted in the
ceuts.
Koosevelt the Boy.
fame way as the ordinary churned product,
For sale by (i. A. Farther.
Riojsworth, Sept, lfi, l®Ofi.
Never has the boy left Theodore Roose- the result (s a very fine grade of butter.
To the Editor of the American:
velt. Be ha* added manhood -and superb
The process has the advantage of cheapWhile we do not wish to expel tbe
i^gal yalUn.
manhood, too-on to boyhood, and is all ness, since the pads may be used over and
automobile from our streets, we do desire
the better and more lovable for it. He over agsio, lasting, it is said, for six
subscribers. Harsh 0. Hears. of Bostoo,
to have protection by tbe law, that tbe
Suffolk county, ('(tnmoa«rt!m of Ma*scan get back to boy hood without an effort
months of daily use. The labor of churn- ftchotdU.
UuiriM r. Choate, of ftoutbb <ro u*b,
auto and owner thereof shall be responsiand still lose nothing of the manful dig- ing is avoided, and, on account of the use Worcester county. to said Massachusetts *d.I
ble for all damages done to carriages
H f'howe. of the city, county tod
Joseph
we
and
self-reliance
all
admire.
It
cream
of
fresh
instead
of
that
which
has
nity
j
•t%w of Mew York, hereoy five notice :k»t
caused by horses frightened by tbe auto. I
is, in fact, largely because there is so stood to ripen several days, the finished they have been eta)y *ppo»ntrd executor* of
Burh law, I think, would be a great factor
tbe iHt will *o*l testament **d codicils thereto
much of the boy—the big, glad, self-asbetter
than
butter
made
in
product keeps
\ of Joshua
M. fears, I*te of Boston. in the
to prevent damage to carriages and persertive, kindly, generous, unconquerable | the ordinary way. The process has been i county of Suffolk. Commonwealth of M*«»abroken
of
tbe
limbs
occupants. American
haps
1 rhuwtt*. decetirci, no boudi being required
Tbfodore
Roosevelt
in
the
United
Htatca, Oinada, by the term* of said will.
boy—about
patented
They endanger lives and property.
that he is equal to all his tasks. The “sol- England, France and Germany.
Not betnp resident* of the State of Maine,
Not long since, ms I was riding towards
the aubecribers m such eseentora ha*^ apemn as*/' as Tom Corwin used to call the
Laere S- Doany, of Eden, Htscxt
pointed
woman.
On asking !
the city, I overtook a
statesman that couldn't unbend, does less
Bread Ortddle Cakea.
county, State Of Maine, wboee postoffic* adher to ride, she replied:
“No; 1 am afraid
dreae la Bmr Harbor, Maine, their agent asd
work because be does it all mechanically,
One pint of stale breed crumba, 1 pint
attorney for purposes • pecited in Rented
you will meet an automobile.”
and has to look constantly at his official of swee-t milk,
that its use is a business necessity.
2 eggs, 1 teaapoonful H tat a tea of the State of Maine. * barter eft,
Three large rips pumpkins, growing
N. H. Means.
Section ft ft.
All persons ha* in* demands
see
are
to
the
tools to
that they
But it is claimed “that it will be a great
melted batter, a little salt, 1 cap of floor,
tempered
from one vine, on top of a stone wall, is a
acainat the eatate of said deoeaaed are deaired
j factor in
work expected of them.
1 teaspoonful of baking powder, 1 tea- to present the same for settlement, and all ia*
bringing about better roads”.
freak of nature at North Castine.
On
Divorce.
Judge Knarry
thereto are requested to make pajOne kind of ceremony only is to the spoon ful of sugar if desired, nutmeg to debted
But how? Simply by making wider roads
ment immedately.
Those dissatisfied with their partners
Htiua C Haas*.
valuable—the
President
a necessity.
For if the auto ia to frequent for
ceremony of! taste. Soak the bread crumbs in milk 10
OtAILU F. CM04TK.
A little Franklin boy aspires to be a
who
desire
and
to
life,
aimlessly
ittft.
Joaaru H C«o*rs.
ft,
September
free
and
from intricacy
candor,
totally | minutes, then beat the eggs light and put
minuter.
When his mother inquired his tbe country roads they must be widened,
separate that which God haa joined, need
foreign to equivocation. The dislike for ; ail together. Beat until smooth and try
reason, she was more than surprised at : t'id this greater width must be mair:- not
subscriber
for
their
divorce
hereby fives notice that
petitions
present
1
be baa been duiy appointed adm:nt*’.rstained. And bushes grow into country to Justice L. A. Emery, of Ellsw orth, who lying and subterfuge that he had when in hot lard on griddle. Serve with maple
the child’s answer: “Why, then l can ha’ e
j
tor of the estate of Billinas Maddoi.
ate
roads so rapidly that to maintain great* r is presiding at the September term of the a boy still clings to Theodore Roosevelt. syrup. Nice for breakfast.
* talking machine and a pony.”
of Rdxworih. in the county of Hancock,
court in Auburn. Only the best It dominates,
ennobles him.
deceased, and gweo bonds as the law direct*.
width will mean much more tax in com- supreme
stimulates,
of reasons for divorce will prevail in his
All persona having demands easiest the e»The President recently went out with
The State W. C. T. U. at its annual meet- 1 munities w hich feel that their taxes are court.
“No more will I hear his footsteps on tau of said deceased are deaired to present
the same
for settlement, and ail indebted
In his remarks to the attorneys at the his owm boys and their boy friends for a
ing in Bar Harbor last week voted to send sufficiently high now; and that such an
yonder walk just as the clock strikes the thereto are
make payment i»*
a birthday present to Mrs. Salome Sellers,
opening of court Justice Emery laid down night's camping in the hills near Oyster hour of eight”. ‘-Gracious, Jeanette”’ mediately. requested to Aaa
j1 increase will be burdensome.
W. Maddox.
several rules that he will follow in divorce
Ail the boys in that party had glo- “And the old
Re teruber h. ifA
of Deer Isle, the oldest member of the
So the claim of helping tbe public by cases. One was that the court would
Bay.
will
never
burn
parlor light
not
rious fun, none more than the forty-seven low for him
W. C. T. U., who will be 106 years of age bringing about better roads amounts to hear any divorce cases while the
again.” “You don’t mean it?” rPHH subscriber itereby (lees none*
jury w*a
JL she has hern duly appointed adminisOctober 17 next, and who was one of the about this: Tbe coming of the auto prac- at work, as it was not then possible for year-old kid, Theodore Roosevelt. The
“I do, and furthermore he will never sit
tratrix of the estate of Alexander J. For. id*
the
amount
of
him
to
them
required
give
man that can’t admire a President who
founders of a temperance society organ- tically
communities
on the sofa three nights a week and trail
obliges
already 1 attention.
of Ellsworth, in the county of Dance* k. dethus shares the joys of youth and accent- me
cease >. and given bond* as the iaw directs.
iaed seventy-five years ago, which still heavily taxed—to maintain, a; their own
Another was that the court most be satpet names as he has been doing for two All persona Laving
deuundi against the esexists.
expense, roads wider than they need for ! in fled that every effort has been made to uates the pleasures of child-life is not an years.” “I am astonished.” “And to- tate of said deceased are desired to preaeni
the
libelee of the proceedings. American.
tbe same lor settlement, and all indebted
I
am
to
burn
all
any ordinary purpoae. But it wUl not be I notify
the
old
love thereto are
going
night
Lobsters will bring the highest prices
; Noiice by publication would not be sufrequested to mice payment itnKaiser Wilhelm is an original charac- letters in
easy to convince the tax-payers of these ficient unless every other
means
had
IIblks VI Fox.
my trunk.” “B-, but s hy are mediateli
for years this fall and winter.” said a
small towns that this is a help to them.
ter, but could not do it. King ♦Mward is you going to discharge him?” “Discard
Heptemb rll, lftdft.
* failed.
well-known lobsterman
in Bath this
No one doubts that many of the autoists j The action of Justice Emery, if followed kindly, but would not do it. Royal eti- him? Why. you goose, 1 am going to
notice that
subscriber bereny gives
week. Continuing he said:
“These shell will
by other courts, will tend to lessen the quette, you know. What a grand country it marry him!”
be baa been duly appointed administry to be thoughtful and careful, but ; divorces
granted, and the number even
fish are scarce, and the fishermen are havtrator of the estate of Freeman W Archer,
notwithstanding th^ir beat efforts they ; in thia county ia alarmingly large. His is that gives youth due honor and makes it
late of Aurora. In the
county of limiHow’i This?
ing hard work to obtain enough for their will often make trouble for others or rules are endorsed by the attorneys and perpetual. Not everybody can be a boy in
cock, deceased, and given bonds as the law diWe offer One Iluutlred Dollar* Seward for rect*.
All persons having demands against
regular customers, and few are at present ! themselves. The conditions are such that public alike.
the same way as Theodore Roosevelt, but
any ease of Catarrh that cannot be cared by the estate or said deceased are desired :o preA careful observation of divorce cases
being shipped out of the State. Another 1 it is sure to come, even in the case of the
all can be boys again, and always by lendHail'* Catarrh Cure. F. J CHENEY A CO-, sent the same for settlement,and ail indebted
j in the supreme court of Auburn warrants
thereto are requested to make payment imthing which will be hard to purchase this careful. But all will not have this
Toledo. * >•
exing
every
encouragement
too
seek
by
word,
the
conclusion
that
!
quality.
many people
H. T. Siiaby.
K
We, the undersigned, hare known
J. mediately.
winter will be clams, that is, if the winter
For every one who knows anything of to become divorced because they have ample tad co-operation to the pleasures Cheney for the last 15 rears, and believe him
September ft. IWft.
is anything like the two last, as the fiats
found someone whom they like better and
of the young. “We shall be }*erf*ci!y honorable In all tiu»lnea* transaction*
human nature knows that, as they become }
pastimes
than they do their first choice. This is
Bankrupt’s Petition for IMacharg*
and financially able to carry out any obligahave been frozen over a good part of the
young but once,” is not American. In
more numerous, they will be in the bands
tions made by hla firm
In the matter of
especially true of young women who
)
time, and there ha9 to be plenty of money
we are always young.
BiftVARD O. Boamnoaf, [ Jw Bankruptcy
WaLDIsO, Kiss am A Mabvin,
of persons who are unthoughtful, selfish, obtain the majority of divorces. —Letciston America
* boie»ale Dr .g*lau», Toledo, O.
in the business to tempt men to engage in
)
Bankrupt,
careless and reckless, driving without any j Journal.
is
Hall'* Catarrh Cure
taken Internally, act
To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the Pi»*
the work.”
The >1 Using Chicken*.
Ins directly upon the blood ami mueoua *ur
trict Court of the United States for the Disof
for
the
themselves
or
regard
safety
faces of the aystero.
Testimonial* *ent free.
trict of Maine.
Fire at South Hlut hitl.
A banker in * Western city bought some
others.
Sold by all Dru«*l»U.
Price. 75c. per bottle
o. rob in bon of Eden, is
And now Bucksport, or Orland, has
2d (special)—Monday chickens of * ranchman and told the man
Blu eh ill, Sept
Take Hall** Family PHI* lor constipation.
the county of Hancock and State of
ii crri»iniv in suuirunug imnuuuiuiiiK
dam dreams. There are rumored plans for j
in
Maine,
said
the dwelling boose owned and to deliver them at hi* house. Went he
district, respectfully represents,
what havoc one of these machines would evening
that on the ftihday of August, last P**1* “•
the development of
an
electric power
Walter Hodgdon was discov- went home at noon his wife met him at
tbs
was
make on a country road m the hands of occupied by
Sptrial Notice*.
duly adjudged bankrupt under tba*
at
Orland
falls.
A
Acta
of
plant
upper
ered to be on lire. By great exertion the the door and told him with great consterBncksport some drunken fool. It seems to me
Congress relating to bankruptcy;
very
he has duly surrendered all his property
COMMISSIONERS’
writes:
an
exKOTICK.
correspondent
flames were subdued and the fire was nation that the man
“Recently
and rights of property, and has fully complieu
brought in the chickprobable that they will sometimes be in
Hamcoce as.—September If, ft. d. 1906.
pert has been making estimates of the exwith all the
of said acts and of
supposed to be extinguished, but Tuesday ens, as he had promised, but instead of
the hands of just that kind of persons.
E, the undersigned, having been dale the orders of requirements
\1T
coon touebiug his bankruptcytent of the power, the storage of water, the
as the w?ind arose, it again burst
appointed by the Honorable O. P.
Wherefore he prays that he mar be depotting them in the henhouse, had left C f fnningnam,
But what is going to be done abont it? morning,
size of
judge of probate within and for creed by the court to have a full discharge
the watershed, tfce annual rain\
and though again subdued, the in- them on the
Lawn, and they had all disap- aaid county, commiaaionera to receive and de- from
If the people of the small towns are deter- j out,
all debts provable against h»s estat*
fall, etc., and the result of these will no
terior of the building was damaged to the
cide upon the claims of the creditors of B*wunder said bankruptcy acts, except such aeois
mined to keep them out, and unite in
peared.
all J. Mitchell, late of Sullivan, in said as are
doubt warrant the expenditure of many |
amount of $500 or more.
excepted by law from such dischargehis dinner he started off in ! county, deceased, whose estate has been
Forgetting
some intelligent course of action to accomrepDated this Ulih day of September, a- dthousands of dollars, in the construction !
Mr. Hodgdon had been living in the no very amiable frame of mind in
resented insolvent, hereby give public notice,
Habvakd G. Robissom.
I
aee
no
reason
pursuit
this
end,
why they
of darns, acquirement of towage rights, plish
agreeably to the order of the said judge of proBankrupt
which was formerly owned by Mr. of the
missing fowls. After scouring the bs'e. that one month from and after Sept.
not succeed. But they most under- house,
&,
may
Order
of
Moline Therrou.
of
real
besides
the
conpurchase
;
about two weeks.
estate,
19CS, haa been allowed to said creditors to preneighboring alleys for seme time, he ! sent
stand that they have no small task before Smith, only
and prove their claims, and that we will District op Main* as.
struct ion of buildings, installation of
on
came back triumphantly driving the lost
attend to the duty assigned us at the atore of
them. For the auto people, both owners
On this 13id day of September, a. d. 1906,
machinery, etc.”
I Crabtree & Havey, in North Sullivan, in -aid
chicks.
reading the foregoing petitiou, It la—
;
wouidst
W’heu
thou
another,
and manufacturers, will be before the leghelp
study
on Priday, Sept. 23, 1906. and Moncountv,
a
Ordered
that
the
court,
by
h**rlD?.
to please not thyself, in the doing, but
When in a few days he met the offend- day, Oct. 2. 1905 at one of the clock in the
islative committee with plenty of money
upon the same on the 16th day of October,
So shalt thou be un»iu
him thou servest.
u. d. lMt, before uiit court >t Portland. In
days.
ing ranchman, be demanded, severely: afternoon of each of aaid
Shot Partridges In Close Time.
to employ counsel and lobyiats who will selfish indeed.
Baknby B. Havsy,
district, si 10 o'clock to the forenoon; »nd lo»
“W’hat did you mean by leaving those
The work of the game wardens who labor to defeat any and every measure that
the
ALFRED B. CftABTBBB,
notice thereof be published in
Klwjw*
d*
Commiaaionera.
chickens on my Lawn the other day? I
American, a newspaper printed in **»<*
have been investigating the alleged kill- will diminish their number or in any way
A Word to Women.
trict. and that all known creditors And oU
over
hunted
the
for
:
of
tne
woman
it
Invited
to
at
for
sick
let*
the
Bar
Harbor
consult
neighborhood
them,
maring
restrict or curtail their freedom of action.
partridges
Any
by
persons in interest may appear
FREEDOM NOTICE.
ter with Dr. H- V. Pierce, chief consulting
time and place, and show cause, if
and then coaid find only eleven!”
ket in dost time, resulted in the arrest of
Of course the tactics of the aotoists will
T HEREBY release to my minor sons, Walter
physician of the Invalid's Hotel an«i surgical
hare, why the prayer of said petitioner shouia
P.
L.
was
and
“You
did
the
mild
1
Pio,
their
time
the
James Davis, of Otter Creek.
Harry
N
In
an
Yactive
mightly
well,’’
Buffalo.
daring
be to allay popular opposition by offering institute.
not be granted.
practice
^
that
remainder of their minority. I shall claim
year*, assisted by a »talT of reply. “I only left six.”
And U is further ordered by the court.
Davis was arraigned before Judge Clark some law that will put the auto under such of more than thirty
none of their earnings nor
pay any bills of the clerk shall send by mail to all *®°
nearly a score of aa»ociate phyaWana, Dr.
their contracting after this date.
this
in the Bar Harbor municipal court Friday. regulations as will seem to render it safe Plercj has treated ao«l cured over had a million
and
creditors copies of said petition
re
CaamuBs E. Pio.
der, addressed to them at their places or
He was found guilty of having shot and and harmless. Bot this should deceive no women. All direaitea peculiar to women are
“Your daughter’s music is improving,”
Ellsworth, Sept. 12. 1906.
Tula oouauUatloo fey
treated wlh succeaa
dences as stated.
u.>#
in
his
the
when
she
said
‘“but
runs
professor,
having
possession live partridges, one. For the regulations will be only letter Is absolutely fr—. Every letter la treated
Witness the Honorable Clarence BJjJ
SPECIAL. NOTICE.
as strictly
private and aacredlv confidential. the scales 1 have to watch her pretty
lJ*
Judge of the said Court, and the
and was fined |6 for each bird and costs.
such as autoists know will make them
Answers are mailed promptly, giving toe beat of
not trespass in Cuniculoeua Park. I at Portland, in said district, on the W™ <»/
He appealed, and furnished £00 bonds little or no trouble, and will be practically medical advice. All answers are sent In plain closely.” “Just like her father,’’said Mrs]
demand protection to life and property of Heptember, a. d 1906.
mm*.
envelope* bearing on them no printing of a»7 Nurich. “He made his money in the from the county of Hancock, the State of
Jambs B. H»WTt Wg*
[L. 8.]
for appearance at the October term of worthless to the public as a protection. I
kind. Write without bar and without fee to
Maine, and the Unite'* States of America.
A true copy of petition
ClerkCiera
the supreme court
Manv C. Pstn Aurnir.
believe that the only escape from the Dr. B. V. Pierce, Buf-ilo, S. T.
grocery business.”
Attest:-Jamas B. Hbwbt.
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BLPEHILL FAIR.

*dditionnt

LARGE exhibit

in livestock
DEPARTMENT.

AORICI'l'TURAI.

and

domestic

f.xhi-

bition hmall—excellent racing—PREMIUMS AWARDED.
The clerk of the weather, who caused a
of the BluchiU fair for one

postponement

mud,
tiny by dishing
full amends on Thursday.
the
\V. rinesday,
opening day, was overcast, and at night it rained a little. It
really seemed as though the weather clerk
did this for the purpose of causing greater
up rain and

of

appreciation

the

neat

made

Friday saw anot her gtx>d crowd,
racing programme.
\a-t it be said right here, that Mountain
park more than sustained its reputation
for furnishing good racing. The track
was in good condition on Wednesday, in
spite of the preceeding rains and no aun
to dry it out, but on Thursday and Friday
was
it was lightning fast. The track
grounds.

fine

a

dm other

MT. DESERT.
MEMORIAL RlSOLDTIORft.
Whereat, Almighty Uo ham In His Infinite
wisdom sever, d Another link front our golden
chain and taken )rom our circle Brother Unnlel
K Pray, and

Whereat, Brother Pray

«a* one

of tie ol ten

an«l moat

to-loved msmlmr’ of Ml. I»esert chap
54., zealous and earnest tu the cs ire of
our
hapter, mi one whose memory will be
Cherished by all,
Retolved, That In the death of Bro. Pray this
chapter lose* one of Its most devoted members,
hi- children a kind father, and the
community a
ter

O.

K.

kind friend

and neighbor.

Retolved, That the heartfelt rympathy « f our
he extended to the betcaved family In
lids their sore .tilunion; ihat our charter be
dsri»ed In mourning for the period of thirty
days, a copy of ihe-v resolutions spread on our
records, one sent to he family of our deceased
brother, and a copv forward' d to the local papers for publication.
Ada tl. Somes,
Kbirtf K lltHOtf,
A. C. Fkkjuld,
Committee on resolutions.
A grain has the (ireat HrrvcAter entered our
fluids and Karn.T'd a g -dden sheaf; attain is our
social circle broker, and we are called upon to
mourn the loss of our beloved brother aud patron, Timothy M. Ma-on.
Qilc” to perceive the virtue*, and alow to
criticise the fault**, he «m.« ever protn t to throw
the mantle of chsrltv over another's mo i»«. In
this he exea.pltfl d the cardinal principle of
the order: • tjliarl > to ab tMakiud."
He possessed a sunny, social, sympathetic na
ture that joyed In the pleasure, aud felt for the
In Ids death the
distress, of his fellow-iretn**
t .wii lore-* a citizen, a man, good and just, hon-

better condition.
And the races! Wednesday’s two events,
were won in straight heats, but furnished
good races. Thursday, both races were of ed and uprltf h|.
While we mourn the !o«s of our brother, we
t he drivers
the real Mountain park kind,
extend our hea tfelt sympathy to the sorrowing
were out for the money, the judges had
wife and children who h*t> e been so suddenly
their eyea open for fair play, and the
ca led to part with one who wns to them. In the
crowd was enthusiastic.
noblest and mo»t iH-autlful sense, husoand and
In the 2.37 class, though only four horses
father. 111 token of our loss, n>»y our charter
six
heats
were
started,
trotted, and then be draped for thlrt days, and those memorials
waa
race
unfinished.
Sunset saw two be wrltteu upon our records, also \ ubllatnd In
the
horses with two heats each, and two with the local paper*, and a copy bo sent to the family
and
one heat each,
the race went over to of our deceased brother.
klATTIK RlCH'KDftoN,
the next day, when two more heats were
Leonick II. Somes,
necessary. The 2.26 class was decided
Jolla J. Somes,
in four heats with good finishes.
« oimnluee on resolutions.
The starting and judging of the races
was
impartial and satisfactory to the
OTIS.
crowd. P. H. McNamarah, of Bangor,
Bert Kincaid visited his parents (or a
was starter and one of the
judges, the
other judges being John P. Glark, of Ban- few days at Ellsworth Falls.
never in

AMUSEMENT NOTES.

pntjrn

days* chapter

two

in hia work

weather. He got
early Thursday y and the first peep of dawn left no
doubt in the minds of those early astir
that the BluchiU fair association was to
be furnished w ith one of the perfect days
of a Maine fall. Asa result, the farmers
and townspeople were early astir, and the
roads leading to Mountain park were soon
By
gty with people bound for the fair.
noon there waa a good-vised crowd at the
and

County JVetrn,

At Hancock hall on Wednesday evening,
Oct. 3, Denman Thompson, famous the
world over in his “Old Homestead” portrayal of life in New England, will give to

KIlNMortli

Sch Siorm Petrel, Bay*!4©,
for vv- iict inb, itayiice »* co,
t*Ct» ftioomer, U> r Hnrbor
H. h

error

and

ARRIVED.

Kppett. Pratt, Hut-

on

SAILED.
Sch Ann C

'Saturday, Sept 23
Stewart, Ray, VVe^ mouth
ARRIVED

Sch

Henrietta A Whitney, N Y, coal, F S Lord

Sunday, Sept 2t
Sch Julia France*, Alley, N Y. coal, F S L«»rd
Monday, Sc| t 2}
Sch Nellie Grant, Dodge, Patigor, to load for
Whitt omit, H lynet* Jt Co
Hancock County Forta.
Biickup .rt—<*e»t .0, Hr uch Lizzie OrllHn,
Itnnkn
Lizzie D Small, N Y
FK *NKUN-Sept A), aid sch William F
Campbell, N Y
PROSPECT II\RBOR-Sept 21, Rid sen* Incx.
Glouce m;» Ralph K Grant, Portland; Viola M
lirvwer, Rock laud
WKST Si>llivan—Sept 17, ar sch •! M Harlow
“ept J 7, t»ltl «cn J K Hod well. N Y
Sept 18. eld eh Mary Wellington. N Y
Sept22. aid *ch .1 M Harlow, N Y
Sept 22. ar sch* Lavolta; Jeremiah Smith
Sept 24, ar ten ILirveai Home

| WEDDING

home.
Specialties are introduced with excellent effect, particularly on the “Roof
rops” in New York where one act of the
[>iay takes place.
Reserved seats go on sale to-morrow
at Moore’s drug store.

morning

Do me* tic

so come

|

Robinson, the Optician.;

IjMUUUMIMUUiUUIUUUUUUluuUiUUSUMUUUUUilUuuuif
THRESHING
WOOD-SAWING
Gasoline

Haroor
dept 21,

THEATRE, BOSTON.
Paul Conchas, the foremost heavyweight
juggler of the world is to head a variety
programme at Keith’s the week of Oct 2.
Mr. Conchas is known wmrld-wide as “the
Army Hercules”.
The surrounding show is a notable one,

COUNTY' NEWS.
other page

schs Gold Hunter,
Machine; Metamora, Northeast Harbor; John B
Norris, Southwest Harbor
Jacksonville, Fla—Sept 21, ar sch John
Maxwt li, N Y
MACHIA«-Sept 22, ar ech S Sawyer, Boston
Sld sch Lillian, Lynn; Westerloo, Boston
Mobile. ALA-8ept 22, cld sch Harry A
Berwlnd, Phlla
New YoKK-Sept 21, sld sch S G Haskell,
Fernandlna
ar

fiaiitrabs anti Sttambua;*

'Hbbcrti&cmentg.

Commencing .June 5, 1905.

On Oct. 28
Sun

C.

and

8.

Mj

A M
A M PM P M
*7 1
8 50ill*20 y

So W Hbr
No E Hbr
9 00111 30 y
Seal Ilbr..
9 20 11 !0 y
Bar Hbr... 6 COilO 8C 1 10 4 CO
3 45
Sorrento... ....{10 15!
10 80
4*25
Hancock P
4 20
10 561
Sullivan...
Mt Des’t F 7 0C 11 20 1 5* 4 55
Waukeag.. 7 o; 11 27 1 67 5 03
Hancock
HO llf30
5107
Franklin R 7fl8
5117
5r27
Wash'g Jc 7 26 11 50
BLL8W’1I 7 32 11 57 2 23 5 35
5 47
Ells Falls 7 b' 12102
5 57
Nlcolln
7140 12 16
Green L... 7 58 12*25 .16106
Lake H.... 8110!12t32 .MIS
Holden
8 13 12140 .'6 20
1 00 3 26 6 40
Br June... 8
B Ex. St.. 8 40 1 07 3 55;6 47
SaaM 0... 8 45 1 1C *3 40 6*5(

..

...

..

Weal Brrmfcsvilh-.
Time: 2 S7V ; 4 39*; 3.86 V2 29 Clatt. Purte. $126.
Llrzla Wilke*. »«ra. by Henry WlUea,
McNamarati, Bangor...
Wanda, ch in, Cummings, Bangor....
Ciusceot, b in, by Prescott, Cummings

6

6

6

Ill
3 2 2

Bangor. 2 3 3
MU* Keene, b m by Young Nelson, G R
Boulter. Bangor
Time:

4

4

opened Monday. The grammar
is in charge of Mrs. Maud Trask,of Northeast Harbor, the primary, of Minetta Hayward, of Calais.
C. J. Hall and wife, who have been here
The woods in this vicinity, with their a short time, return to Swan’s Island towhere Mr. Hall is engaged in the
day,
beautiful trees, especially the beech, which
granite business.
are laden with nuts, are attracting manyE. A. J.
Sept. 25.
Those who are “sporty” take along fireas the woods this season abound
with partridge and woodcock.
Davis.
Sept. 26.

Schools

arms,

3

3.17*; 3-36,LIB*.

Salem—Sept 20, sld

ch m.,

A!cair4i, <l*m

Purte US.

by

Mrs.

business.

Francena

6

55

9 ffli
10 02

Mrs.

2.97 Clatt.

Purte,

$125.

W’Ukes, b m, by Henry Wilkes,
McNamarati. Bangor.
Crescent, b m, by Prescott, Cummings,
Bangor.
Wanda, ch m, Cummings. Bangor.
Ralph Wilkes, b g. by Henry Wilkes,
Snow, Nortu Gaatlne.
Time
2.32, 2.30*, 2.29*.
Free for all. Purte, $200.
Blue Will, b s, by Wlekllffe,Gould, ProsLizzie

..
g, H L Jones, Southwest
Harbor.
L
C
Jordan, Bangor.
Tony G,
TUI Baum, b g, II L Jones, Southwest

Bumps, ch

Boston.
1

1

1

2
3

2 2
3 3

4

4

4

1

1

1

3
3

2
8

2

Harbor.*. 4
Time. 2.25V, 2 25*.2 23.
Colt Race. Purs#, $40.
(Half mile beats, two In three.)
May 8, b m, by Nelson's Wilkes, 8mall,
Sedgwick.
Manola Wilkes, g in. by Wllkesnot, Ginn,

..
Hortenae B, br ra, by Co’umbo, Burrlll,
Ellsworth.
Time: 1-31,130*.
CATTLE EXHIBIT.

8

on

page

7.)

J.

Sept. 25.

1 1

Harbor

on

business last Saturday.
Mrs. C. A. Trask is visiting Mr. Trask’s
parents, L. S. Trask and wife.

Harding, of Lamoine, called on
brother, Wm. P. Harding, last week.
Mrs. Nettie Hutch ins, of Penobscot, is
Frank A.
who has a very sevisiting her mother, Mrs. Isaiah Bowden. vere attack Babbidge,
of sciatica, is somewhat imMiss Margaret Springer, who was called proved.
home by the death of her father, has reCapt. E. L. Gott arrived from Ellsworth
turned to her school in Mariaville.
with a load of lumber in the sloop Daisy
Miss Stella King, of New Haven, Conn., last Sunday.
who is visiting her parents, George King
Schooner Charlie and Willie, of Rockand wife, recently spent a few’ days at Bar land. Capt. Batchelder, loaded stone at
Charles

Black Island last week and sailed for New

Mrs. Mary Coolidge and Mrs. Lydia
Hodgkins, who have been visiting relatives in Gouldsboro and Waltham respectively, have returned home.

York

Saturday.

Miss Harriet Richards and Miss Leffing-

10*35
10 43
10 48

...

dally

ex

11 10

lltl7

11 24
11 48
11 35 11 50
11*41 11*55

9*45

I

A M

A H

00 10a0

z8 il

P M
1 00
P M

A M

7 00
A M
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9 SO 11 30

..
..

..
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..

Chips.

Sept. 25.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
Alicia, daughter

of

N.

R.

Collar and

wife, who has been ill with brain trouble,
died Tuesday morning. Sept. 26.
Much
regret is expressed for the bright little life
ao early enaed.
Mae.
Sept. 28.

Ninth Maine Music Festival, Auditorium, Bangor, Oct. 5,6,7,’05.

MADAME EMMA EAMES, RAIMA DONNA.

Miss Virginia ltoot,
SIGNOR SALVATORE NUNZIATO,
Madame KIder-Kelsey,
Frank Croxton.
George C. Carrie.
EVAM WILLIAMS,
Festival Orchestra
WM. R. CHAPMAN, Director.
Festival Chorus.

Friday, 25c; Saturday, 50c.
REHEARS \LS, no reserved seats, Thursday
AFTERNOON CONCERTS,.Admission, 50c; Reserved Seats, 75c, $1 $1.50
...
Thursday and Friday, Admission, 50c; Reserved Seats, $1, $1.50, $2
EVENING CONCERTS.
Saturday Evening, Admission, $1; Reserved, $2, $2.50, $3
and

Ticket* may be obtaloed at

Andrews’ Mnalo Store, Bangor.

9

to 12

a.

m.,

2

to 4 p.

m.

For information regarding tickets, inquiries may be made of H. L.

Strong,

ar

sch Abbie C

Stubbs,

SALSBURY-At Ellsworth, Sept 25. to Mr and
Mrs Hervey E Salsbury, a daughter.
STAPLES—At Penobscot, Sept 22, to Mr and
Mrs George >1 Staples, a son.
MARRIED.
GRANT—GORDON—At Sullivan, Sept 21. by F
A Noyes, esq, Mias Aluertlne Grant, of Han
cock, to Brlugham H Gordon, of Franklin.
HIGGINS—COUf* I NS— At Eden, Sept 26, by Rev
C F Burleigh, Mina lva M Higgins to Herbert
L Cousins, both of Eden.
MORSE—SWEET—At Bluehlll, Sept 20, by Rev
Klienezer Bean. Mlsc Letiora A Morse to H
Sprague Sweet, both of Bluehlll.
RKA- KEM BA LL— At Castlne, Sept 18, by Rev
Walter C Peirce, Miss Grace Winslow Rea. of
Castlne, to Walter Francis Kemball, or Dor
cheater, Mass.
UA Y—THURLOW—At Stonlngton, Sept 14, by
Rev B 1) Hanscom, Miss Millie Ms he I Ray to
Fred Hewett Thtirlow, both of Stonlngton.
RICH-FISH—At Orland, Sept-.3, by Rev 11 W
Norton, of Dover, assisted by Rev .1 N Palmer.
Miss Belle J Rich, of Oriand, to Carl Fleb, of
Revere, Mass.

f9

JORDAN, 11
I

k

04

UNDERTAKER,

12
21
86
41
48

f6 30 9 56
f6 39 10 04
6 43 lOfOt- 1 13
6 50 10 15 1 29

H

35
10 50
11 10 2 8i
12 00 8 812
3 ir
12 80 3 5(
10

7
*7

10
40
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Dally.
Leaves Sundays
Sundays only,

at 9 a m.

v Sundays only steamei
leaves Southwest Harbor 2 20 n m; Northeaa
Harbor 2.30 p m; Seal Harbor 2.50 p m, to con
nect with this train.
fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
z

Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. K. K.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
These trains connect at Bangor, with throagk
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Bos
ton

TO SETTLE AN ESTATE.

and St. John.

Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G.P. AT. A.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen'l Manager.

We offer for sale on easy terms an
85-acre farm; cuts about 15 tons of
hay; has an orchard of 75 thriving
trees (grafted); two good wells of water;
wood enough to use on place; excellent
pasturage; buildings in fair condition
Also 1 express wagon, 1 buggy,

EASTERN

Steamship Company
MMMER

meat-cart with refrigerator.
For further particulars enquire of

SCHEDULE.
a

Week.

Porcelain Inlays.

Commencing Monday, May 1, steamer J 1
Morse leaves liar Barber dally, except Sunday
1 30 p m, for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Brooklln, Deer Isle, Sar
entvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, connect
ng with steamer for Bouton.
Steamer Catherli e leaves Bluehlll dally, ex
cept Sunday, at 2 p m, for South bluehlll, StonInuton, North Haven aud Rocklaud, connecting
with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick dally, except Sunday, at i.80 p m, for Herrick’s Landing
South Brooksvllle, blake’s Point, Eggemoggln
Dlrlgo and Rockland, connecting wltu steamer
for Boston.
RETURNING
at

Thejmost up-to-date dental

f

work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

Society Floral Emblems
always correct.
Address BAK UAKBOK only.
Open all tbe year ’round.

Thk Ellsworth American
CRABTREE, Ellsworth
[The only county paper.]

GREELY,

H.

DENTIST.

From Boston at 5 p m dally, except Sundav.
From Rockland at 5.30 a m, dally, except Mon-

Alain Street,

Jdl

cargo, except live stock, via the steamers
of this Company, Is Insured against Are and
marine risk.
F. S. Siikrman, Gen’l Agent, Rockland, Me.
Calvin Austin, V. P. * Gen’l Manager.
Boston.

Ellsworth

DESK GIVEN AWAY
vtui 510 worm oi our soap'
Extracts, Spices, Tea, Collet
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Stau
dard Groceries.
Send at once for our new, bic
catalogue of 200 PREMIUMS.

Ellsworth. BlneMli and Swan's Island
STEAMBOAT CO.

HOME SUPPLY CO., Dept. A
17 OakSi.
Augusta, Me.
ESTABLISHED

WM.

184ft.

FARROW,

SAI L-M AKER.
Deader in Duck, Bolt-Hope and all
kiuds ol Trimmings used In making
sails. Everything to work with.

SI MMEK SCHEDULE.

are

G. 13. SlUAltT,
Ellsworth, Me.

May 31, 1905.

DIED.

MOSES’

H"i

BLLMWOKTH,

SHIPPS—RANDALL—At Orland, Sept 17. by
Rev John N Palmer, Miss Charlotte Shipps to
Hooert B Randall, both of Buckaport.

COLLAR—At North Franklin, Sept 2*1, Alicia*
daughter of N R Collar and wife, aged 9 yearsDOYLE—At Ellsworth, Sept 21, Winifred J,
wife of John E Doyle, aged 37 years, 4 months.
EATON—At Little Deer Isle, Sept 9, Leroy
Ealou, aged 3 years, 6 months, 27 days
EATON—At East Boston. Sept 20, Oscar E
Eaton, of Doer Isle, aged 31 years, 2 months,
28 days.
EKSTROM—At Bar Harbor, 8ept 28, Miss
Slgne Cbarlotta Ekatrom, aged 17 years, 9
months, 16 days.
GUIDI-At Stonlngton, Sept 13, Luigi Gnldi,
aged 2 months, 16 days.
KENI8TON—At East Milton, Mass, Sept 17,
Eliza T, widow of A J Kenlaton. and daughter of the late
William Somerby, of Ellsworth, aged 63 years, 6 months. [Corrected J
PETTINGILL—At Marlboro, Sept 22, Mrs
Aurllla G Pettinglll, aged 54 years, 3 months,
2 days.
SMITH-At Trenton, Sept 22, Mrs Sarah L
Smith, aged 42 years, 7 months, 10 days.

HitU

A M

25 llz45
30 11 49
87
57

1 1M

7.16 a m and 6.18 j
m, and arriving Ellsworth 1156 a m, 9.47 p D
connect with Washington Co By.

Six Trips
GRAY—At Castlne, Sept 25, to Mr and Mrs
Leslie C Gray, a son.
GRAY—At Southwest Harbor, Sept 19, to Mr
and Mrs Henry Gray, a daughter.
GREENLAW—At Deer Isle, Sept 9, to Mr and
Mrs Elmer Greenlaw, a son.
HATCH—At Castlne, Sept 24, to Mr and Mrs
James Hatch, a daughter.
POWERS—At Deer Isle, Sept 6, to Mr and Mrs
H H Powers, a son.

u. w.

7 20
AM

*5 00 z8
5 (5
8
5 12 8
5 32 8
f5 39 tO
5 47 9
5 57 t9
6 10 9
6 16 9
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HARBOR.
Sundays

P M

Potld 1*55
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Portland...
N Y

SHOULD

IlfOl

...

BORN.

well have taken rooms at Strawberry cottage for a few weeks. They are sketching
acenery around the island.

2

MUSKS, FLORIST,
BAR HARBOR.
Open all the year ’round.

B—Sept 21,

!

ISLAND.

Moore went to Bar

his

Mrs. W. F. Hutchings joined her husband in Cherry Held Wednesday for a day
3 3 at the fair, and then accompanied him to
Gouldsboro, returning Saturday.
H.
Sept. 26.

2

GOTT’S

Halsey

LAMOINE.

Harbor.

Rlnehill has alw ays been famous for its
live stock exhibit. Probably no fair in
(Continued

Mina McFarland, who has been
summer with her parents,
and wife, has returned to

spending the
Joseph Smith

IRIDAV.

schs Carrie

WHY

..

Foreign Ports,
St John, N
’'ortland

...

ehanglog position In stretch.
Time: 231V, 2.31*. 340. 2.30*

ar

Sept 22,

Sen, by
McKenney, Ban

an 1

Addle Fuller. Bar

sen

SToNINOroM—Sept 21,

Y ; Fred B Bela no, do
ar rch J Frank ^eavey, Portland; sld
sen Margaret M Ford, N Y
Vineyard Haven—1“ept21, sld sch Henrietta
A
Whitney, Port Johnson for Ellsworth
Passed sch R l> Spear, 8t John, N B. lor N Y
Sept 22, passed sch Ju la Frances, Port Reading tor Ellsworth; Ellen U Baxter, for Banuor
Sept 24, ar and sld sch Loduskta. Cottage City
for Bangor. Ar sch Donna T Briggs, Stonington for N Y.
Passed schs F C Pendleton, Newport News for Gardiner; Glendy Burke, Providence for Bangor; F H Odlorne, bound east; J
R Bodwell, Sullivan for N
,Y; L T Whitmore,
Stonlngton for do
Sept 25, p iBaed *cb Susan N Picketing, Stonlngton for N Y (tore outer jib).
>

Misses Kate and Julia Clark, who went
Rich, of Beech Hill, is to Bar Harbor last week, came home tovisiting her daughter, Mrs. Lew is Goog- day.
Harold,
Mrs. George W. Lunt and daughter
ins.
gor.. .. 3 3 1 3 2 3 1 1
Theresa left Tuesday for Monhegan island
Min* K*ene, b m. by Young
Mrs. Henry Graves, of Bangor, spent a
Ban
to visit Mrs. Abbie N. Stanley.
NcUon, G R Bou ter.
few* days with Mrs. Benjamin Jordan last
gor. 4 1111114
Mrs. L. S. Sprague, who has been caring
week.
Partner big. by Et Roy, 9
for her daughter, Mrs. Gard. Lawson, went
K Clark, -Southweat HarWilliam Hopkins, who has been living home Sunday. Mrs. W. H. Lunt takes her
bor......*. 4 4 4 3 1 1 4 2
in Bar Harbor the past year, has moved place as nurse.
B’n mm Haile, eh ro. by
Harbenger, Grey BrooksMiss May Dix and Mrs. Sadie Eye and
ville
.7:. 1 2 3 A 4 3 2 3 home.
of
Linwood
Time: 1.3' 1*. LIS*. 3 35V. 2.37, 2 37V. 3-3’V.
Pittsfield, son Eugene left for their home in MassaHodgkins,
chusetts
Saturday, having spent the sumB.
and
visited his parents, E.
3.3W, 3J5*
Hodgkins
mer at their old home.
2.25 Clatt, Special. Parts $125
wife, Sunday.
Wanda, ch in, by Delganlo, dam M1111Capt. Gard. Lawson has returned from
Benjamin Jordan, w*ho is employed in
nocket Maid. Cumm'ng
Bangor.. 1 1 *3 1
Bucksport, where he has purchased a new
Bar Harbor, spent Saturday and Sunday
Crescent, b m, by Prcacott, Camming
boat, the Lena Maud. He will fit her up
3 1 2 with his
Bangor ...
this week with gasoline and go to Bar
family.
Kdgelote, u g, by McKu.lek, Bangor 3 3 2 3
Harbor scallop fishing.
Capt. Albion
has
been
emw*ho
Miss Inez Cousins,
Ralnh Wilke*, b g, by Henry Wilke#,
Murphy will go with him.
ployed at Josiah Smith's the past three
Snow, North Caatloe.. 4 dr
25.
Thelma.
Sept.
•Ylnit bed flrat, aet back tor repeated breaks months, has returned home.
2 31 Clatt.

Kentucky Maid,

Mary

Harbor

F. W. Lunt.
on

.5, bid sch

N Y

WEST TREMONT.

week

Lynch, Stonlogton for

pt

Rockland—Sept 21, sld sch Maud Seward,

Miss Gertrude Lunt went to Boston last

Miss Maria Jordan has gone to Seal
Harbor, where she has employment.

THURSDAY.

Hamor,

E

^

Miss Helen Murphy is at work for Mrs.

TRENTON.

^Portsmouth—Sept 22,

A44

7 20
7 40
•9 0

....

3 3 2
(irif, Brook »v lie.
Salisbury.
Baalxebub, b g, by Harold son, NewMrs. Wallace Tibbetts returned Sunday
man, »l*n**-t..... 4 4 8
from Bar Harbor, visiting for a few days
Gforpe D, l> u by N'eUon, CoarMf,
3
Burks port
5 4 her daughter, Mrs. Carrie Orindle, and
Lady O. ch n». by Kwan«>n, II i*fK,
other relatives.

THE NEW ENGLAND
TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH CO 31PAN Y’S
DIRECTORY
GOES TO PRESS.

day.
A

Miss Bertha Warren came home last
Bng’r 5 05 6 05
Mrs. Hattie Brown is visiting out of
Pierce, of Boston. Mr.
BEx g 5 10 6 10 9 35 11 34
town.
Hark, of Bangor, G. F. Candage and N. L. Sunday after a season at Scarsport.
6 17 9 42..
Br Jc
6 58 10 02
Hld’ii
Orindle, of Bluehill, wore timers. Walter
Edith Jellison has received a gift of a
Mrs. E. E. Atherton, of Bangor, wav at
LkH
6f44 10f09|..
J. Creamer, who, much to the regret of piano from her aunt, Mrs. Millie Roul- her home here a few
Gr L
6 5* 10 17!..
days last week.
j
Nic’ln
7fOO 10 26i..
Hancock
has
moved liard, of Boston.
county friends,
Lin wood Salisbury and wife, of Camden,
Ells F
7 14 10 40
across the Penobscot to Stockton Springs,
ELLS
7 20 10 46 12 83
Mrs. Angie Morey and children, who have been visiting Loren Richardson and
W Jc
7 30 lotos 12 38
was in his familiar place as clerk. Lynch’s
wife.
have spent the summer here, started for
Fr R
11 00:
band, of Ellsworth Falla, furnished music New York Friday.
Han
11 09_
Mrs. Julia Jellison, of New York, was
Philadelphia—Sept 24, ar sch Willie L Wauk
8 43
11 18 12 57
Maxwell, Sullivan
during the fair.
the
of
Mrs.
MDF
6
50
11 20 1 06
Somes
the
guest
Mrs. Arden Young and
her
Lyman
past
father,
Portland—8 pt 20, cld sch Abbie C Stubbs, Sull'n 7 30
A summary of the three-days racing fol1 35
week.
St
N
M
John,
of
visited
relatives
Tilden,
George Black,
Han P 7 55
11 40 1 25
lows:
2
sld
sch
Sept
Wesley Abbott, Joneeport; Srnto 7 15
Heze
2 05
who
has
been
Richardson,
and
friends
for
a
few
in
and
visiting
WF.l KEADlY.
Bangor
days
John B Hiemillir, PM a
2 00
Bar II 7 40
his sister, Mrs. J. A. Somes, returned to
sept 25. rid sch Ai.nle F Kimball, in tow, for Seal H 8 80
2 50
vicinity.
260 ('lata. Purte, $125.
ItlJdefurd
Pool
Boston Tuesday.
8 50
3 10
NBH
M idrlla, l> m
C L Jordan, liangor
1 1 1
Whitcomb and Salisbury, of Ellsworth
Port Heading—Sept 20, cld sch Julia Fran- 8 W U 9*001
3 20
All
are glad to see Arthur Pervear, who
b
2
2
5
ir.
itangor
Edg# lota,
McKu*lck,
ces. Kimworth
Falls, have had the buildings on their has
ar sch William Matheson
been confined to the house for several
Sept
2d,
Rluehlll Belle, rh m, l*y H trbenger,
Trains leaving Ellsworth
place here repaired, to be rented by Harry weeks, out again.
aid ech E T
I
gor,

Ellsworth.

Club Hail.

BAB HABBOB TO BANGOB.

ar

Cann, Baugur
Gloucester—Sept 2A,

SOMES VILLE.

Harnesses.

l>irlgo

DOW,

&

Forts.

ech Neill** Grant, Jersey City. 81(1
p©h Folly, Northeast II tr or
ar ch Wtlue Swl t. Bosto
Sept
91a scb
lllneo a, Plymouii; .Maud s, Stotilngton
Sent 19. »|«| -eh David Faust, N Y; Adam
Howiby, Huston; Nelite Gthih, Ellsworth
Sept .4, ar *ch A V 8 Woodruff. Jersey Cl'y
Sept 25, ar sen* A u rew Neblnger, EltzabcthP rt; Flore* c * and LI lam, Perth Amboy;
Alice.I Crabtree, Fort Reading; .lulla Hiker,
Boston; William Flckerlng, do. Sid ech oarib
A Hlul-dell, Huston
Boothhay Harbor—Sept 21, Hid ech Susan
N PlcKertng, N Y
Boston— Sept SO, sld sell John A Beckerman,
Norfolk
Seot 21, sld sells William
Pickering, Bangor;
Harve * Hume, Sulilvau; Sedgwick. Satli.a
River, Ga
Sept 2ft, ar sch Northern Light, Bangor
Cafe Henry, VA-Sept 2.', (passed out sch
Hazel Jell
City Island—Sept 20, bouLd east, ech C C
Lane, from N Y
Sept 21, boun d east, schs George Nevloger, N
Y for Bangor; Brigadier, Perth Annoy lor
Boston; Julia Frances, Port Reading for Ellsworth; Am lc F Kimball, Port Rending for Saco
Sept .2, bound east sch Alary Augusta, South
Amboy, for Kocklind
Sept 21, bound east, schs F H Odlornc;
Geor.kita, for Salem
Fall River—Sept 21, sit sch Mary Ann Mc-

including Ferry Convey, the musical
clown, Matthews and Ashley, in a talking
specialty, Vera King, comedienne, Barry
ind Johnson, in a travesty sketch, Piccolo
Midgets, comedians, singers and tumblers,
lames F. McDonald, vocalist, Brazil and
Brazil juvenile comedians and balancers,
Larvette, comedy magician, Robin Heath,
monologue comedian, and Scott and Johnson. “real coon” singers and dancers.
Charles Barron’s burlesque managerie
has been specially engaged for the children. In the kinetograph will be shown
the usual list of motion pictures.

MACHINES

Engines and Horse Powers. Carriages.
Everything that a Farmer needs.

YOUNC

Bangor—Sept CO. aid ech Julia Ann, Seal

KEITH’S

GIFTS.

Ttie wedding season is now at hand. Does it interest you ?.
in and look oyer my line of Silver, Cut Glass and China
which I have just received and will sell very low. I also have a Large;
^ Stock of Watches which I mean to sell right away. Do you want1
a good trade or will you leave it for someone else ?

fc:
ST If

torn the Gran
Scpi 2 nr rch

hearth and

nee

Salem

»

8cli Lulu W

of her course, and the lovheart of Mary and steadfast
md faithful friends welcome her to their

F*r additional County Newn,

Friday, Set 22
flul«h loading

to
lor

MuniiyHl'Ie, Stonlngton, lumber, Ell-worth

Lumiter C

Sisters”.
The plot is not complicated; there are
no thrilling climaxes.
A vein of sympathy pervades it that makes a simple story
most effective. Martha and Mary Howird, two New England girls, leave their
country home near Fall River, Mass.,
ifter the death of their mother, to seek
work in New York. Martha joins the
freat throng living the frivolous life
which so often attracts the thoughtless,
while Mary seeks honest work and finds
ts happy reward.
In due time Martha
ing arms

mmmmmmmmmmmWwW'wm

Furl.

SAILED.

the amusement patrons of this place one
3f the prettiest American plays ever seen
in any city in the production of “The Two

finds the

dDbrrttscmtnt*.

MARINE LIST.

8ISTER8.

THE TWO

Capt. Harry. C. Smith.
Trips Per Week.
Steamer will leave Ellsworth Monday, Thursday and Saturday at 7.30 a in for ‘Surry, ‘South
Surry, Bluehili (connecting with Eastern 8 8
Co at Bluehili for Rockland and Boston), ‘South
Bluehili, ‘North Brooklln. West Tremont, Bass
Harbor (McKinley) aDd Atlantic.
Steamer PERCY V.,

riLSON’8

Three

FOR

ML,

SALE
STABLE,

Several good business Horses, new and secondhand Carriages, Harnesses. Agent for H. A.
Mover's Fine Carriages. Everything as represented or no sale. Terms reasonable.
F. H, GOULD.

$rafr90ianal Cattle.

jj\

Saturday.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN
Office

and

SURGEON.

and Residence

No. 60 MAIN

(J. M. Hale bouse),
STREET, ELLSWORTH, ME
TELEPHONE.

1

The merchant who does not advertiee <»,
a

Subscribe for The American

ROCKLAND,

At HANCOCK HOUSE

RETURNING.
Leave Atlantic at 6 a m, Tuesday, Friday
and Sunday, touching at the same points ana
connecting at Bluehili with the Eastern 8 8 Co
from Boston.
The above schedule also gives a through connection via Eastern S 8 Co from Atlantic, Bass
Harbor and West Tremont to Boston Tuesday
and Friday, and from Boston Thursday and
Connection Is made at Bass Harbor with
steamers of Maine Coast Transportation Co, to
and from Boston and Portland, and freight Is
billed through.
Connection Is made at Bass Harbor (McKinley) with steamer Clmbrla for Bangor and Bar
Harbor.
All freight billed through via Eastern 8 8 Co
to all points to and from Rockland and Boston.
O. W. TAPLKY.
•Flop landing
Treas. and Gen. Manager.
Ellsworth. Me.

WHARF,

dull

teaeon

makes it

more

those who do advertise.

profitable (or

The American ha* subscribers at 1U7
Of the 117 po*l-vff*ces in Hancock county
All tn other paper* in the County combiner! do not reach so many. The Ameri-

1

here by the illness of her brother. Pearl 8.
only paper printed in Urindle, has returned to her home In
Hancock county, and has never claimed to Somerville, Mass.
it is the only paper that can prop6e,
The correspondent is much interested in
called a County paper; all the
erly
the articles written by R. O. F. Oandage,
The circularest are merely local papers
of Brookline. Mass., about the Wood,
ti
of Thk American, barring the Bar
Koundy, Candage pioneers, who settled
harbor He-cord's summer list, is larger BluehiU. John
Roundy was my maternal
th-*'* that of all the other papers printed
great-great-grandfat her, and I have in my
in Hancock county.
possession an article brought with him
when he moved from Beverly, Mass.
C.
!
Sept. 25.
can

i*

not the

|

FIRST

COUNTY NEWS.
County Ness*

see

___

other pOf.ee
William

J. Skelton is teaching in Blue-

hill.
J.

Fred

threshing

Perkins

is

around

with

his

machine.

Mrs. L. A.
and gone to

Stewart has closed her house
Arizona for the winter.

Cecil Farnham’s new house on the ferry
road will soon be ready for occupancy.
Miss Catherine Coombs ’has gone to
Andover, where she will teach the grammar school.
The “Spruces” has closed, Mrs. Maria
Blake and daughter Eunice leaving for
Boston last week.
At a meeting held at the town clerk’s
office last Friday morning Jerome P. Tapley, jr., and James E. Austin were drafted
to serve as jurors at the October term of
court in Ellsworth.

Mrs. Mary Wasson and Mrs. Lydia
Emery left here last Wednesday for East
Princeton, Mass., where they will be the
guests of their niece, Mrs. Charles WoodThey will also visit Plymouth,
Lawrence and Methuen before returning
home.

ward.

Higgins is visiting

his

|

family.

Mrs. Frank Banford, of Lynn, Maas., is

visiting

Mrs. Ada Moore.

Mrs. L. M. Roberts, of Bruoksville, is
visiting Henry W. Sargent.
Mrs. Winnie Blaisdeil i« visiting her
mother, Mrs. Parker Billings.
Herbert Dority and wife are in Camden

battery

to attend the

Henry Smith and wife, of New York,
are visiting Mrs. Smith's sister, Mrs. John

M isa Gladys Mayo is in charge of the
millinery store of Miss Gertrude Lunt

Tibbetts, of Washington, D. C
with his daughter Dorothy, visited J. A.
Noah

V«««.

>i fii.'i'Mt

F

recently.

>»fc«

EGYPT.

Mrs. Charles Polly, Mrs. McLean and
daughter, and James McCormick are visiting their sister, Mrs. Ernest Grindal.

Miss Helen Butler returned from Bar
Harbor Friday.

F. West is attending the
school at Oistine.

Mias Lula
mal

Mias

Charles

Mitchell,

of

Skowhegan,

thorough painting, funds for the work
having been appropriated by the ladies’
sewing circle. Meetings of this society
will be resumed on the first Tuesday in
October, probably at the home of the
president, Mrs. Ida Clark.
The community has been much saddened
by the death of two well-known cottagers
—Mrs. Robert Kaighn, who died at her
home in Philadelphia Sept. 18, and Mrs.
George E. Street, who after a long illness,
had rallied, but suffered a relapse and died
Tuesday, Sept. 19. Both were most estimable women, and their loss to the summer colony will be deeply felt.
George

Steeet, the son, and Rev. Mr. Ranney, the
husband of Helen Street, the only daughter, came to take the remains to Hartford
for interment.
Sprat.
Sept. 25.
EAST BLUEHLLL.

Henry G. York came home from
at Spruce Head last Saturday.
Henry B. Marks is in poor
Last week he

a

visit

health.

not able to work.

was

Byron Y. Miller, of Winterport, is visiting his grandfather, Capt. J. T. Miller.
(Japt. J. T. Miller returned from the I
Northpon camp-ground last Wednesday.
Henry F. York, wife and child returned
to their home at Spruce Head iaat Wednesday.

George B. Cousins,

of

■oau, is at home from
abort visit.

Dr. E. M.

schooner

Stonington,

Montgomery

Jbong returned
few days ago.

to

Fihefor

a

here has been

their home

E. R. De-

in Boston

a

H. G. York caught a codfish
pots near the mouth
#f th^ harbor.
Last week

in

one

of his lobster

Nellie

I.

Ridlon,

who had

been visiting

brother, Frank A. Miller, at South
Penobscot, returned last Thursday.
Fred E. Graves was taken seriously ill
last Wednesday. At this writing his condition is not very much improved. Dr.
Emery, of Burry, is in attendance.
Ethel Bridges came home from Northeast Harbor last Monday, and Mrs. John
Charnley and her daughter Agnes last
Wednesday. They had been at the Kimher

ball house.

Sept.

26._G.
SEDGWICK.

Miss Addie F. Lufkin will leave to-morrow for Lynn, Mass., where she will be

employed.
Win. W. Lufkin has moved his family to

his

on

W.

Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles*
■Druggie* refund money if l'AZO ontTHKHT
Mb to cure any ease, so matter of bow long
standing. in S to 14 day* First appUeaftor’ gives
If your druggist hasn't it
ease and rest- Sto.
in stampi sad it will be forwarded
fleas 60c
postpaid by Paris Medicine Co., ftt. Louis Mo.

are

visiting W.

B.

cents

each.

_‘

Rev. A. P. McDonald, pastor of the Seal
Harbor
church
and
Congregational
founder of the church at Otter Creek, has
tendered his resignation, but it has not
yet been accepted. Rev. Mr. McDonald is
a brother of Rev. A. M. McDonald, pastor
of the Bar Harbor Congregational church,
and is sec retary of the Maine Coast missionary society, in which he was a diligent and pioneer worker.
8TONJLNGTON.
The contract for the new' f 10,000 school
has been awarded to the W. H.

Capt. P. Friend

Throat

land-seekers here every

improving.

Emerson T.
arrived

Cole,
Sunday for

of
a

Nashua, N. H.,
with

week,

mother, Mrs. Rachel Cole.
Mrs. E. W. Cleaves, Miss Cleaves
O. Moore and

Tracv and

w

Sunday.

wife
of

ife,

his

and 8.

were guests of Enos
Gouldsboro Point, on
»

The Union Sunday school, of Corea, enjoyed a straw ride and picnic in Mrs. M. A.
Handy's grove on Saturday. There were
thirty-two in the party.
C.
Sept. 26.

Quite

has gone to

of

Mrs. L. T. Morris is having

a

bay

for

win-

dow added to her house.

Mrs. Winfield Walker entertained
dinner Saturday evening.

a

few

friends at

Mrs. S. E. Billings spent last week in
Bluehill with her daughter, Mrs. Rosa
Baboon.
S. Walker left for Boston Sunday,
by the illness of his sister,
Mrs. Lane.

SCOTT y BOWNE,

j

North

409-413 Pttrl Strut, Nrm Ytrk
Sou
Sim>. jtttdngjhm

j

season

here.

Oapt. Ralph O.
Lydia M. Webster,

family

bought

has

Mr. and

apehding

There

a

Seavey, which
guadavic.
Sept. 25.

place

went to

will

Bluehill,
Sedgwick,

of

and Mr.
were

Sept.

Mra.

KASTBROOK.
Mr*. Susan Johnson ia visiting relative*
here.

sail

as

mate

the

Crumbs.

J.

Crimmin and wife wen* much
a
visit from Mrs. Helen
Garland, of Lanesville. Mas*., one day last
week.

the
Palmer

the party at the Jellison ramp
Mm. Brown, Mr*. Watson. Mr*.
Wooster, Mrs. Morrison, Mrs. Jell!*»-*n and
little son. They expect to leave the last of
this week.
(J.
Sept. 25.

Among

on

('apt.
to-day for Mag-

art*

Plutarch.'

CENTER.
Mr*. Myra Hodgdon ia spending a few
weeks with her »on, Frank Hodgdon. before returning to her home in Rockland.

Quite

Newman and daughter Lula
Massachusetts last week.

The
annual

|

Pythian sisterhood enjoyed
picnic Friday at Mrs.

hibited

their

this place attended
Mrs. Lena Butler exquilt which received first premnumber from

a

ium.

Mse

Sept.

Scammon* in Hancock.

Among those who spent Saturday in Bar
were
Mrs. Myra
Springer and
granddaughter Marjorie, Mrs. Wiliiaro
: Clark and daughter Audrey, James Scott
: and wife and daughter Sylvia.
Mrs. Julia
Mae.
Sept. 25.

go out.

a

the Bluehill fair.

Pond.

man, who has been laid up
with an abscess, is now able to

D.

pleased with

Misses June Hamilton, Edna Havey and
Queenie Gordon spent Saturday at Tunk

New

Wilbur, of this place, is caring
Mr*. Bcammon at Beechland.

Libbie
for

James Mattocks and wife are visiting
their son, William Mattocks, at Bay view.
Mass.

L. F.

R. E.

Tramp.

25.

WEST SULLIVAN.

Thompson,
among

Mm.

few

usual.

is

Iienoc

are

a

la*

Fred Kimball is going
schooner Hattie Lewis,

day.

number from this

The family at Heawillow* has returned
Near York. Dr. Charles Hriirar^ family
haa returned to Lexington, Mass.

to

Cheater Gr indie is overseeing the build*
mg of a wharf at Surry for the oonvenof vessels that are to carry sand.

load of hard

a

ife and

25.

went to

H.

26.

atmertiannmta.

Harbor

Mrs. Lelia Campbell, of Salisbury Cove,
is visiting her parents, William Dolliver
and wife.

:

Guy Young and wife and
Stanley go to Lewiston this week where
MARLBORO.
Mr. Young U to work at hU old place.
William
of Mariaville, is visitIiaslam,
John Graffan and Daniel Sexton, of
relatives here and at Lsmoine.
Bangor, vUited Al New man last week. Mr. ing
Mrs. Clifford Pettengill died last Friday.
Sexton U employed by the city electric
light works and Mr. Graffan is an engine She is survived by a husband, one son and
driver for the city fire company. They went two daughters.
fishing while here, and caught 100 pounds
Mrs. Fred Anderson and two children
of cod and haddock, besides a large skate. s *nt a few
days last week with her
25.
Dolly.
Sept.
Her brother, Addison
parent# in Surry.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Saunders, returned with her fora visit.
Fred Myers and wife, of Hornesville, N.
Leslie Friend, wife and boy Walter are |
in town viaiting G. M. Allen and other Y., were called here by the death of Mrs. !
relatives.
Myers’ mother, Mrs. Clifford Pettengill.
The schoolchildren

and

their

a clambake Saturday
enjoyed
of

on

Every

form

indigestion

of

promptly yield* to the specific
action o{ Brown’* In»t*ut Relief. Chronic dyapepsia c*n
be cored if thi* reniarVabie
remedy ia n*ed a* directed. 15c.
All dealer*.

Norway ledletae Co.,

Jforwar.

Sfcj

teacher
Attacked

the shore

by

it

Mob

and beaten, in a labor riot, until covered
Little Spruce Island.
! w ith sores, a Chicago street car conductor
Mrs. 8. W. Treworgy, who spent a few
applied Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, and was
weeks here, has returned to Lee, where she soon sound and well,
“i use it in my
will preach for the winter.
Her health is family,” writes G. J. Welch, of Tekonska,
much improved.
Mich., “and And it perfect. Simply great
for cuts and burns.
Only 26c at £. G.
Miss Abbie L. Elwell, who left here last
Moore’s drug store.
week for Portland, has extended her trip
to New York. She will visit her brother,
Xobntuwnunta.
Harry Elwell. w hile in New York, and call
AA/V^Ar A^«|
at Boston and Haverhill on her return to
Portland, where she will spend the winter.
Kae.
Sept. 25.

IMPORTANT NO I ICO

SOUND.
Mrs. Ella Dorr, of W'interport, is visiting
Lyndon Dorr.

|

Mrs. Abbie Brown spent several days in
Bar Harbor last week.

I

her sou,

School begins Monday, Miss
Sweet, East Holden, teacher.

Mabel

Butler and family
Walter Sargent’s house.

moving

Samuel
into

Misses Olivia and

tending

are

Noreva Higgins are at-

school at Northeast Harbor.

Miss Kubie F. Higgins leaves Monday
Harbor, where she will teach.

for Seal

Sept. 24.

H.
_

BASS HARBOR.
Mrs. J. F. K now 1ton is in Portland

on

*

business.

Benjamin Murphy and family
to Bar

!

tmd fir fnt mmfh

called there

Noah Tibbetts and daughter, of Washington, D. C., were guests of Mrs.' L. T.
Morris last week.
a
Sept. 26.

of'ber

Mias Alice A. Minton haa returned to
after a few days’ vacation at
home.

SEAWALL.

Coughs

is just such a remedy.
It has wonderful healing
and nourishing power.
Removes the cause of
the cough and the whole
system is given new
strength and vigor

a

minUte rs.

Scott's Emulsion
Bangor

a

Harwood,

_

Bentley Grindie
employment.

Mrs. Prescott Eaton entenained a
party
of relatives on the evening of
Sept. 12, tb8
occasion being the anniversary

Kelly, who have been
daya at W. D. lYaworgy'i,
expect to go home to Bangor to-day.
Mina Krmeina George, who haa been here
with them, returned Wednesday.
Mm. Emily Smith and her daughter,
Mr». Phillip*, who have been employed by
the Briggs' family through the summer,
OAK POINT.
returned to Ellaworth last Saturday. E.
Mum Edith 8. Hji.vnet* has returned from
M. Cunningham and family will occupy
visit in Massachusetts.
Dr. Briggs’ house through the winter aa

Free Baptist church at South Blaehill
Mr.
Sunday to the quarterly meeting.

system

BROOKS VILLE.

w

in the
the schooner Florence

in

home.

gone

the

A tickling in the throat;
hoarseness at times; adeep
breath irritates it;—these
are features of a throat
cough. They’re very deceptive and a cough mixture won’t cure them.
You want something that
will heal the inflamed
membranes, enrich the
blood and tone up the

Mrs. C. C. Larrabee and Mrs. John S.
Coombs have returned from a trip to ELsworth and Bangor.

HU

cottage lot of Arthur Johnson.

W ilson.

last week.

has taken

accompanied him.
E. P. Babson, of Bluehill,

3SUr:ustmt:Us.

Charles Colwell has returned from
Portland where he went for treatment.

1

1

winter.

building

Miss Winifred Hoi way, of Mathias, was
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Sarah Cole, one

—

j

the landing.

wood to Oceanville.

Harold Hardy, w ho
Horace P. Shares.
,re

_

SEAL HARBOR.

Mias Julia Guptill was here Thursday
e*» mute to Brooklin to visit Miss Marion

busy hauling

and

George Brown, of East Boston, who has
visiting at Walter Webster's has

Charles Parker has received the
news of the death of her aunt, Mm. Martha Dodge Heath, at Corpus Christi, Texas#
The deceased was the wife of Curtis Heath,
formerly of this place. Mm. Heath leaves
two sons, a husband, one sister-Mm. Mary
Hill, of Providence, R. I., and one brother
Emery Dodge, of this town,
Ujvk Fkmmk.
Sept. 25.

Miss Angie A. Alley returned home
Wednesday from Isles ford, w here »he has
been employed at the Woodlawn house.

two weeks

A.

the

Lewis Sullivan and family, of Addison,
have moved to South Blue hill for the

are

a

been

staves

Allen's teams

the

Torrey
Saturday trom

Gapt. George L. Holden arrived

Lelia

land, in the schooner
carrying sand from
Contention Cove to Bar Harbor.

and hard wood to

Hardy

on

r.ach Sunday
Heland.

j SomesrUle,

Nevin haw closed her cottage here
and returned to New York.

Hatch and

lobster fishermen are doing remarkably well. It doesn't take many lobsters
to “come to a dollar” when the price is
22.

Mrs. Reuben
the guests of

Mw.

Sept.

The

Sept.

were

Mrs. George Rankin one day last week.
Mrs. Mercy Roberts, of Bangor, and
Mrs. Evelyn Clough, of Boston, are visiting Mrs. Clough’s sister-in-law, Mrs.
Alden Haslem.
H.
Sept. 25.

in

are

wife.

20 to 22

of Aurora,

BLUEHILL FALLS.

25.

Harrington,

Aldis Hsslem and

Mrs.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

day

are

and

L.

been

home.

Mm.

|

Rankin,

summer

Mrs. Linie Crockett and family
North Haven again for a short stay.

fire, and but for the prompt w'ork of Mr.
Macomber, she would have been fatally
burned. She was brought to her home*
here, where she is now as comfortable as
could be expected.
8.
Sept. 25.

after

Austin

NORTH LAMOINE.

W.

A Guaranteed Care tor Plies.

home.

employed.

a

Sept.

Their many friends

held at the

was

9.

Giles ha* gone to California.
His many friends wish him prosperity in
his new home.

w

making extensive repairs
cottage at Butler's point.

in Trenton
health and prosperity.
Miss Ethel Haynes, who has been employed in the family of F. H. Macomber
at Seal Harbor all summer, was badly
burned Friday morning w hile kindling a
fire with kerosene. Her clothing caught

a

George

Dresser, of
visiting their aunt, Mrs. G. H.

Lillian

Utwe returned
Portland.

Samuel
visit in

birthday.
Qipt. Arthur Gray and family have reMiss Mildred Smith and Misa Nettie turned from
Bangor, where Gapt. Gray
Uott go to Washington, D. C., to-day for has been
having repairs made on the
the winter.
schooner Hugh Kelley.
Mrs. Grace Johnston and Miss Ruth
Mrs. Charles Jennings and daughter
\ spent a few days last week with Mrs. A. who have spent a few weeks w ith Mrs.
<H. Mayo at Naskeeg.
Francis Holden, have returned to their
j Miss Mina Freethey has returned from home in Newton, Mass.
| Northeast Harbor, where she has been
Capt. George Torrey was home for a visit
the summer.
the past week. He returned Tuesday to
( employed during
| Mr. and Mm. Fielding, of Portland, New York, where he will take command
i who have been visiting Frank Herrick of the three-masted schooner Elm City, of
New Haven, Conn. Ospt. Torrey has been
j and wife, have returned home,
and brother, of sailing the schooner Horace P. Shares.
j Col. W. B. Thompson
E.
! Washington, D. C., and Miss Key, of Sept. 26.
Chattanooga, Tenn., have returned home
BOOTH BURRY.
(

Harbor,

Miss Lena Williams, of West Franklin,
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred
McKenzie, the past week.
W. R. Butler, of New Bedford, Mass., is

wish them

Sept.

home.

Wood bury, of
Beverly, Mass
has been visiting Mrs. Jonathan
Mrs. t^rrie

Mrs. Thomas Wilson has closed her
home and returned to Washington, D. C.

Mrs. Anna Graves, of Bangor, who has
been visiting friends here, has returned !

has

R. 8. Romer, wife and son Raymond left
Wednesday for their new home in Amelia
City, Fla. Mrs. Katie Day and Fred
Brown accompanied them to spend the

here.

Milton Haslem and wife visited friends
Hull's Cove recently.

in

Savage, of Bar Harbor, is spendshort vacation with his parents.
Misses Effle and Blanche Clarke have
returned from Bar Harbor, where they
have been employed.

cottage the past week.
Mrs. Cox, of Seattle, Wash., who has
been boarding with Mrs. Josephine Bunker through the summer, has
gone to
Boston for the winter.

winter.

Spec.

Rosa Shorey, of Westfield, is visit-

town hall

Newmar.

commenced

once.

The Haslem reunion

Monday, Sept. 18, taught by Miss Sarah
The yacht Wild Goose, Frank Gross,
Killara, of Prospect.
captain, came in the harbor here last
B. M. Plummer and wife, of Philadelnight.
phia, have been visiting at the Thompson
Mrs. A. M. Hatch and little son, of

He is
and

5

at

Chester Demon, who has been
emploved
the ateamer J. T. Morse, is at

on

,b

friends.

Sunday.

Webster. poatmaster, has h~.„
°
past week.
tTspt. Nathan Low .arrived home Bundav
In the schooner Ellen Baxter.

:

Harold Babson, who is employed in
Portland, Is visiting hts sister, Mrs. II. A.
Urindle.

Mrs. Mary West has been visiting relatives in Ellsworth the past week.
Fred McKenzie has returned from Seal

ing

WEST TRENTON.
No.

Mis*

land to work for Charles Murch.

Mrs. 8. Y. Springer is visiting her cousin,
during her absence in Boston.
Mrs. Abbie Austin.
Llewellyn Norwood, mail contractor, has
Miss Tena
Grant, of Hancock, were
Mrs. Anis Tripp has recently returned
bought the livery business lately in charge
married Thursday, Sept. 21.
from a visit to her son in Waterville, and
of Chaney Randall who has gone to Ston- quietly
Mrs. A. M. Moone and daughter, Mrs. daughter at Lake Sc bago.
ington.
F. G. Robinson, left Saturday for a short
Melvin McFarland, of Boston, is spendMrs. William Hanna and her son Pearl
visit with relatives and friends at Etna ing
his vacation here and in Trenton.
have returned home from Northeast Harand Brewer.
When he returns, his family will accombor, where both have been employed durMrs. Henry Wakefield, of Hyde Park, pany him.
ing the past season.
arrived Saturday for an indefinite
Dr. H. A. Holt and family, of Dover,
Mrs. Harvey Hodgkins returned to her Mass.,
visit with her sister, Mm. Otis Hardison. and L. J. Holt, of
Phillips, have been
home her^ last Thursday, after the sumMrs. Wakefield is in poor health, having
spending a short vacation with their
mer in Sorrento.
Her daughter, Mrs. J.
an
for
operation
ap- mother at the Elms.
O. Whitcomb, will stay with her parents recently undergone
Y.
Sept. 25.
two weeks before joining her husband in pendicitis.
25.
M.
Sept.
Springfield, Mass.
OCEAN VILLE.

to

Mr*. Edward Tapley has returned from
Brooksville, where she has been visiting

$50,000.00

25.

ing friends

the

is

guest of Mrs. Samuel Savage.
Miss Edith Clarke has gone to Beech-

Jewell, who w as recently operated
appendicitis at the Bisters hospital
in Lewiston, is gaining rapidly.
Bridgham Gordon, of this place, and

district

j

19

R.

very ill the

have

Bangor,
Dority.

Vernon Haslcra is attending school in
Pittsfield.

nor-

at Bar Harbor.

for

in

home.

Misses

WALTHAM.

Olive Hutchins is at home after the

summer

Albert

School

Sept.

Jennie Soammon is teaching school
at Mt. Desert Ferry.

Another pleasant reunion was held with
J. B. Babson and wife. Those present
were John W. Babson and wife, Walker
Babson, wife and children. Dr. French
and wife, from Washington, D. C., J. A.

Some necessary repairs have been made
the Congregational church preparatory

begin

Work will

Miss

Mildred Sargent, who is employed
at the postofflce, is in Portland on her
vacation. Miss Jennie Grindal relieves
her here.
Miss

on

I

\

.on, WM ^

25.

Welter

from yacht-

home

j
j

Glover Co., Rockland. The school building
will be a frame structure, two stories high
and with an extra high basement
It will
contain six schoolrooms, and will be
equipped with every modern convenience.

COUNTY NEWS.

Paris.

on

j SURPLUS,

came

summer

much-needed vacation.

HARBOR.

TEAR,

$245,926.71.

50,000.00

Jerome P. Tapley, jr., and Miss Alice E.
Smith, while out driving last Wednesday
eveiling, w hen a.t the corner near Mrs. Moore, of this place.
M.
Alice Perkins’, they came in collision with
Sept. 25.
Charles P. Tapley’s team, which^waa taking
NORTH SULLIVAN.
a lady passenger from the Bangor boat to
Mr#. Ethel Grindle, of East brook, is the
Mrs. George Henry's. Charles' carriage was
of Mrs. Will Blaisdell.
upset, throwing the occupants into the guest
Eighteen pupils from here are attendgutter. Jerome and Miss Smith w’ere
thrown over the dasher. Their horse, which ing the high school at Sullivan Harbor.
cleared himself from the carriage at the
E. G. Hammond and wife have returned
same time, went to feeding alongside the
to their home in Etna, after a visit with
road, while Jerome went to tbfc assistance relatives here.
of Charles, helping him to right his carFriends of Mrs. Arno Wooster will be
riage arid put his harness to rights. Miss
to know that she is improving
pleased
Smith was slightly injured. No damage
after a recent illness.
w’as done to either horses or carriage.
George Havey has resumed his duties in
TOMSON.
Sept. 25.
the store of Hooper, Havey & Co., after a
SOUTHWEST

DEPOSIT ENI) OF SECOND

Ward Frost hey

.

NORTH DEER ISLE.
C»p(. RoUnd Lowe arrived home

ing Saturday.
Frank Staples, of Portland, is visiting
his family here.
! F. A. Watson and family left for Mel; rose. Mass., Saturday.
E. E. Lurvey came home Thursday from
Dexter, where he has t*e«n employed.
Bert Marks, who has been employed on
a yacht as engineer for the past year, is at

reunion.

Miss Carrie Grindal, of Brooksviile, is
the guest of Miss Jennie Grindal.

Moore and wife

I

S ecunty should be considered first.
E aming capacity secondary.
C ommence on our next quarter, Oct. 1.
I' ndivided profits and surplus of over $50,000.
It emember us when placing your savings.
I merest compounded twice a year.
T he rate is 3 per cent, per annum.
Y our account is respectfully solicited.

8ARGENTV1IJLE.

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Mrs. E.

BKOOKJUN.

WAS ESTABLISHED ONLY TWO YEARS AGO.

$ 115,191 .68.

Sept.

Mm. Nelson Griffin is very ill.
Mm. Emily Bowden is very ill.

BANK,

NATIONAL

DEPOSIT END OF FIRST YEAR,

»m

THE

ELLSWORTH, ME.,

•«

Fee additional

OF

DEPARTMENT

SAVINGS

THE

Munroe Peltcngill,
from Portland.

NEWS.
; UOl'NTY
othtfr pngfm
r*Hinfy

dotsctut.nunifc.

North Brooksville, where he U working
for C. Durgmin.
Mrs. Roland W. Dodge, who was called

have gone

Harbor.

Angus McRae, who has been in a Gloucester vessel, is at home.
Mrs. Bessie Harriman, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting old friends here.
Mrs. Henry Lawrence and little daughters Sadie and Ada are visiting relatives in
Bucksport.
X. Y. Z.
Sept. 26.

if you waut to fro into business this Fall and
\Timer thai requires NO UfSK OB CAPITAL
easy work, no cufatniof, nod actually taking
! but an hour's time each «lav. send u* $3 fi*r our
fatuous Family Bose and Shrub Collection. (« lit
j
number) which retails at $». through agents, to 1
be slopped by «qmn tuts Fall or next Spring
as you prefer, and we will send you FREE, sup- 1
piles and instructions to start a NEW mail
j business lu your own homr.
Ladles can do this work In leisure hours as
j well as gentlemen. We have already started
hundreds, lu other section, who had business,
ootueIn the SECOND WEEK. Our plan is not
patented or copyrighted, but Is new. attractive
and absolutely certain to return you In every
mall a handsome profit from this pleasant work.
There Is nothing to risk; we give you $5 worth
of selected stock for $3. and furnish supplies
FBEE to start a business that you will enjoy
through the long Fall and Winter months. State
In first letter if you wish the collection sent this
Fall or next Spring.
Upon receipt of your reply and remittance the
supplies will be sent you at once. AND WE
! WILL ALSO SEND YOU ADDITIONAL SUFI FLIES WITHOUT PURTHKK COST A8
SOON AS THE LAST LOT IS EXHAUST
ED AND AS LONG AS YOU
WISH
TO
CONTINUE IN THE BUSINESS.
K.
B. Chase Nursery Company,
Address, The
Newark, New York.

j

|
j

j
|

j

Key West
RIVAL

Best (Oc. CIGAR
Sell**

Has bm on tfv market U r*« W*
—sale* constantly btcnaflng-

WHY?MERIT
IVKlTWHta*
HARRIS A C°.
BoaIop, Ma—^J

BEST DIALERS
GEO. 8.
Distributors

Advertisers, Publishers and Printers.

save
w*-» w «-

I imc

MONEY

»t ”»<-

iaallen s Record Books
ACripttoi Bacon!,

AdTertlMf*

K<‘

*,

Primer’* B«10™
Corrw|KJod.no. *"5“Fd ulct tnirj
lol«, printed »Dd
Md
4Da Fpf**
d nlmm. De^-j-lpUM
Publlibed by_
on npp Ilea Hun.
CHILD,
K.
K. A. &
NSW TO**
>?bb srsrcr
Beeord.
ertlel&g Record
-•

Job

NEWS,

COUNTY
4/HUUmol

Owmir New,.

Me

m*«r

the

hunted the premises all over.
chickens to eat, and his
companions all gone, he turned the trap
over and
“put his foot in it”.
He will
not be forgotten soon.
Sept. 25.
Ch’e’kr.

ORLAND.
Mrs. Mails Partridge
,jerions illness.

is

improving after

end daughter Father
Mrs. Foster limy
nsiting friends in Camden.
SjwsII Harriman is reported as slightly
after a critical illness.

M., Htt*e daughter of John P. Gray
who was very ill last week, is
,nd wife,

port

road.

1

Mrs. Alberta Mason and Mrs. Ernestine
Marks were in Hangor Saturday.
Howard Rlaisdell has his store ready for
goods and he intends to put them in this
week.

NV. Folsome has returned to his home in
a week’s visit with W.
L. Wentworth.

! West Newton after

Mrs. I.iaaie l-caeh, of the Point, is
few days with her sister, Mrs.

Mrs. Abrams, Miss Jessie Abrams and
Bell left Thursday for their homes
J. M Bray.
|I Clifford
in Hartford, Conn.
Several of the crew of the schooner Lir.arrived last week from
Mrs. Blanche Rlaisdell Gould left Fridiy
,j( Griffin, which
1
the Grand Banks, left for their homes in for her home in Portland, after two weeks’
visit here with relatives.
Massachusetts last Friday.
Mrs. Florence Mason Stanley and two
The Christian Kndeavorers had their
suin',al picnic Saturday—a hayrack ride to I children, of Manset, are visiting her
Great Pond mountain. It was an ideal mother, Mrs. E. C. Mason.
Miss Kate McVeigh and Miss Ada Eaton
day, and was greatly enjoyed.

landing a

j

I

RXCH-P18H.

!

A very pretty home wedding took place
at the home of Itaniel Q. Rich and wife
Saturday noon, Sept.23, when their daugh-

have been visiting friends here,
turned to Deer Isle Thursday.
who

Miss Lottie Rlaisdell

Boston,

attending

after

re-

has returned to

her vacation

with

her parents, W. VV. Rlaisdell and wife.
Belle, was married to Oarl Fish, of ReMiss Eliza Bowden, who has been emThe bride wm charming in a
Ter*-. Mass.
at W. L. Wentworth’s store during
toilette of white silk. The bridesmaid. ployed
the summer, has gone to her home in
Mi.*** Ksther Jocylyn, of Bucksport, was
Buck
!
sport.
prettily at tired in ft light crepe de chine.
M.
The best man wm Fred Bradley, of Revere. i Sept. 25.
Th- bridal party entered the parlor to
EAST
SULLIVAN.
the st rains of the wedding march played by
Miss E. Luclla Johnson is teaching in
Mrs. Mary L. Hopkins, of Bucksport, and
took their places under a handsome arch Birch Harbor.
Eben Smith and wife are on a carriage
of hydrangeas, an embankment of autumn
floors and foliage forming a roost at- drive through Maine.
tractive background. The ceremony was
The fires in the furnace
ter

of

the Hanna

performed by Rev. Harry Norton, of brick kiln were lighted Saturday night.
Dover, assisted by Rev. Mr. Palmer, of
Miss Bernice Ashley, of Seal Cove, is the
this town.
1
guest of her errand mother, Mrs. Jane
After the guests had wished the young
Ashley.
couple all possible happiness, refreshments
Schooner Susan
Frances
unloaded
Mr. and Mrs. Fish left for
were served.
for Hanna Bros, and
Bucksport to take the boat for Boston. freight Wednesday
Their home will be in Revere.
j A. T. Hill.
Mrs. Fish has many friends in this town,
George Osgood, of Ayer, Mass., came
where she is much loved and respected for down Saturday night to accompany Mrs.
her many charming qualities. That she is Osgood and children home.
highly accomplished is proven by many
Edward McLain, of Washington, I). C.,
choice bits of music and poetry of her the young millionaire, is with his party at
composition frequently published and Hotel Tunk for the second fall season.
enjoyed by her many admirers. After
“The l>est laid plans of mice and men”
graduating from the normal school in still fall through, and the Sullivan boat is
a
Salem. Mass., she accepted
position as not to be taken from the route this winter.
principal

of

one

of the

Revere, holding
marriage.

public

schools

in

Capt. Lord

the position until her

killed

which

obliged to have the horse
spike into his foot five
while traveling on the main
was

ran a

(Continued from page .5.)

Agricultural

last

weeks ago,

friends during
a

valued

FRANKLIN.

Carroll Dunn in at home, after
at Bar Harbor

three-masted schooner Mattie J.
lies, loaded with staves from Durgain’s
mill, is ready to sail for Rondout, N. Y.
Rainbow grange is repairing its hall,
putting in dormer windows to give better
The

a

season

E. L Lowell and wife are expected home
this week from their wedding tour.
The W. T. Havey A Son place of trade is
much improved by a coat of paint.
Mrs. Grace Marshall and young son
Herbert returned from Bangor Friday.
Mrs. Henry Douneil ia very ill with
Her mother, Mrs. Libby, arrived Saturday.
measles.

A

light

and

ventilation,

shingling

and

Veazie
A party from
consisting of
George Hathorn and wife and Bert Hersey
and wife, with Jesse Weasel and wife,
went down river camping out and fishing
last week. They report a general good

time.

Sept. 25._D. J.

Tula Reed, of Newburyport, Mass.,
■aho has been the guest of Mrs. Delia
Adams, left for home Monday.
The Baptist and Free Baptist Sabbath

Mrs. Fannie Davis and

Miss

schools enjoyed a picnic Saturday at
Hardison’s groye, West Franklin.
Blaisdell A Blaisdell, who have shipped
Several tar loads of lumber this season,
leaded a car for Lynn, Mass., Monday.
Capt. Edward Dyer shipped on the

the

roof.

The ladies* aid society ia invited to ride
to Hancock Point Tuesday, dining at
the Tarratine picnic style.

W.

EAST SURRY.

George

son

vis-

ited their home here.
Edwina Dow has

Mrs.

returned from

a

visit to Southwest Harbor.
Steamer Catherine came into her old
Wharf Sunday and laid till Monday noon.
M. D. Chatto and wife attended the Free
Baptist quarterly meeting at South Blue-

Saturday.
Capt. 8. J. Treworgy, of the yacht Idelia,
schooner William H. Campbell,
spent a few' days with his family. The
sailed last week for New York, intending yacht is being put into her winter quarhill

which

•to be absent all

winter.

ters.

Misaes Muriel and Leona DeBeck received their young friends and school
teachers Saturday afternoon, the observance of their tenth and fifth birthdays.
It is gratifying to note the improved
condition of Dr. F. W. Bridgham, Sullivan, and it is with regret that we hear of
the illness of our local physician, Dr. H.
H. Homer.
B.

Sept. 26.
WEST

FRANKLIN.

Mum Janie Springer has gone to Bangor.
George H. Eddy, of Seal Harbor, was in
town last week.
Ned Coombs and others have been at
Restful-Eastbrook, the past week.
Charles E. Smith and family and Miss

Camp

Gladys Butler enjoyed
cock Point Saturday.

an

outing

at Han-

Rev. D. B. Smith and wife, Mrs. 8. 8.
Clark and Mrs. Erastus Rollins are attending the quarterly meeting at Bluehill.
Word has been received from Norcross
that Earl Bracy has an stuck of appendicitis. It is expected that an operation will
he performed.
What looks like a deliberate case of
suicide occurred here the other night.
John T. Clark had been losing chickens,
Sir.
so set a
trap, catching some skunks.
Clark would turn his trap over during the
*

so the hens would not get caught.
The other night Mr. Skunk came, entered

day

2;

Johnson has been again
Sullivan on account of the

C. C.

Mrs.

called to

condition of her granddaughter,
Miss Mildred Johnson.
E. E. Swett received notice that his Bister, Mrs. Mary Faure, was in a hospital at
Lowell, Mass., the result of a fall from a
second story window. Her condition is
critical.
The remains of Mrs. James Jarvis, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived here Friday for
Deceased was a native of
interment.
Surry. Funeral services were held Friday,
Rev. J. D. McGraw officiating.
C.
Sept. 25.
serious

_

BIRCH HARBOR.
Lola Hancock is teaching in the Pond
district.
M. H. Winslow attended the fair at

Cherryfleld.
Miss Sibyl Handy has

gone to Boston to

visit her brother.
School commenced here Sept. 18, Miss
Luelia Johnson, of East Sullivan, teacher.
Miss Grace Schoppee, who has spent the
here, has gone to her home in

summer

Cherryfleld

for

a

few weeks.

Mrs. 8. A. Miller and friend, Mrs. Anna
Williams, of Dorchester, who have been
visiting here, returned home Monday.

Sept.25.

Xhk

_

Ei.lbworth American
[The only ooonty paper.]

A. E.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Products.

Wescott, early pride potatoes, 1;

twenty-six
full, beside the old
of Aroostook, 1; Chenango,
stalls. C. 8. Cummings, of Portland, the potato, 1; gem
1; S. P. Snowman, early envoy
expert who jadged the cattle, pronounced potatoes,
wonderful potatoes, 2; table
it one of the finest exhibits he had ever potatoes, 2;
beets, 2; parsnips, 1; pumpkin, 1; P. N.
seen.
The premium list tells the story of prize Grindle, early Ohio potatoes, 1; Fourth of
July potatoes, 2; Sir Walter Raleigh powinners.
tatoes, 1; cowhorn potatoes, 2; red kidney
HALL EXHIBIT.
beans, 2; mangel wurtzel beets, 1; sweet
The exhibit at the hall was small. One
corn, 1; popcorn, 3; G. B. Davis, Surry,
reason for this was the backward spring
early Maine potatoes, 1; early Ohio potaand early frost, but the principal reason
toes, 1; white elephant potatoes, 1; fillwas the weather of the first of the week,
basket potatoes, 1; large potatoes, 1; W.
which prevented many from bringing in
S. Hinckley, sample half acre oats, 1; D.
exhibits.
L. Emerton, sheaf oats, 1; sheaf barley, 2;
There was only one grange exhibit—
pk barley, 1; pk oats, 2; sample half acre
East Bluehill—and this was awarded first
oats, 2; sample half acre potatoes, 2; pk
premium. This exhibit, in addition to largo potatoes, 2; Green Mountain potathe agricultural products and articles
toes, 2; Fourth of July potatoes, 1; six
of domestic manufacture, contained other
weeks
potatoes, 1; marrowfat peas, 2;
articles of interest, among them a colleccattle beans, 1; yellow eye beans, 1; citron,
tion of curios which included a punch
C.
A.
1;
Osgood, sure head cabbage, 2;
pitcher 200 years old, a beer stein 180 years large squash, 1; pk tomatoes, 1; early
old and a pewter platter 100 years old.
pride potatoes, 2; popcorn, 1; y2 bu carBALL GAME.
rots, 1; pk white beans, 1; pinkeye beans,
1; gratius pea, 1; E. L. Osgood, turnips, 1;
The ball
game
Wednesday between
carrots, 2; J. M. McKenney, Surry, harnines
was
close
Bucksport and Stonington
mony beauty potatoes, 1; early Canada
and exciting. It wras unfortunate that it
potatoes, 1; Green Mountain potatoes, 1;
did not take place on Thursday, when
banner potatoes, 1; albino potatoes, 1;
there was a larger crowd present to enjoy
G. F. Candage, sample half acre potatoes,
it. Bucksport won by the score of 6 to 4.
1; early Vermont potatoes, 1; Charles
The score by innings follows:
Wescott, sample half acre white grant
123458789
potatoes, 1; hubbard warted squash, 1;
Bucksport.2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0—6 Boston marrowfat squash, 2; Eben HinckStonington.0 00022000—4 ley, Sedgwick, 8-row corn, 1: W. B.
Hinckley, beets, 1; pk potatoes, 2; L. C.
DANCES.
Johnson, harmony beauty potatoes, 2;
The dances at the town hall each evenpeas, 1; red kidney beans, 1; corn, 2; G. H.
ing of the fair were well attended. Music Billings, white marrow fat peas, 1; 3heaf
was furnished the first evening by Monbarley, 1; P. B. Friend, half acre wheat, 1;
aghan’s orchestra, of Ellsworth, and on pk wheat, 1; yellow corn, 2; Arch W.
other evenings by Wilson’s orchestra, of
Hinckley, telephone peas, 1; nod head
Ellsworth Falls.
peas, 1; Thomas Livingston peas, 1; pk
OFFICERS OF SOCIETY.
barley, 2; sample half acre barley, 1;
pumpkin, 1; bu turnips, 2; W. B. Snow,
the Hancock county
The officers of
marrowfat peas, 3; A. C. Osgood, sweet
agricultural society, whose efforts concorn, 3; A. T. Gillis, sheaf barley, 3; sheaf
tributed so largely to its success, are as
oats, 2.
follows: F. P. Merrill, president; E. L.
Orange Exhibit.
Osgood, vice-president; M. P. Hinckley,
East Bluehill, only grange exhibit,
8. Snowman, secretary; W.
C.
treasurer;
|
J. Creamer; J. M. Snow, G. A. Morse, A. awarded first premium.
C. Osgood, W. 9. Hinckley, directors.
Fruit Department.
year contained
stalls, and all were

Efgal ITotfas.

cock-

double

SUPERINTENDENTS.

A. I. Leach, 20-ounce apples, 1; greenings, 2; Charles Witham, yellow' gage
plums, 1; bur bank plums, 2; cranberries,
1; wealthy apples, 1; Fred Hinckley, Romeo apples, 1; sweet crab apples, 1; A. C.
Osgood, King Tompkins apples, 1; Martha
stripe, 2; cross orange apples, 1; Jerome
Young, Surry, cranberries, 2; E. L. Osgood, ironbound plums, 1; baldwin apples, 2; Duchess of Oldenburg, 2; King
Thompson, 2; J. M. McKenney, Surry,
milding apples, 1; northern spy apples, 2;
greenings, 1; russets, 1; nodheads, 2;
Frank Webber, Surry, mildings, 2; plums,
1; F. P. Greene, red astrachans, 2; P. B.
Friend, Sedgwick, Duchess of Oldenburg,
1; plums, 1; E. C. Barrett, red astrachans,
1; F. H. Allen, northern spy apples, 1;
baldwins, 1; Roxbury russets, 2; gravensteins, 1; Moore’s arctic plums, 2; pears,
1; Albert Conary, Bartlett pears, 1; John
Thurston, Sedgwick, Tolman sweets, 2;
plums, 1; Ethel M. Stover, Bartlett

The superintendents of the several deW.
J.
partments were as follows:
Creamer, trotting horses; F. H. Allen,

[
j

pears, 2.

Honey, Dairy
A.

Products.

E. Wescott, collection jellies, 1; pre-

strawberries, 2; Annie Grindle,
pickles, 1; brown bread, 1; P. B. Friend,
North Sedgwick, maple sugar, 1; Mrs.
Cattle Department.
Annie Allen, North Sedgwick, w’hite bread,
3 lbs. butter, 1; Mrs. F. P. Merrill, preJerome Young, East Surry, grade Jersey 1;
Jer- serves, 2; Mrs. Jennie Bettelle, preserves,
cow', 1; grade Guernsey bull, 1; grade
1; strawberries, 1; Ella Bowers, brown
sey bull, 1; grade Jersey heifer, 1 year, 1;
white bread, 2; Mrs. S. P. Snow'grade Jersey heifer, 7 months, 1; A. C. bread, 2;
A. E. Wescott, 3 lbs. butOsgood, grade Jersey cow, 3; John Horton, man, cheese, 1;
2.
grade Hereford bull, 1 year, 2; grade Hol- ter,
Art Department.
stein heifer, 5 months, 1; F. 1. Gasper,
Mrs. G. F. Candage, India ink work, 1;
Surry, grade red {Killed bull 13 months,
1; Eben Hinckley, Sedgwick, grade Here- Mrs. Emma Barrett, photo, gratuity; penford bull, 2 yearn 1; grade Hereford cow 5 cil drawings, 1; Mrs. Horace Allen, Sedg1 year, 1
years, 1; grade Hereford heifers,
wick, water color, 1; Susie Googins, picand 2; grade Hereford heifer, 2 years, 1; ture frame, w’ater color, gratuity; India
Emery Howard, grade Holstein heifer, 1 ink pillow’, gratuity.
North Sedgyear, 1; William E. Closson,
Flowers.
wick, registered Holstein bull, 18 months,
Mrs. D. E. Grindle, collection house
1; P. B. Friend, Sedgwick, registered
plants, 1; collection dahlias, 1; Annie
Jersey bull, 1; G. M. Allen, North SedgRobertson, coleus, 1; Mrs. Annie Grindle,
wick, grade Durham cows, 2 and 3; Thomas
pansies, 1.
Snow, grade Durham bull, 3 years, 1;
Domestic Manufactures.
Chas. Osgood, grade Jersey heifer, 1 year, 2.
umei oiover, laDie cover, 1; airs, ad Die
Chas. F. Wescott, yoke of working oxen,
needle work, 1; Fannie Stover,
raised in Hancock county, 1; Eben Hinck- i Stover,
Ethel Stover, table mats, graley, Sedgwick, grade Hereford steers, 3 doilies, 1;
1 year, 2; I tuity; Mrs. Abbie Stover, bed shoes, 2;
years, 2; grade Hereford steers,
G. M. Allen, North Sedgw ick, yoke steer j infant socks, 1; Edith Hinckley (aged 8),
Hinckcalves, 1; yoke heifers, 1 year, 3; Durham pair mittens, gratuity; Margaret
knit worsted trimming, 1; braided
calf, 2; George Pert, yoke oxen raised in ley,
Hancock county, 3; yoke fat oxen, 2; grade mats, 2; Mrs. Arthur Wescott, embroidered doily, 2; Margaret Hinckley, worsHolstein cow, 3 years, 1; E. C. Young, South
ted quilt, 3; Mrs. Joseph Emerton, EllsSurry, grade Jersey heifer, 1 year, 3; grade
worth Falls, button ring, gratuity; Lizzie
Jersey heifer, 2 years, 1; grade Dutch bull,
A. Withaui, rug, 3; Alice S.
Witham,
3 years 1; A. N. Osgood, full blood Durbrush broom holder, gratuity; sachet bag,
ham bull 1; E. L. Osgood, grade Durham
Mrs.
heifer, 2 years 1; grade Jersey cow, 1; gratuity; tatting handkerchief, 1;
L. P. Hinckley, lace
handkerchief, 1;
grade Durham heifer calf, 1; W, S. HinckB. Hinckley, drawn work collar, 1;
ley, yoke oxen raised in county, 1; Horace Mary
embroidered collar, 2; Mexican work, 1;
Herrick, grade Jersey cow, 5 years, 2; F.
Annie GrinM. Grindle, grade Holstein cow, 3 years, apron, 1; pillow slips, 1; Mrs.
Durham cow, 3 years, dle, pair stockings, 2; mittens, 2; gloves,
H.
F.
Allen,
grade
2;
Mrs. William
1; grade Durham heifer, 2; A. K. Saunders, 2; pound yarn, gratuity;
E. D. Harding,
yoke oxen raised in. county 2; Fred Leach, pair stockings, 1;
worsted quilt, 2; knit rug, 1; Mrs. 8. B.
Staples, Penobscot, grade Durham steers,
crochet spread, 1; patchwork
1 year 1; Howard Saunders, grade Hereford Billings,
Fannie J. Billings, double quilt,
steers, 2 years, 1; Clarence Moone, grade quilt, 1;
Mabel Babson, silk rug, 2; Mrs. E. C.
Hereford steers, 2 years, 2; Charles Moone, 2;
Barrett, braided rug, 1; burnt wood box,
2-year old heifers, 1 and 2; Allen HenderNorth gratuity; burnt wood picture frame, graBon, fat oxen, 1; John ThurBton,
Mrs. Thurston Cunningham, mitSedgwick, grade Durham heifer, 1 year 1; tuity;
stool cover, gratuity; drawn
E. H. White, Orland, brown Swiss calf, 1 tens,!; organ
rug, 1; crochet lace, 2; Constance Holden,
weeks, 1.
Poult ry .Department.
Sedgwick, baby blanket, gratuity; shirt
waist, gratuity; shirt waist pattern, graJerome young, r.. ourrj, guinea uou»
tuity; Mrs. Sarah Gray, gloves, 1; Mrs.
1; A. C. Osgood, black minorc* chicks »n<J
Lena Butler Center, w'orsted quilt, 1; Lizcockerel, 1; Walter Butler, mallard ducks
zie Darling, slumber shoes, 1; Mrs. Blanch
1; black ducks, 1; H. 8. Sweet, jr., white
knit lace, 1; table
Wyandotte chicks and cockerel, 1) E. C Butler, baby socks, 1;
Mrs.
Young, SouthSurry, guinea hens, 2; goose mats, gratuity; tray cloth, gratuity;
Horace Allen, Sedgwick, doily, 1; tidy, 1;
and gander, 2; A. E. Wescott, brown Leg
Susie GooginB, Bucksport, openwork doihorn cockerel, 1; Rhode Island red,cockere
1; burnt wood plant
2; E. C. Young, South Surry, black Pekit ly, gratuity; collar,
burnt wood glove box,
ducks, 2; A. T. Gillis, barred PlymoutI stand, gratuity;
Mrs. E. H. White, Orland, sofa
Rock hen and cock, I and 2; barret gratuity;
Alice White, Orland, sofa pilPlymouth Rock chicks and cockerel, 1 »uc pillow, 2;
silk quilt, 1.
2; Rhode Island red chicks and cockerel low, 1;
served

j

of the

United

Statk*

ok

may require or as may in the
be just and right.
ISAAC W. DYER,
Attorney of the United States
within and for the District
of Maine.

case

premises

DISTRICT OF MAINS.

Thk

Cleveland jx)tatoes, 1; perfection wax
beans, 1; snowflake beans, 2; 20th century
oats, 1; sample half acre oats, 2; popcorn,
2; Jerome Young, E. Surry, early harvest

em-

■

and

H. B. Darling, pk Pondorozo tomatoes,

shows a better lot of draft and fat
oxen than Bluehill.
This years’ fair surpassed all previous years in this respect.
A new shed built on the grounds since
Maine

horses and colts; G. A. Morse, cattle,
sheep, swine and poultry; George Pert,
G. Lord, superintenJoshua Wilkinson and wife, of Rock- drawing contest; R.
ployee of the electric light company at
dent of exhibition ball; G. M. Pillsbury,
Revere, and is also quite a prominent mu- port. Mass., Miss Mina Urann, of Kittery,
of agricultural products.
sician. He has a large circle of friends, and Mrs. Taylor, all former residents, were superintendent
in town last week.
PREMIUM LIST.
won by hi* frank, Jovial manner.
H.
When ready to start on their carriage
Sept. 25.
Following is a list of premium awards.
drive to Bucksport, the young couple were
Residence of exhibitor, when not otherWEST SEDGWICK.
undoubtedly overjoyed to find that the
wise given, is Bluehill:
Harold Young has gone to Boston,
willing hands of friends had decorated
Horse Department.
where
he
has
employment.
their trunk with white ribbon**, old shoes
and slippers and placard* with appropriWinfield Lufkin has moved his family
A. E. Wescott, driving colt, one year
Green old, 1; Eugene Osgood, driving colt and
ate mottoes, while wedding bells sus- from Sedgwick into the Lewis
pended from the carriage attracted the atmare, 3 % months, 3; Moses Veazie, drivtention of all they met. Showers of rice i
Schooner Joanna, loaded with barrels, ing colt, j Vi 1; Alden Chapman, colt and
were again encountered as they neared the
sailed from North Brooksville Thursday, mare, 3; G. F. Candage, mare and colt, 1;
steamboat wharf in Bucksport, and did for Rockland.
stallion, 2 years, 1; N. L. Grindle, Penobnot cease until they were safely on the
horse, 2; A. E.
Geneva Cannon, who has been at work scot, gentleman’s driving
j
boat.
do., 1; Frank Snow,
for Curtis Durgain, has gone to Bluehillto Varnum, Penobscot,
The display of wedding gifts was very
driving colt, 3 years, 1; E H White, Orattend school.
beautiful, including much silverware, cut
land, driving stallion, 6 years, 1; driving
David
Steele and wife have returned
gU«*S rare china, etc.
stallion, 1 year, 2; C. A. Babbidge, Orland,
have
been
where
from
they
Eggemoggin
G.
Sept. 25.
driving stallion, 1 year, 3; A. C. Osemployed during the summer.
good, gentleman’s driving horse, 3.
Mr. Fish has made many
He is

his brief visit# here.

1; white Wyandotte chicks
erel, 2.

BLUE HILL FAIR.

more

east ORLAND.
Mead is home from a visit at Rumford Falls.

lens

Herbert J. Hopkins and wife have
moved to his forirer home on the Bucks-

and

A. P.

improved,

better

yard

Finding no

fn,.i

America, Piai tiff

The Town of

Dedham,
Phronia C. Hagertby,
Ebeu Merrill,

DISTRICT

Joseph Ciergue,

The Town

Emery Hastings,

That

by uu act of Congress, approved
February 14th. 1902, entitled -An Act Making Appropriation to Supply Urgent
Deficiencies tu the Appropriations lor the
Fiscal Year Ending June juth, 1902, and
for Prior Years aud for Other Purposes”,
a large fund is appropriated for
the completion of the fish cultural buildings of the
United Slates Commissioners of Fish and
Fisheries at Grten Lake, Maine, iuolud-

ing the construction of ponds, roads and
buildings, the extension of wharf, pur-

chase of land aud additional water supply;
and that by an act f Congress, approved
Fe *ru
y 14th, 1903, « nt'tled “An Act to
Establish the Department of Commerce
and Laoot”, lue 1’Vh Commission and all
that pertains thereto was transferred to
aud oecame a pari of the Department of
Commerce
and
Labor,
including the
authority to make expenditure of the ap
propriatiou aloresaio; and that by an act
of Congress, approved August 1st, 1888,
entitled “An Act to Authorize Condemnation of Land for bites ot Public Buildings
and Other Purposes”, i- is provided that
iu every case in which any officer of the
Government has been or thereafter shall
be authorized to procure real estate for
the erection of a public building or tor
other public uses, be shall be, and thereby
is, authorized to acquire same by condemnation under judicial process whenever,
in his opinion, it is necessary or advauia
ge us to thi Government to do so, and
that the United States Circuit or District
Counsel the district within which such
real estate is located shall have jurisdiction of proceedings for such condemnation; the practice, pleadings, forms and
modes of proceeding tu causes arising
thereunder to conform, as near as may be,
to the practice, pleadings, forms aud proceedings existing at the time in like
causes in the courts of record of the State
within which such Circuit or District
Courts are held, any rule of the Court to
to the contrary notwithstanding.
me

necreiary

op

America,

or

commerce

1

]1
1

!

ana

Labor, under and in pursuance of me
authority given by the statutes aforesaid,
having determined that the hereinafter

Duuham and Others Interested in the Annexrd Petition.
Upon the filing: of the foregoing petition,
IT IS ORDERED, to wit:
the loarteentli
iay of Set t. tuber, A. D. 1905 that the said
Town of Dedham and the persous mined in
said petition and an v other persons wh
may
be inteiesiej in the parcel of lan*' therein
described, und each of them, be, and each of
them is, hereby directed to appear before the
District Court of the United Stales to
e
olden st Portland within and for the District of Maine, on the t venty first day of November next, at ten o’clock in the foienoun,
and within the next fourteen days then and
tnere to show cause, if any they or either of
them have, why said petition should not be
granted and the condemnation of said parcel
of land had, as prayed lor in said petition,
and to do further and receive that which our
said District Court shall cons der as to the
matters and things prayed lor in the petition.
It is further oidered that the Marshal of
this District be, and he hereby is, directed to
give notice of the flliug of said petition, and
ot this order, to all persons interested therein, by publishing iu the Elisworth American,
a newspaper published at Ellsworth iu said
District, onfce a week for three successive
weeks, an attested copy of said petition and
of this order, the last publication to be at
least FIVE WEEKS before said twenty first
day of November, and to serve an attested copy
of said petiiion and of this order on said Town
of Dedham and ail persons uameo iu said
petition, at least five weeks before said
twenty-first day of November, A. D. 1906.
It is further ordered that the said Marshal
deposit in the Registry of D^eas for the
County of Hancock wherein said parcel of
land is situated, at least five weeks before
said twenty-first day of November, a copy of
this petiiion and of this order, atteste by the
Clerk of thi.* Court, and procure the recording of the same in said Registry.
It is further ordered that said Marshal
make return of his doings under this order
into our said Court, on the said twenty-first
day of November, A, D, 1905.
And it is further ordered:
That on the seventh day of December
next, at the District Court of the United
States to be held at teu o’clock iu the torenoon at Portland in said D.strict, a hearing
will be had on said petition and on all answers and objections—when and where all
parties interested in the premises may be
op

>

The Petition of the United States of America,
by Isaac W. Dyer, Attorney of the United
States of America for the District aforesaid,
respectfully showeth unto your Honor:

z.

UNITED

versus

AND ALL OTHKR9 INTERESTED, Defendants.
To the Honorable J udge of the D‘Strict Court
of the United States of America for the District of Maine:

mai

THE

S>8:

Thi United States

John F. Whitcomb,
Charles H. Haynes,
John O. Whitney,
Martin H. Haynes,

1.

COURT OF
STATES.

DISTRICT OP MAINK.

described lot or parcel of land is needed
for the purpose of a road or way from
the Fish Hatchery near Green Lake,
Maine, to the County Hoad in the Town
of Dedham, Maine, has designated and
selected the same for the purposes above
mentioned, to wit. for the site of a road or
way for the United states, from said
United States Fish Hatchery at Green
Lake to said County Rond in the said
Town of Dedham; an he, the said Secretary of Commerce and La >or, being of
opinior that it is necessary and advantageous to the Government to to do. has
authorized and dirt cted that proceedings
be instituted, in the name and on behalf of
the United States, in the Circuit or District Court of the United States, for the
District of Maine, for the acquirement by
condemnation of the said lot or parcel of
land; whereupon, on application of the
Secretary of Commerce and Labor, the
Attorney General has instructed the said
Attorney of the United States to institute
such proceedings.
3. That the lot or parcel of land above referred to is a lot or parcel of land *yiug in
the town of Dedham, County of Hancock
and State and District of Maine, and is
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
A strip of land three rods in width, a line
drawn thiough the middle of which is as
follows: Beginning North-id degrees east
8 1-2 rods from shore of Greeu Lake at a
stoue on the north line of Ellsworth and
at south-east corner of hatcheiy lot near
steamboat wharf; thence North 38 degrees
west 18 rods to a stake; thence North 4
degrees 30 minutes west 9 rods to a stake;
thence North 7 degrees west 6.5 rods to the
line of Hatchery lot; thence North 9 degrees west 6.36 rods; thence North 26
degrees 30 minutes west 11 rods; thence
North 44 degrees 30 minutes west 12.32
rocs; thence North 32 degrees 30 minutes
west 15 56 rods; thence North 26 degrees
west 8.8u rods: theuce North 38 degrees 30
minutes west 12 rods; thence North 63
degrees west 10.56 rods; thence North 46
degrees west 12 rods; thence North 20 degrees west 6 rods; thence North 54 degrees
west 10 rods; thence North 84 degrees
west 8 rods; theuce North 4i degrees west
12 rods; theuce North 7 degrees west 12
rods; theuce North 30 degrees west 12
rods; thence North 28 degrees west 14
rods; thence North 39 degrees west 16
rods; thence 48 degrees west 6 rods; thence
North 10 degrees west 16 rods; theuce
North 24 degrees 30 minutes east 8 rods;
thence North 10 degrees east 7 rods;
theuce North 8 degrees 30 minutes west 8
rods; thence North 26 degrees 30 minutes
west 8 rods; thence North 41 degrees west
5 rods; thence North 8 degrees 30 minutes
vest 10 rods; thence North 12 degrees
30 minutes west 12 rods; thence North 16
degrees west 9 rods; thence North 2 degrees east 8 rods; thence North 8 degrees
30 minutes west 9 rods; thence North 17
degrees 30 minutes west 9 rods; thence
North 15 degrees 30 minutes west 9 rods;
thence North 24 degrees west 25 rods;
thence North 28 degrees 15 minutes west 10
rods; thence North 41 degrees west 14
rods; thence North 48 degrees west 20
rods; thence North 41 degrees west 30
rods; thence Nort h 54 degrees west 10 rods;
thence North 36 degrees west 10 rods,
North 43 degrees west 8 rods;
thence
thence North 32 degrees 30 minutes west 7
rods; thence North 54 degrees west 11
rods; thence North *8 degrees west 16
rods: thence North 42 degrees west 11 rods;
thence North 30 degrees west 14 rods;
thence North 34 degrees west 17 rods;
theuce North 19 degrees 30 minutes west
12 rods; thence North 9 degrees west 8
rods; thence Northerly on land of Emery
Hastings 45 rods, more or less to the
county road.
Your petitioner is informed and believes,
4.
and therefore avers, that the following
named persons claim to be the owners in
fee of the aforesaid described lot or parcel of land, to wit:
The town of Dedham, and Phronia C. Hagerthy, Eben Merrill. Joseph Clergue, John
F. Whitcomb, Charles H. Haynes. John
O. Whitney, Martin H. Haynes and Emery
Hastings, all of Dednam. in the County of
Hancock and State and District of Maine,
and your petitioner is Informed and believes, and therefore avers, that the aforesaid Town of Dedham and the aforesaid
persons, as set forth in this paragraph,
are the only persons who are inteiested
in said premises as owners, incumbrancers
or otherwise.
the eud therefore that the provisions of
To
5.
said Act of February 14th. 1902. hereinbefore referred to, may be carried into effect
and justice be done to all persons concerned, whether named in this petition or
not. your petitioner prays this Honorable
the
that
Court
persons hereinbefore
named and all other persons interested,
be made parties defendant to these proceedings by the service of such notices of
the pendency thereof, and in such manner
as may seem meet and
proper for it to
order and direct, and that they be further
notified by order and direction of this
Court that on a day certain, to be fixed by
the Court, a Jury will be empanelled or a
committee appointed by it to inquire into
and ascertain the damages and compensations to be paid to the respective owner
or owners or persons interested in the
above-described premises sought to be acquired by the United States for the purposes aforesaid; and that on confirmation
of the findings or report of such jury or
such committee (as the case may be) a
judgment may be rendered by this Court
condemning the above-described premises
to the use of the United States, and ordering that on payment to the said owner or
the
owners or
persons interested of
amount of damages and compensation ascertained as aforesaid, or on payment of
the same into the registry of this Court to
the credit of sucn owner or persons interested, all their right, title and interest in
and to the above described premises shall
thereby become vested in the United
States; and your petitioner further prays
that this Court will make such other order
or orders as the nature and circumstances

By the Court,
(L. S.)

JAMES E.

HEWfiY,
Clerk.

A true copy of petition and the order of
Court thereon.
Attest: HENRY W. MAYO,
Marshal of the United States within and for
he District of Maine.
To ail

persons interested in
tates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at

either

of the

es-

liluehill, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fifth
day of September, a. d. 1905.
following matters having been presented for tne action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published ai
Ellsworth in said county, that tney may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said '-aunty, on the third day of Oc-

THE

tober, a. d.
iUo, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

John Ball, l~te of Ea«le Inland, in said
county, decja-• I. A certain instrument pur
portiug to be me last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for pro
bate of sam
presented by Howard T. Ball,
the executor named therein.
Robert P. Dyer, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument pur
porting to be the last will and testame. t of
said deceased, together with petition for probate of same, presented by Ueo. M. Warren,
the execnt-r named therein.
D Grasse Fox. late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. Petitiou filed by Franklin A. Wilson, executor, for license to sell certain real
estate of said deceased, as described in said

petition.

Howard Q. Hamor, minor, of Eden, in said
county. Petition filed by Harvey D. Hamor,
guardian, for license to sell certain real estate
of said minor, as uescribed in said petition.
William F. Parker, minor, of Tremont, in
said county
Fourth account of Ada E. Parker, guardian. filed foi settlement.
Jack

Pirker. minor, of Tremont, in said

C.

county. Fourth account of Ada E. Parker,
gua.-dian, filed for settlement.
Fred C. Parker, mitior, of Tremont. in said
county. Fourth and final account of Ada E.
Parker, guardian, filed for settlement.
Nancy W. Clay, an insane person, of BlueSecond account cf G
hill, in said count
Welland Clay, guardian, filed for settlement.
Bert C. Day, late of Bluehill, in said county,

deceased. First and final account of Clifton
8. Day, executor, filed ior settlement.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy, Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
subscriber
rpHE
JL he has been

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adnonistraof the estate of Charles A. H rding,, late
of Bluehill, in the county
01
...tncock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
there o are requested to make payment ImEdwaud E. Chase.
mediately.
Sept. 5, 1905.
tor

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminisof the estate of James W. Douglass,
late
of
the
of
Sedgwick, in
county
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law
directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make pavment immediately.
Edward E. Chase.
Sept. 5, 1905.

rpHE
he
1
trator

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor of
the last will and testament of William Henry
in the county of
Wescott. late of Eden,
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All person* having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to preseni the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
George L. Wescott.
Sept. 5,1905.

THE

subscribers

notice that

hereby
THE
they have been duly appointedof
of the last will and
give

executors

Eliza A.
late of Castine, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, aod all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Ira W. Varnum.
Ella M. Varnum.
Sept. 5, 1905.
testament

Darby,

atmnttsoocntB.
El l_L_S WORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
“NO

PAY,

NO

WAHHKK,”

All kinds of laundry work done at short notioe.
Goods called for and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.,
WEST END

BRIDGE,

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of BUo>
worth to support
for those who
HAVING
need assistance during the next five
and care

mi?

ami

years

legal residents of Kllsworth. 1 forbid
all persons trusting them on my account, as
there is plenty of room and accommodations to
care for them at the city Farm house.
M.
Dhummsy.
are

—Dr. LaFranco’a—

Compound
Safe,

Quick,

Reliable

Regulator,

Superior to other remedies sold at high prices.
Cure guaranteed. Price, ‘15 Cents, at druggists or by mail. Testimony. «*nd booklet free.
Dr* La Franco,
PhiU^clphls, Fa*

mg out the Frost and Harrington places.
From this point north the new line of the

A NEW ELLSWORTH.

of

City.

CHANGE WOULD BE FOR THE
BETTER.

Which the

Changes
in

Topography

of

City
A

Ellsworth!

new

Dams

of

Building

Changes

sary

Town—Detailed

of

Center

of

Description

Would

Make

for Neces-

City—Petition

in Roads Now Before
Government.

New

industrially.
city re-created.

I of

the second,

or

dam. within two

lower

or

lake will be

250 to 300 feet

years of the signing of contract.
topographically. A
city beautiful! This would be accom- | There will be employed in the work of
plished by the building of the big power | construction from 300 to 300 men, and in road.
The road leaves the present Mariavillr
dams about which Ellsworth has talked so hiring ra£n preference will be given to
road at the bend in the road nearly half a
of
this
home
labor.
The
advantage
plan mile
long.
beyond Brimmer's bridge, and enters
A dream, you
say? No; this is no i in distributing the work of construction the Bangor road about h*M a mile west of
dream, not so far as it describes what over two years will at once be appreciated. the Bangor bridge. It is not proposed to
abandon all the present road from the
THK CPPKR DAM.
w'ould actually result from the building of
i
point where the old road leaves it to the
alas
to
be
built
The
told
is
the
dam,
dams.
It
first,
the
by
upper
simple story
Waltham road, but only Brimmer's bridge
blue-prints, ready stated, will be at the site of the In- and the portion of the road flowed.
extremely matter-of-fact
The flowing of the Bangor road west of
showing what would actually happen to fant street bridge, where the river narthe map of Ellsworth when the big dams rows to 150 feet. It will be 700 feet long the bridge will necessitate the rebuilding
and sixty feet high at the highest point. of that road for about 4,500 feet. The new
are built and Union river transformed for
road proposed will branch off to the north
It would raise the river thirty-four feet at
miles into a lake.
from the present road about 800 feet west
The proposition has within the past the dam, and flow out the Whitcomb, of Charles Moore’s bouse, run
generally
dams.
cast until it reaches the railroad embankweek presented itself to the city in very Haynes A Co. and the Treworgv
materialistic form, in the shape of petiFollowing the west line of flowage, In- ment, which it will follow* a few hundred
feet, and then cut across the hill through
tions ’from the Bar Harbor & Union iant street would be flooded out for about

New
A

I

750 feet,

River Power Co. for changes in bridges
and
sary

highways which will be made necesby the raising and widening of Union

The American learns from those

con-

the power company, that
nothing apparent remains in the way of
the immediate consummation of the immense project if the city government acts
favorably on the petition. On the other
hand the sentiment of the members of the
with

city government
there you

seems

favorable.

And

are.

For weeks,

months, years—ever since

Henry M. Hall. jr., wrote so interestingly in The American of the
possibilities of development of Union
river powers—Ellsworth has been talking
dam.
The investigations of Mr. Hail,
a report which was subBurbank, of New York, one
of the foremost hydraulic engineers of
this country, was the embryo of the present big project. Fostered by I. L. Halcherished and worked out to ita
man.
present detail by J. A. Leonard, who came
here three years ago from New York, and
who recognized at once, with the eye of
an engineer trained in dam building, the
merits of the situation, the project has
grown to its present large proportions.
But while the people of Ellsworth have
been talking dam so long, and in a general
way have thought what the success of the
project would mean in the industrial development of the city, few have been
sufficiently acquainted with the plan ia its
entirety seriously to consider the great
change which the building of the dams
would make in the appearance of Ells-

summarized into
mitted to Mr.

worth.

The

is able this
week,
courtesy of Mr. Leonard,
chief engineer of the power company, to

American

through

the

give a detailed description of the plans,
and the changes which will be made in

the map of Ellsworth.
A
xseiore

to

CITY BEAUTIFUL.

going

into

oetaus, picture Drieny
as it will be when

yourself Ellsworth

the

dams

are

beautiful, but

built.

Ellsworth

Ellsworth

as

to-day
the

is

dams

would make

it, would be more beautiful.
In place of the present river, with exposed bed where dams have gone out, with
the ruins of mills telling sadly of the days
when

singing all along the river,
these there would be a beautiplace
ful lake. This lake would extend a mile
and a half up river from the present loser
saws were

in

of

dam,

varying from one-quarter to three-quarters of a mile at its widest
and
with a depth of from twenty to
point,
sixty feet. On the west side the shore of
with

a

width

this lake would be bluff and wooded, and
on the east, side, rolling green fields would
stretch back from the water's edge.
There would be no mills, no factories,
no objectionable features on this lake, for
these things would be relegated to sites
farther up the river, and near the railroad.
It would be a beautiful sheet of water,

right

Ellsworth, a delight
place for summer and

in the heart of

the eye, and a
sports.
Above this lake, above the upper dam
which would be built, w'ould be another
and much larger sheet of water. Flowing

to

winter

back to the

nineteen-mile-mark, so-called,

in M&riaviile, just above Jordan's bridge,
the upper dam would widen the river into

west

bank

Ormnty tVWl

*t*

oltor

pn<

!V*w«

^

r*

|

[

teams played the
Saturday. Score,

Howard Osgood and daughter, of Oalifornia, are visiting relatives in town. Mr.
(htgood is the son of Rufus Osgood, a native

The school opened promptly on Sept. 12,
with a good attendance. The changes in
The jurymen draan to attend the Octo- the faculty and in the
management of the
her term of court are Charles F. Wescott on
j boarding-house are giving very general
i the grand and Gatou S. Osgood and A.
and an increase of students is
j satisfaction,
I
I Judson Grindle on the traverse Jury,
expected as a result.
Mrs. Skelton, of West Brooksvllle,
j The Achy Ilian and Chrestomat hewn soci| teacher m the Beech Hill school, has eties held a public meeting in Emery hall
rented rooms of Mr. Bettel, where she
j Friday evening, to which the entire school
keeps bouse with her children, who attend and former students were invited. This
the academy.
was the first public meeting of the year*

!

of this town.

I

|

j

j

it will be raised eight feet.
j fellow-townsman and friend and their
About 2,500 feet of the Waltham road sympathy for the widow and two children
will have to be rebuilt, with very slight
M;*s Sadie Snow and Forrest, who will
would
About 1,000 feet of miss the presence in the home of a kind
road until it reached and crossed it near change in location.
the old Bangor road, where it joins the husband and father. He leaves also one
the Arthur Hamilton place.
will also be disconsister, Mrs. Abbie Butler. The bearers
Fallowing the general line of Hamilton’s present Bangor road,
tinued. and a new road built, leaving the were George and Henry Morse, O. Mor Dunham brook, which would be swelled
road near the Charles Stover, O. T.
Hinckley, and Robert
into a part of the lake itaelf, the water present Bangor
would reach back on the present Bangor Moore house, and entering the old Bangor Witham and Edward Couary representing
road near the Arthur Hamilton place. the A. O. U. W.
road about 700 feet west of the Charles
Two pieces of the shore road would
Moore place, flooding out the Bangor road
MORnK-SWEET.
from that point to the Bangor bridge, a have to be rebuilt, of about 1,800 feet
The home of Mr. and Mm. Georye A.
distance of about 4,000 feet, except for a each, back from the portions of the mad
Morse ww the scene of a pretty wedding
short stretch on the road just above the flooded, as already described.
One piece of new road would leave the Wednesday
Bangor bridge, where the road rises over a
evening, Sept. 20, w hen their
road near the 11. Jordan house, and
daughter, Mias Lenora, was united in marledge. The group of houses on this hill shore
re-enter
it
near the Parker Urindle house,
would not be flooded out.
riage to H. Sprague Sweat, of Parker
its moat distant point, about Point. The
ceremony wne performed by
Following back along the line of the being at
600 feet back from the present road.
Rev. E. Bean.
railroad embankment, the
water line
of
The
other
new
road
would
start
piece
The decoration* were very tastefully
would sweep around the hill just menfrom the proposed new bridge below* the
arranged, and consisted of autumn
tioned, and back almost to the present line
and
run
in
a
almost
direct
line
of the river, Ifcen above the railroad would upper dam,
leaves, wild flowers and evergreen. The
widen out abruptly back from the present northeast to a junction with the present bride was dressed in blue with white
Shore
or Mill street about 600 feet
road
line of the river nearly 1,500 feet. From
trimmings, and carried a bouquet of white
west of the Treworgy corner. A abort flower* tied with white ribbon.
The
this point north to Brimmer’s bridge,
of
road
would
also
be
on
built
the
where the river now in time of freshet piece
groom wore a gold pin which his father
west
side
of
the
from
the
old
river,
Bangor and grandfather had each worn at their
flows over a large tract of meadow land,
the new line of flowage would average road near the northern line of the Asa own marriage.
Flood
to
the
new
property,
bridge.
About thirty relatives and friends were
only from 300 to 500 feet west of the present
The new bridge, which has been several present on this
line.
happy occasion, the
times
would
be
about
700 feet youngeat being the little daughter of Mr.
mentioned,
At Brimmer’s bridge the road west of
below the upper dam, and about 2,400 feet
and Mrs. Thomas Hinckley, a month old.
the bridge would be flowed for about 500 above
the present Doyle bridge.
It would
The wedding gifta consisted of many
feet.
accommodate the traffic which now crosses
useful and valuable articles.
Above Brimmer'* bridge the river would both these bridges.
Refreshments were served.
EXPENSE OF WORK.
j be raised and widened proportionately,
Mr. and Mrs. Sweet will reside at Par| but as from this point northward it is
An estimate of the cost to the city of the
largely meadow and wild land, the flow- necessary change in roads and the build- ker Point. Many good w ishes for happibe
age damage would
comparatively ing of new ones, places it at |7,C30. The ness and prosperity attend them.
M.
Sept. 26.
alight. It would be necessary to raise power company pays all land damages for
Jordan’s bridge, between the towns of the new*
roads, builds the abutments and
Whltham and Mariaville, about six feet.
raises the bridges. The railroad company,
BURRY.
On the east side of Brimmer’s bridge,
will, of course, look after its own bridge,
Our yacht captains and their crews have
the road would be flowed for only about
and as the raising of tin* bridge will imabout all arrived home after a abort aea150 feet. From this point southward the prove (he grade st this point, it is understood the company is entirely sal is fled to eon.
west line of flowage would take a very
|
do this.
There ia quite an epidemic of measles
irregular course, following the lines of
Against the fT.OOO which it is <atnnated
tb re is a here. Men, women and children are havI the several brooks and coves which stretch the work would tost the
feet of

LAMOINE BEACH.
B. Cough and wife are here
abort stay at K. G. Dealsle's.
A.

—

city,

just
point

the

Waltham road.

From

line

south of the Bhackford house to

a

300 feet

below

the

offset. This discontinuance of
three bridges and the substitution of oue
will in itaelf, result in an annual saving of
no small amount for maintenance.
But
more than this, it is recognized by the city
government that the Infant street bridge
is in very bad shape, and must, within two
or three years, be rebuilt at a cost of apmaterial

a

south line of

Howard Whitcomb property, about
3,000 feet of the Waltham road would be
flowed.
At this point ail the land between the
W’altham road and the present river, including the steam mill property at the
h ad of the falls, and the road leading to
it, hack as far as the Charles Bmith house,
the

ing it.
Oapt. Fred W. Phillips and wife, of
Brooklin, were in town Saturday night
and Sunday.
A farmers’ telephone line has been inthis town.
convenience.
stalled in

It w'ill prove

a

great

proximately $4,000 or C5,000. Brimmer's
bridge is in even w orse shape, and another
The steamer Catherine came to the
a new bridge there would have been
necessary. A suitable bridge at this wharf Sunday and laid here until Monpoint would cost |7,000 or fS.000.
day. It seemed good to see her here again.
Taking into consideration, therefore,
the saving which wrill ultimately result to
The fine street lamps that have lately
would be under water.
the city by the discontinuance of these been put up are
From the Bmith house to the railroad
proving to be a wise move
the
would
be
in
bridges,
city
really
pocket
embankment, the river would be but several thousand dollars by making the on the part of our citizen* these dark
nights.
slightly widened on the east side. Be- changes proposed.
The present Doyle bridge will be used
low the railroad and to the proposed new
Wnen ooe of our captains came home a
for the new bridge, and will be moved to
dam at Infant street, the river would be the new
site. The river there is narrow, short time ago he brought with him a nice
w idened an average of 300 to 400 feet on
and will leave one span of the present street
lamp and put it on a post in front of
the east. The shore or mill road would be
bridge which can be utilized where a his house. At dark he
lighted it, and
small bridge is necessary crossing a brook
flowed from the Edward Finn house to
went “down
street”. Pretty soon he
on one of the new pieces of the Shore road.
Infant street.
came back towards home, when lo and beINDUSTRIAL OUTLOOK.
LOWER DAM.
hold, instead of his nice lamp there sat on
Beside the immediate benefit
which his
Ihe proposed lower dam would be bmlt
post one of the moat hideous-looking
would accrue to the city from money paid
pumpkin devils one ever saw. It wasn’t
right on the site of the present lower out for construction work, and the
putting sa4e to tarry around that neighborhood
dam. This dam would be 700 feet long, 60
into circulation of $200,000, which would
that night.
feet high, and would furnish about 4,500
#
be paid out at once for land, there is
every
S.
horse power. A power house would be reason to believe that
Sept. 25.
beginning of work
built on the west side of the river, on the would result in the closing of negotiations
site of the present Boston Reduction with manufacturing enterprises for oraTRENTON.
year

tions here.

works.
The

building of this

dam will

lower lake before described.

BUILDING PLANS.

mill

has received
E. 8. Haynes, a native of Trenton, in
company
Already the
from three such
a paper
propositions
employ of Richardson & Burgess, contraca
hardwood
manufacturer
a
and
mill,
of
who has been at work on

form the

On the

—

west

Boston,
the federal building at Marblehead, Mass.,
expressed
has been transferred to a federal building
that ia being erected at Niagara Falls. He
expects to be there until Christmas, when
unfounded. While neither of he will probably return to Marblehead.

barrel manufacturer.
Some fear has been
that the
purchase of the Whitcomo, Haynes & Co.
andTreworgy properties would mean the
loss of theae industries, which mean so
much to Ellsworth.

the tiowage will be slight, ow ing to ;
rise of the river bank, until the
of the Ellsworth Lumber Co. is
The project contemplates the building reached. This mill and the dam will be
of two dams—one a power dam, at the flowed out, together with the mill buildThis fear is
site of the present lower dam, the other, ings. At the Doyle bridge the road west of these concerns has made definite
plana for
a power and storage dam, almost at the
the river will be flowed for about 400 feet the future, it is not their intention to go
of
out
but
to
build
new
mills
site of the present Infant street bridge.
from the present line, or up to the Perbusiness,
j
It is proposed to build the upper of nald house. Above the Doyle bridge the back from their present locations.
CITY MEKTIJfG.
these dams first, work to begin as soon as river will be widened but slightly on the
There wdl be a special meeting ol the
possible after the signing of the papers, west, up to the present electric light works
and dam to be completed within one year. and dam, above which point and up to the city government Saturday evening, when
It is the present hope of the projectors to upper dam, the river will be unchanged.
the petition for road changes will be voted
see work on this dam under way by the
On the east side of the river from the upon. The necessary notices have been
and objector*, if there are any,
lower dam, the water will reach up on posted,
first of January next.
will have an opportunity to appear before
The plans also provide for the building Second street as far as Royal street, flow- the board.
k
the

sharp

j

.rr*

n

tors,

for

a

Mrs. Wtlkoe has gone to Southwest
Harbor for a visit of a few week*.
The steamer Marjorie made her last trip
Saturday, and Lamoioe feels as though

III

THINK OF

This Pretty Matron Had
Headache

and

Backache,

and Her
Condition
H-'aj Serums.

PE-RU-NA CURED

MRS. M. BKICKMK
99 Eleventh Street.
Milwaukee, H/s. [
"A abort time ago I found my coo.
dltlon very serious.
/ had headaches,
pains In tbe back, and frequent ditty
which
worae
apella
grew
every month.
I tried two remedlea before Pcruna,
and waa discouraged when I took
the first dose, but my courage soon
returned. In leas than two months
my Health rat restored."—Mrs. M.
Brickner.
Tho reuon of so many failure* to
oar* cmo* similar to the above l* the
fact tnatdl.- we#
FEMALE TROUBLE
peculiar to tit*
NOT RECOGNIZED
female eev art
AS CATARRH
not

recognised

being

commonly

eaueotl

by catarrh.
Catarrh of one organ it exactly tbe
aa
of
tain*
catarrh
any other organ.
What srlll care catarrh of the head
of
the
alao euro catarrh
pelvic organa.
lVruna curat theoe caaoe almply bee ana*
it cure* the catarrh.
If yoa have catarrh WTite at once to
Dr. Hartman, giving a full rtatvmeot
of yonrea**, and he will he plea-.j to
give yon hta valuable adtrlo gratia.
Addreae Dr. Hartman, President of
Th» Hartman Sanitarium,Coinin' e..r»,
at

OOUNTY NEWS.
**■

beUHtuvnal Cb««It

V-tri

wv

ol»/*

p>

winter had arrived.

|

Mrs. E. G. Deaisle left Thursday to visit
friends in Sullivan, Bar Harbor and the

{ Center.
The launch Wilbur, Gapt. Brsgdon, took
a small party to Bluehill Friday to attend
I the fair. All enjoyed the trip very much,
and agree to go another year.
The

new

Douglass

|
|

the management of

store under

doing a flourishing
The proprietors have toe best
all that they may be very sue-

A Gault

business.
wishes of

is

restful.

SEAL COVE.
Miss Bernice Ashley is visiting friends
in Sullivan.
Mm. J. F. Hodgdon, of Rockland,
in town last week.
at

Mm. Will Robinson and little
Southwest Harbor last week.

v-ited

Roland Ashley is home from Seal Harbor,
employed for the sea-

where he has been
son.

Mrs. J. 8.
convention of

Mrs. Nancy Cunningham, who has been
Hamlin cottage this summer, breaks

ton

wt*

Powers attended the

State

Vf. C. T. U. at Bar Harbor

Wednesday and Thursday.
Manager Barbour of the New KugUnd
; camp to-day. She will spend a few days
Telephone & Telegraph Co., has recently
with Mrs. A. 1. Saunders before leaving
established a pay station at Lily Lake
for
last

at the

Portland.

bouse.

Kdtnon Eno, who has run hotel Shore
Acres the past three years, expects to go
sway

The

soon.

people

are

sorry to have

him go, but hope the hotel
another season.

Sept.

|

across

first game of the season
17-0 in favor of the

town team.

north

to and

Slawniftcuunu

#**«

j

above

the old Bangor road.
along the river, the line
gradually near the old Bangor

Going

side

lake in

words, the

the river at this point would be just
beyond the house of Frank Cottle, and

many places from three to four
miles wide and fourteen miles long.

a

in other

tt4riU*rmrnl

Joseph Snow, a respected citizen, died and was greatly enjoyed.
18.
quite
suddenly
Monday, Sept.
Coach Boy den has succeeded in getting
Although he had been in poor health for together a promising lot of material for
f-ome months, be was able to be about
football. The fact that the school had no
j until the day of hi* death. Funeral ser- team last year gives the school very few
the little clusterof houses
west of the vices were conducted at his late residence experienced players with which to
begin
j
bridge, and cross the river at the present j by Rev. R. L. Olds, Wednesday afternoon, the season. However, the outlook is fair,
Bangor bridge. This bridge will lie raised and many relatives, friends and neighbors and some games have been arranged.
six feet, while the railroad bridge just
came together to show their esteem fora

of

within 400

river.

nected

or

*'<>• NTV NEWS.

(JVMJN’i V KEVVSs
ft

back

INDUSTRIALLY AND TOPOGRAPHICALLY

Beautiful Lake in

I

about
from the present line, until the ahpre
BUCKSPORT.
BLl'EHLLL.
road is croaeed about 400 feet south of
has purr baaed the farm
Mel
Harriman
Will
Mason
came home from Milo last
H. Jordan's house. From this point north
of William Williams at M 01 vale. He will
week.
to the Parker Or indie
place, the shore
Miss Mabelle Babson has entered Colby bmld a near house, barn and other farm
road will be under water, which will flow
buildings.
out the Hubbard, Carroll, Bourn ter and college.
know 1 ton lodge, N. E. O. P., was visited
Lultam places.
At the small brook just
Dr. A. M. Thomas and family left Sunbelow the electric light station, the water day for New York.
by Grand Secretary t^uimby, of Bangor,
wer® worked on
will flow back some distance.
Norman Mayo and Tom Hinckley have Friday evening. I>egfw«
two candidate*, after which refreshments
BRIDOF AND ROAD CHANORft.
entered the U. of M.
were served.
It will be seen that with all these pieces
Mr*. Ethel be rt Nevin returned to her
O. D. Partridge has resigned as manager
of road and bridges flowed out, extensive home in New York Monday.
of the telephone exchange here, much to
«hanges in roads and bridges will be necFred Harden, who came from Orono to
the regret of subscribers. The office will
essary. It is for a vote of the city on attend the fair, left Friday for MUo.
he in charge of Misses Myrtle Marks and
these changes that the power company
The Misses Holden, of Sargentville, have Mary Atwood.
has petitioned the city government.
been the guests of Miss Kdith Chase.
The schooner Lizzie Griffin, of Orland.
Briefly stated, the plan is feu* the disMrs. S. B. Billings, of Brooksvllle, is
continuance of the Doyle, Infant street
rapt. William Anderson, arrived Wednesher
Mrs.
E.
Babson.
P.
visiting
daughter,
and Brimmer’s bridges, the building of a
day afternoon from the Grand Banks with
new bridge across the river a short disGroves Cousins, of
Brooksvllle, has a full fare of cod, 2.200 quintals. She retance below the proposed upper dam. the
rented the George A. Clough bouse for the ports speaking the Bucksport schooners
T. M. Nicholson, (.apt. Lester Gilley, and
reopening of the old Mariavtile road down w inter.
the M. B. Stetson, ('apt. Mclnnia, on the
the west side of the river and across the
Mrs. V. P. Kline, who spent the summer
Bangor bridge, and tbe rebuilding or re- at Ideal lodge, has returned to her home Virgin Rocks on Sept. 9. The Nicholson
bad 1,200 quintalsjand the Stetson about
location of pieces of the Waltham road, in
Cleveland, O.
700.
the Bangor road and the Shore road.
Rev. E. Bean ha* gone to Gardiner to
SEMINARY NOTES.
The old Mariaville road, which it is
attend the State conference of CongregaA class in vocal music has been formed,
proposed to reopen, was abandoned fifty tional churches.
or more years ago, when the road cast of
and preparations are being made for deJames A Garfield \&>. R- C. met Saturday
the river was laid out. It is still passable,
veloping a school orchestra.
*
and can be reopened at comparatively afternoon and tacked two puffs. A picnic
Lloyd K. Allen, now of Boston, E. M. C.
little expense. There are no heavy grades, supper was served.
8., *99, visited the seminary on Friday for
it is through woods most of the distance,
Capt. Benjamin Black arrived Saturday the first time since hia graduation.
making it a good road in winter, and is j from Bangor with a load of lumber for E.
The Bucksport and seminary football
shorter by almost a mile than the present ! W. Mayo and the White Granite Co.
river
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NORTH CABTLNE.

Cfcpt. Ezra
painted.

Conner is

having

Capt. 8. W. Webster, his mate Streeter,
Roy Wells are at home while their
vessel, the Hattie H. Barbour, is (Whiffing at Bar Harbor.

and

his house

party of four from Seaside inn. Seel

Harbor, took dinner at Capt. J. H.
ill’a, Friday, and later enjoyed s
board ride around the Chpe and

Kumbuckshore

road.

Dea. James Gray, of Center, and Mrs*
Mrs. Dean Dority who haa been Ul is
J. 8. Power* have been named to represent
improving.
Tremout Baptist church at the Hancock
A daughter was born to James Hatch
County Baptist association, which conand wife Sunday, Sept. 24.
vene* at East Bloehill this week.

Ham -ck pomona grange will meet with

Halcyon grange, North Bluehill, Oct. 7.
Mrs. Augusta Leach went *o Bucksporl
Friday to visit her sister, Mrs. Reuben
Hutchins.

Rev. C. W. Wallace,
Sears port,

w

ife and

spending

are

two

child, of
weeks

at

Leroy Ward well’s.
Roy L. Ward well, who has been visiting
his parents, Leroy Ward well and wife, has
returned to Augusta.
Edson B. Buker, a student of Bowdoin
college, was the guest of his aunt, Mrs.
Clara West, the past week.
Gapt. M. W. Grindle and wife, C. M.
Leach and wife. Miss Florence Hutchins
and Miss Grace Wardwell, attended the
fair at Mountain park, Bluehill, lust

Thursday.
Sept. 25.

L.

ing

relatives

Mrs.

is

visit-

here.

Mias Bernice

Friday

Moore, o( Bangor,

Smith spent Thursday and

in Bar Harbor.

Pinkhain.

spending

a

of

few weeks

Mrs. Elmer Hanna.

wife.

Joshua B. Wilkinson and wife, of Kockport. Mass., w bo have been visiting relatives in Hancock, Sullivan aud Uouiusboro, called on old friends here Saturday.
All were glad to see them after an absence

Sept.

Sept.

‘V

25.

PENOBSCOT.
J. Creamer and family, of Stockton
Spring, HjM. nl Sunday at their home here.
Archie Bridges, who has been visiting
hit father, W. 8. Bridges, has returned W
W.

his work at

Cambridge,

years.

25.

Maas.

Rev. Charles Wallace, of Sears port, occupied the pulpit at the Methodist church
Sunday, in exchange with Rev. ^r»

B.
DEDHAM.

J. A. McLaughlin is home fora few days.
Edna and Charlie Johnson have returned
to their school in Portland.

was

recently

the store of B. H.
will be placed in A. E. Yarn urn’s privste
office in his store.
Sept. 25.
removed from

East Steuben, is
with her daughter,

Mrs. Mary Noyes, of Boston, and little
grandson, Hilliard (Jordon, spent Saturday and Sunday with E. E. Bragdon and

of several

market dull.

Bryant.
The public telephone which

A8HV1LLE.
Mrs. Fronie

Capt. & H. Robbins, of Opeeche. was ia
w'eek.
Capt. Robbins report#
that bis weirs are full of herring, but sale*
are alow, the supply far exceeding the demand. The same ia reported of the Bsr
Island and other weirs —plenty of 11.-11 bat
town last

Sbfcfrtiarmmis

No Worms Since
Using This Remedy
Welchville, June 2. i9°3Dear Sirs:—
Oar three children had what we called worm Sts. We began to give them
haa
“L. F.” Bitters, and they have not
since. This
and I have them
one

was

three years agUi

hand all the tim«
and give them to the children.
Yours truly,
Walter Fogg has been visiting relatives
GOULD8BORO.
W. A. PRATT,
in Hall’s Cove for a few days.
Box 4a, Welchville, Me.
Oapt. Otis Foes, a native of this town,
Miss Ha2el Cow ing is in Pittsfield atbut for many years a resident of Martha’s
The True “L. F.“ Atwood’s Bitt'jJ
tending school at the Maine Central instior **
Vineyard, Maas., died last Thursday at his tute.
a household remedy for young
home there, after an illness of several
stores.
Mrs. Henry Black, Mias Alice Black and 35 cents a bottle at all
months.
Oapt. Foes was sixty-seven Mrs. Sarah
Warning, of Bangor, have been
daryears of age. He served in the

navy
ing the Civil war. He had held many town
and federal offices at Cottage City.

on

guests of W. W. Black and wife the past
week.

Sept.

25.
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